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INTRODUCTION
This is an interview with Cohn John Jamieson for the Parliamentary History
Project and the Battye Library Oral History Unit.
Cohn Jamieson was born in Perth, WA, in 1923. His mother died when he was
five years old and he was brought up by his father's sister and later, when
she died of tuberculosis, by his maternal grandfather. He was educated at a
variety of State schools until 1938 when he began work as a junior worker in a
vehicle body building workshop. From 1939 to 1942 he worked in a fruit and
vegetable market business. In 1942 he enlisted in the AIF and in 1944 joined
the RAAF as a radar mechanic.
From 1946 to 1948 Cohn Jamieson was a labourer with Midland Railway and then
retrained as a carpenter and joiner from 1949 to 1953. He joined the Labor
Party in 1946 and held a variety of positions including Secretary, Midland
Branch, 1947; delegate to Council 1947-52; delegate to State Executive and
Metropolitan Council; Trustee of the State Branch 1955-56; Vice-President
1957-58; President 1959-76. He was a frequent delegate to National Conferences
and National Executive.
Cohn Jamieson was elected to the Legislative Assernby in 1953 and remained a
member until 1986. During the Tonkin Government from 1971-74, Cohn Jamieson
held the portfolio of Works and Water Supplies and was also responsible for
Electricity and Traffic Safety for varying periods. He was deputy Leader
(1974-76) and Leader (1976-78) of the Parliamentary Labor Party and held
several Opposition Shadow portfolios till 1980, also serving on several
committees including the Joint House Committee (1959-74, 1978-83). He was a
member of several Honorary Royal Commissions of Inquiry, and represented WA at
the 1981 and 1983 conferences of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association,
and was a delegate to five Constitutional Conferences.
Outside of politics Cohn Jamieson's main interests were tennis, amateur
football and gardening.
The interview covers Cohn Jarnieson's early life and military service, his
retraining after the War and his early involvement with trade unions and the
Labor Party. He describes the events surrounding his elections. Both his
parliamentary career and positions held in the ALP, particularly his eighteen
years as President, are discussed. There is some mention of the DLP and the
split in the Party in the 1950s.
Cohn Jamieson records his reflections on key political figures on the WA
scene, particularly Labor Party leaders under whom he served. There is a frank
discussion of his period as Party leader and his replacement by Ron Davies.
The interviews were recorded between 29 November and 15 December, 1989 at the
Alexander Library Building by Stuart Reid. Mr Jamieson was recovering from a
debilitating bout of illness which had caused dizziness and nausea at the time
he was contacted by the interviewer in November. He seemed in poor health
throughout the interview. Although he spoke slowly he was clearly mentally
alert. Sadly he died in March, 1990.
The interviewer was Stuart Reid and there are ten tapes.
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Cohn Jamieson, 1971

VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT
SR
This is tape one of an interview with Cohn Jamieson,
recorded by Stuart Reid on the 29th November 1989, for the Parliamentary
History Project and the Battye Library.
Could we begin first with your birth. When and where were you born?
JAMIESON
Well I was born in West Perth in Nurse Stockley's Hospital
in Newcastle Street. It's now a place, I think, where one of the branches of
the Education Department are ensconsed. So that's about all I can tell you of
that. In the left hand front room I believe. [Laughs]
SR
What about your mother and father? Can you tell us a bit
about their background?
JAMIESON
Well my father had been a First World War man and came back
after the war. He'd been going with Mother before he went away. They married
and settled down after he had come back. He was in a clerical line of
occupation at that time. My mother was a nurse.
SR

What were their names?

JAMIESON
Well George Archibald Jamieson was the father, and Mona
Colvin was the mother.
SR
had come from?

Could you tell us a bit about their background, where they

JAMIESON
Well yes. Basically my father's people had come from the
Orkney Islands. Old Scottie Jamieson had come out on a windjammer to
Australia, with some of the equipment for the Midland Railway Company. He got
off at Dongara, jumped ship I believe, when he was only seventeen, and
progressively worked his way down to Midland, where he settled; became mayor
of the Midland municipality; was tied with the Midland Railway for a long
piece of his working life; was associated with the organisation of the Midland
Railway Workers' Union, and later in life was in charge of the outside gang of
the Midland Municipal workers. Looking at the other side, the maternal side,
that was more associated with the Isle of Man, Grandfather John Colvin came
from Ramsey, on the Isle of Man, and went out to Bendigo, which was a thriving
centre and attracted many migrants. Met and married the grandmother in
Victoria. They migrated over here. He was with the early establishment of Foy
and Gibson's store, who he had some association with in Victoria, and
afterwards became a wholesale grocer, the agent for many of the Eastern States
larger firms like Rosella and those that were just establishing a market here.
SR
business?

What period would that have been that he was in that

JAMIESON
Well he'd have been in that business up until the Depression
time, from about, I should imagine, about 1919. Just after the war period
until the Depression time.
SR
household then?

So was your mother brought up in a fairly prosperous

JAMIESON
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JAMIESON
Yes. One would say their socio-economic standard would have
been above average. John Calvin had his own bowling green and that sort of
thing, in West Perth. I should imagine the Cleaver Street group of the....
Many of the early ones, the Veryards and all that group were all pretty well
known as the people that were going ahead in that particular region.
SR
background?

And your father's background, was that more a working class

JAMIESON
Yes, well he was in clerical occupations until about the war
years, early war years.
SR
I guess I was still referring really to his parents and
their upbringing of him. The paternal grandfather, what kind of work was it he
was doing? You kind of jumped into him being the Mayor of Midland, I wasn't
quite sure what kind of work he was doing.
JAMIESON
The paternal grandfather evidently worked down on the
railway with bridge building contractors, and when the Midland Railway set up
their workshops at Midland he ultimately became the chief lifter which was in
their wagon shops and was there for a number of years until he was associated
with the forming of the Midland Railway Workers Union, when the company in
those days didn't like establishments of unions, and they sacked him because
of it. He was later offered his job back I understand, but wouldn't take it.
He had a degree of pride in that regard. He had been associated with the
formation of this union group, along with a well-known union identity of the
day, W D Johnson, who had also organised the Perth Tramways Union and had been
imprisoned for his efforts there, I think. So those days unionists were not
thought very well of. However later on the Midland Railway had a change of
heart because they gave the Midland Railway Union a block of land for their
own hall and the establishment of the Union's own office. So it seemed as
though they reconciled their differences.
SR
days?

Did you grow up with stories from your grandfather of those

JAMIESON
Yes to somewhat. He was a good raconteur, old Scottie. He'd
talk to you about many things. He'd had a wide experience. He'd come here, of
course, not knowing much about local sport and his sons were all, or the elder
ones, were all leading footballers of the day. He took up the task, he was too
old to be involved in that sort of hurley-burley, but he became a goal umpire
and ultimately he became a life member of the WA National [sic] Football
League, in the very early days for his endeavours on behalf of that League. So
he tied in with his sons in the game, even though he didn't play and naturally
he wouldn't have known much about it in his very early days.
SR

Was he involved with the Labor Party as well as the Union?

JAMIESON
Well yes, he was always a great friend of W D Johnson that I
mentioned who became the Member for Midland Guildford. I think records would
show he was member for several other constituencies at various times before
that, but ultimately became Member for Midland Guildford. He stayed there
until his death in about 1948 I think, which was quite a long term. In that
time he was fairly closely associated with my grandfather.
SR
In becoming the mayor, do you know any stories associated
with that? Was he a political candidate for that position, for a party?

JAMI ESON
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JAMIESON
No, I don't think so. I think it was all local politics in
those days. There was no philosophy politics associated with it, as I
understand it. But that's getting back a bit and he didn't discuss that aspect
of it much with me, probably didn't think that that would be something that
I'd be particularly interested in in those days.
SR
So getting back to your early upbringing, what recollections
do you have of your mother and father in the first few years?
JAMIESON
Well I have recollections of my father always being
associated with sporting activities, particularly cricket which he played. He
was a great grade cricketer and I can recall going by train with him of a
Saturday from Midland to Cottesloe, or somewhere like that, while he was
playing and putting a lot of sea snails that I gathered on the seat, and he
sat down in his cream cricket trousers and squashed them and I was nearly at
disaster pitch over that. But he was always very keen on sport. Mainly his own
sports would have been football and cricket, but showed a tendency to favour
all the sports. My mother had been a tennis player of some ability evidently,
and while Dad had never played tennis, he had a good knowledge of the game and
used to be very interested in all the activities associated with it.
SR

And your mother?

JAMIESON
Well I didn't get much chance with her. She died as a result
of my brother's birth, when I was only five. I didn't remember a great deal of
her. I remember her threatening me a few times with a hiding, and once or
twice trying to get me to eat. I had bad teeth as a youngster in those days,
pre-flouride days, kids' teeth used to go pretty bad. I can remember I had
these teeth that were giving me bad trouble and one of my uncles had brought
down some kangaroo meat. She'd chopped it up very fine and was trying to coax
me into eating this, but because my teeth were sore I was reacting a bit. That
seemed to have stuck well in mind. Finally when my brother was born I can sort
of remember that he was born at home and there was a midwife there. I was
worrying her by wanting to see her and being locked outside. But at five
that's about all the knowledge you'd have of Mother. She was very distant in
memory. The others, of course, in the family, wouldn't have remembered her at
all.
SR
you?

You had a sister as well. Did she come after you or before

JAMIESON
No, she came after me. She's three years younger than I.
Then my brother followed. Since that time my father remarried, a considerable
number of years later, during the war years, and I have two stepbrothers as a
result of that further marriage.
SR

Do you have any recollection of the loss of your mother?

JAMIESON
Yes I do. Of going to see her, with my Dad. She was in Royal
Perth Hospital, going along Murray Street, and the large Moreton Bay fig tree
that's still near the hospital, seemed to me to be just as big then as it is
now. I can remember the pavement being uneven because of the roots of this
tree, and going to visit her in a private room in the hospital. She had
septicaemia and was being kept fairly quiet in those days. The only treatment
seemed to be to give them copious blood transfusions to hope that they could
overcome the septicaemia. Anyway this didn't occur. While my brother was born
on the 22nd of February, she died on the 25th of April. She lingered on that
time. During the time I can fondly remember going with relatives to see her,
and then being told by an aunt that she was no longer about.

JAMIESON
SR
mother?

What happened to you and the family after the loss of your

JAMIESON
Well after the loss of the mother we had various aunts came
to live at our home to look after us for. Dad.. That was getting into early
Depression years. Some of Dad's sisters didn't have jobs. They were able to,
at least, do something, and receive a bit of recompense for it, by looking
after us. At a later date I went to live with an uncle briefly, down in
Victoria Park. It was the husband of Dad's only full sister, who had died some
years before, but he was living in Victoria Park. He had a son about three
years older than I. I went to live with them in Thoroughgood Street, there,
for a couple of years before going on to live with my maternal grandfather,
Colvin, out in West Perth, where I spent most of my youth from then on. The
other two were left at Midland Junction with the paternal grandparents and
they grew up in that household.
SR
Do you have recollections of your household with your father
and the aunts, or any recollections of those aunts?
JAMIESON
Well yes I can, as boys would be boys we never liked to be
bathed, and the aunts using all sorts of ploys of trapping you to get you in.
Then dumping you in the bath. Yes I can remember them rather graphically and
not being too happy with some of their performances at times. Many boys aren't
happy with aunts' performance.
SR
you.

You mentioned your father's sister Kate who looked after

JAMIESON
Yes, that was early on. She was the first one. She became
sick. It was her husband that I went to live with at Victoria Park. She became
sick and would have died in about 1931. In those days TB was rather rampant
and she died as a result of an attack of tuberculosis.
SR
I wonder looking back on it now if you think your early
experience of bereavement, both with your mother dying and then your aunt who
was looking after you dying as well, do you think that has in any way moulded
the kind of person that you've become?
JAMIESON
Well it could have. It makes one sort of fend for themselves
to a great extent. I've always had to do that even when I went to live with
Grandfather Colvin. Grandmother had died long since and he had various
housekeepers in to look after us, but many times I've had to fend for myself,
and just get by the best way possible. Not that it did me any harm I don't
think. I was always pretty keen even then, in his day, with sporting
activities, you know, as a kid. I tried to play football and cricket without a
great deal of success, but nevertheless rather keenly, with the local teams
that existed around Cleaver Street and Beatty Park, where we were living at
the time.
SR
school?

What about your schooling at this time? When did you start

JAMIESON
Well I started school at Midland School. We lived at West
Midland and we used to.... These days children get bus rides for half the
distance. We used to walk from West Midland to Midland School every day, and
home again. I can well remember my sister starting school after I'd been at
school for some while. I used to have to take her with me. I was a bit cheeky
to some of the bigger boys and I remember them waiting for me one day and
giving me a thumping and her crying because I was hurt. I got the hurt and she
cried. From then on, as I explained, to Victoria Park, went to school in the
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Victoria Park School, Cargill Street, for several years, and then out to
Leederville School. From there on to Junior Technical School, where I
completed the three years at Junior Tech before then going into the workforce.
As my father by then was out in the vineyards he got me a job in one of the
vineyards grapepicking. That was the first. job that I had. I later came back
to that after war years just briefly, to a season. It's very hard work and a
lot of hot sun, but we got through it alright. From there I.... eventually my
grandfather in West Perth knew the Bolton family fairly well, who had the
motor body works. He was successful in getting Bolton to take me on as a
junior worker in the factory, with the idea of me becoming apprenticed to one
of the motor trades. I was there for several years.
SR
I'd like to come back to that in a moment. Just get a little
more from you on the school and early days side of it first. Leederville was
still primary school, is that right?
JAMIESON

Yes, Leederville was primary school.

SR
What sort of stage did you reach towards the end of primary
school. What was it that decided you to go to the Tech?
JAMIESON
Well mainly Junior Tech was very close to where I lived in
Cleaver Street, West Perth. I think my father and grandfather thought early
technical training might be to the advantage rather than..., there was the
option of either going there or Perth Boys' in those days. That's where I
would have gone for a more academic line. But I chose to go there. It was very
interesting. I learned a lot there in the various elementary trades that I
felt has been of great advantage through life.
SR

Had you been doing well academically up to that point?

JAMIESON
Yes, I'd always seemed to have been in the top few of the
class. I didn't have any problem with exams or anything like that. It seemed
to me that I was able to handle that sort of situation.
SR
What about any particular teachers that stand out? Were
there any who had an influence on you that you recollect?
JAMIESON
Well there's a very, very big teacher down at Leederville, a
Miss Simpson. She was a very heavy type of person that was very insistent on
getting on with the task. I think she straightened out any wrinkles that I
might have had. Then when we changed of course, and went to the all boys
school at Junior Tech, we had some very strong disciplinarians that taught
with the cane in the one hand and marching up and down the corridors between
the students at all time. If you didn't know the answer you copped a quick
one. So I recall those type of people very well. There were some excellent
teachers there in the various fields. There was a fellow named Stevens that
was a past master in Shakespeare and English. He was getting rather old at
that stage, but nevertheless he was a very, very good teacher. Most of the
younger men teachers that ultimately got caught up with war service, they were
more a cane and shout type of people that you don't have around any longer.
SR
How much continuing involvement did you have with your
father from the time that your mother died? Were you living with him, or was
he travelling or away or what?
JAMIESON
On and off he'd come down for a time. In the Depression
years he was goldmining for a while. He had a rather young uncle, one of his
stepmother's brothers, that was only a few years older than him. They went
fishing together at Mandurah. Then they were up in the Cue, Day Dawn area in a
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bit of a mine, eking out a bit of a living with some goldmining. Then he went
rabbit trapping with a couple of people at times. Generally he pursued
whatever there was around to get the pounds and pence in those days. But
whenever he was down he used to usually stay with us at my grandfather's
place, Colvin's place in West Perth. So I used to see probably more of him
than the other two saw, although we'd regularly go up there too, when he was
down.
SR
So did he have a continuing influence on your life, or was
he just someone who passed through from time to time?
JAMIESON
Well no, I don't think he had. He probably wouldn't have had
as much influence on my life at that stage, as would have the grandparents,
probably because I saw more of them and knew more about them.
SR
What was the living environment like in the grandparents'
house then? What kind of atmosphere?
JAMIESON,
Oh quite convivial. My grandfather was a very strict
Wesleyan. Isn't everybody that comes from the Isle of Man? Just about I think.
John and Charles Wesley did most of their early efforts over on the Isle of
Man and converts were there by the thousands. But he was fairly strict in his
views on anything dealing with life. But not to the extent where it wasn't
tolerable. He still had rather funny ways when I look back on it. He'd always
walk down every Friday to Panegyris's fish shop at Leederville and bring back
fish and chips for lunch. Despite that it was never a dictum of the Wesleyan
religion to have fish on Friday.
SR

So did you attend church regularly too?

JAMIESON

Yes, along with him I did, at those stages, yes.

SR
Did you retain through your teenage years the churchgoing
and belief in religion?
JAMIESON
No, no. Once I was on my own I drifted quite a way from
that. I felt that it took up too much of my valuable time. I had plenty of
things to do with sporting activities and otherwise. I didn't follow that at
all, never have done since.
SR
What were the other activities that you took up in your
teens, either while you were still at school, or when you left school? Apart
from employment, what were your interests, hobbies, activities?
JAMIESON
Well wherever I seemed to get involved with any group I'd
always finish up as their manager or secretary. You seemed to be always
managing somebody's worries about whatever it was. Also I was very keen on
surf in those days. We hardly missed a Sunday out at City Beach, used to go on
the old bus over the switchback road that used to be there. All in all there
was plenty to keep people occupied that needed to be occupied.
END OF TAPE 1 SIDE A
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TAPE 1 SIDE B
SR
We were talking about your activities and hobbies in your
early days. You mentioned the surfing. What were some of the clubs and
organisations that you were secretary of, or manager?
JAMIESON
Well in those days the organised sporting activities used to
be mainly through what was known as the Young Sports Temperance League. They
used to function pretty well as the organising area, to find the grounds and
do those things necessary to establish fixtures and encourage the clubs to
have their own format of a manager or secretary, and the other office bearers
that needed to look after these affairs. That, as I say, kept me pretty busy
in spare time as to picking up after all these other people.
SR
political arena?

Was that good experience also for your later work in the

JAMIESON
Oh yes, you had to fill in and all sorts of things then when
it wasn't done by those you expected it to be done by.
SR
Well we'll get to talk more about that in a little while.
Let's move on to the period of your employment on leaving school. What
qualifications or credentials did you leave school with?
JAMIESON
Well with a Junior Tech certificate which was a three year
course then. As I mentioned I went to work at Boltons with the idea of
becoming apprenticed. This was not to be. War had broken out by then and they
turned Boltons into a war factory after a time, rather than building
commercial vehicles and all sorts of things, buses, what have you. They then
began to do a lot of service work, putting trucks together and that sort of
thing. That became my undoing with them because I was required by them to do
the assembly on these trucks and some of the unionists at the time [who]
thought that I should be occupied in the panel shop being a junior worker and
helping the tradesman, complained to the union that I'd been using tools of
trade
to wit a pneumatic spanner, a drill with a spanner head in it. That's
about all the tools I was using. After having this complaint Boltons
approached me and said the union had objected to me using tools of trade so
they were going to have to put me off, which I thought was rather unfair. But
I went in to see the union because of their interference and Davies who was
then the secretary of the union, (later became an Arbitration Court
Commissioner) he merely said, "Well you were using the tools of trade weren't
you?" I explained yes I was, but I was in the position where if I didn't do
what the boss told me I'd get the sack, and if I did do what the boss told me,
the union got me the sack. So I wasn't a union member; I wasn't entitled to be
at that time. But he thought about it and considered that perhaps I had been
treated a bit roughly, took down a lot of particulars. Some time later,
through his intervention I was offered an apprenticeship at Attwoods Motors.
But in the meantime I'd found myself another job at the Metropolitan Markets
and also the war was starting to hot up, even though I was at that time only
about seventeen. I realised that it would soon be time either I got a call-up
or I went into one of the services.
-

So I stayed on at the Metropolitan Markets working with a fruit and produce
merchant for some time until this person who was actually a bankrupt got
caught up with by the bankruptcy people for running a business while being
bankrupt. He opted out rather quickly and left me with what was left of the
business. I had by that time, just turned eighteen and was not able to run
that on my own, having no capital. But I'd got a good grounding. I was with
him and the business that he had I took over to another firm that was looking
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for somebody with knowledge of the fruit and produce activities. That was
Wigmores Agency at the Metropolitan Markets. Shortly after then everything
seemed to go wrong because the manager there was off sick and I finished up
having to do most of the running and fetching there, with that firm. So I
remained there until.... Of course as soon as the Japanese hit Pearl Harbour
there was general mobilisation and I was involved straight away with going
into the AMF.
SR

Did you get called up for that?

JAMIESON
Yes, yes, as an eighteen year old, with the general
iiibilisation. It wasn't so very long after that that most people were going
over to the AlE. I think the whole of our unit, except about two people went
over. I remember bringing the papers home to get signed by.... Under
twenty-one, of course, you had to have permission of parents in those days. I
brought it home to get signed by my father, to be able to change over to the
AlE. This was probably the last time I recall my grandfather, Scottie, who saw
me in uniform and complained that I was far too young to be in uniform. It was
shortly after that, in call-up, over the Christmas period, that he died. I had
a lot of trouble being a young intake into the forces, of convincing the
powers that be that I should be allowed leave to go to my grandfather's
funeral. It didn't sound a very plausible excuse. Anyway finally at the last
minute they did grant me leave, but it was too late to be able to make the
arrangements to get there.
SR
What was your attitude to the war, in the lead up to it,
prior to you enlisting?
JAMIESON
Well what is the attitude of all teenagers to that sort of
thing. They see all their mates and associates going into the services and
think oh well that's the way to go, because they're all going there. They're
reporting that they're having a lot of good times as well as the bad side of
it. I had tried, while I was a fruit and produce merchant, to get into air
crew, because I'd always had a bit of a hankering for aircraft. When that
application was made they were requiring a fairly high standard and I failed
in the test that they put. I wasn't satisfactory anyway, at that stage. So I
just waited then until I was called up by the general mobilisation. At that
stage you couldn't go into the forces generally until you were eighteen. You
could go into preliminary air crew training at seventeen because it was a long
course and you would have matured by that time. That's when I had nominated. I
was still seventeen when I'd nominated to go into the air crew. Later on I
left the AlE that I'd joined and transferred over into air crew, but didn't
get through the training course there, because of the happenings that had
occurred during the war. They didn't lose as many as they thought in air crew
and they remustered a lot. I remustered to a technical trainee, and ultimately
finished up as a radar mechanic.
SR
What was your level of political awareness like at the
beginning of the war, as a teenager then?
JAMIESON
Well not too high. I didn't have a great deal of awareness
early on. But I found myself in war service with a lot of people, mature men,
who had been miners in Kalgoorlie. They had very clear visions of political
ideas. This may have helped me, or moulded my direction. But generally I think
like most teenagers I was pretty apolitical in my general outlook. However it
did influence me in the ultimate I think, having been with these rough type of
people that had had the hard part of life in their experience and they were
leaning towards a certain way that ultimately I found out about more by
mistake than anything, when I managed to pick up a book on social services,
that was produced for the British House of Commons. This report very clearly
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indicated by political activity that there was a way of a better life for many
people, particularly those that were the have-nots. As a consequence, this
report by Sir William Beveridge had a marked influence on my thinking of what
could be done when the service career ended. Because of my pleadings
associated with it and my general stand on this, many of the people that I was
associated with then got the idea that I was politically intended. But I had
no great pretensions at that time. It was that they didn't have any political
knowledge at all that made the difference.
SR
Report?

When was it that you first ran into this; the Beveridge

JAMIESON
Well it would be while I was serving with the Transport
Company. I used to usually pick up in Alberts' bookshop the latest volumes on
various armament, [which] were freely sold then to service personnel. During
going through a heap of these British publications I came across this report.
I took it with me just for something better to read and went through it, and
it seemed to make sense to me. From then on it moulded the line of thinking
that in some form of social order there was a way of overcoming many of the
problems that beset the local scene.
SR
Going back to these men from the Goldfields, were they Labor
men, Communist Party people, what backgrounds did they have?
JAMIESON
No, I don't think the Communists had any great degree of
support, never used to.... Well I say I was fairly apolitical, but not many of
them were Communists. We never heard much about them before we knew there was
Labor and Liberal, or I think it wasn't Liberal in those days, it was the UAP,
United Australian Party, or something like that. Then there was a National
Party here, that used to be the local conservative party. But Communists never
rated very high. They probably were, after the war for a while they did get a
bit of a fillip by, I think, by reaction of public rather than by choice of
doctrinaire. Many people reacted that way you know. There must be another way,
this is it. It's the direct opposite to what we've got, so this must be the
way out. But I don't think they ever gained any great degree of support. I
never envisaged it during my time with the Australian Labor Party, as a
principal officer, I never experienced a great degree of it. You always knew
that some were and some were referred to "reds" or "corns" or something. But
generally you found out that most of them were just labelled that way because
they were more outspoken than other people on issues of the day. But really
they weren't Marxist Communists. They weren't philosophy people that knew
anything about the teachings of Marx and Lenin, or any of those well-known
people.
SR
So what were the ideas that were discussed by these "rough"
men, as you describe them?
JAMIESON
Well these people always took the view that the Labor
government, the Labor members were the ones that could do some good for them,
that the others weren't there to do good for them. Basically that was it. They
weren't philosophy bound, they couldn't have told you what was on either of
the parties' platforms, but they just knew from the regions that they were in,
and those that they were associated with, that that seemed to be type of
people that were most suited for them.
SR
On reading the Beveridge Report, what were the things in it
that you thought were the kinds of injustices that could be righted, and the
kinds of policies that should be adopted?
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JAMIESON
Well you've got to realise, of course, that at those stages,
with the exception of very elementary social services, there was no provision
for people in the way of many of the pensions and allowances that are
available this day and age. Particularly was that so in Great Britain, there
was practically nothing for those that were not in the work force. They had to
struggle very strongly during the Depression years to even exist. Even in our
own State I can recall the soup kitchens that existed and the pick-up at
Market Street, at West Perth, where people used to go to the Department of
Labour there, had a depot, and they used to issue out orders for groceries. I
can recall being down there with my father when the crowds of those people
milling around, listening to the local members of the legislature address them
at various times to tell them what was the best way out. Nobody knew it, but
they always used to have their bit to say and they were addressed by various
people in the times. I can recall Dame Florence Cardell-Oliver and people like
Mick Raphael, who were all probably mob orators who could get the people on
side by saying something that suited them, but didn't do anything to overcome
the situation. Now in the Beveridge Report he suggested that certain actions
be taken, that certain taxes be levied, that certain pensions and allowances
be made available to people under different circumstances for those that
weren't capable of working due to disabilities, and those that weren't capable
of working because they had a family to bring up and they had no breadwinner.
All those sort of things he dealt with. It became the real master plan, I
would say, for the British speaking world in the various governments to do
something for it. I even think many of these ideas were copied by either the
State legislatures or the Federal legislature in the United States. But
certainly New Zealand picked up his report and ran with it. They were probably
the first one to get a proper programme of social services going. Without that
you can't have a happy community, particularly if it's reasonably educated
because no way could we tolerate here the scenes that you have in places like
India, where people are starving to death on the side of the road and nobody
is able to do anything about it. Our populace just would not allow that. It
doesn't matter how great bludgers there are, and for those that talk bludgers
I always remind them that probably in nature one of the most active features
is a beehive, and without the drones it wouldn't work. So one must always
remember that. While we don't want to carry more drones than we have to you've
always got to carry some, because it's part of the system.
SR
How much influence would you say that report had over
thinking in the Labor Party post war?
JAMIESON
Oh I don't know on individuals. I think it permeated through
as a system more than.... You probably ask any one of the members of the Labor
Party in this State at the present time and they've never heard of the Sir
William Beveridge Report. Don't know whether it's still in print, probably is
in the archives somewhere. But it certainly was a basis to help my thinking.
When later on during a visitation of an Army education officer who said, "Next
time I come through we'll discuss the William Beveridge Report".... They
weren't there as political beings, those Army education officers, merely to
keep the thoughts of the troops flowing on things that would beset them when
the war was over and they had to return to civil life. If they were able to
keep troops thinking on those parameters, then of course it would be better
off for them. When he suggested that we deal with that next time, and he did
come along and we dealt with it, having read it I knew quite a bit about it,
which sort of amazed him. In the first place I was able to discuss matters
that possibly nobody else there could. It's one of those things that nobody
would be much interested in. I came across it by chance.
SR
Going back to the rest of your career in the services, could
you just describe for us the various times that you joined and the moves that
you made through the war?
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JAMIESON
Yes, well as I indicated I was mobilised about the time the
Japanese came into the war. I was then transferred over to the AIF where I
went through an NCOs' school and became a corporal within I suppose, a year or
so of entering the service. That was more by default than anything, because
most of those that I referred to as the Goldfields' people, and the West Perth
footballers that seemed to constitute most of those that I was with, they
didn't want to have anything to do with any NCOs' school or that, and I was
quite prepared to go through it and I became a lance corporal and then a
corporal. The extra bit of pay didn't do any harm. I naturally got into some
problems because I was a lot younger than many of them. When you get authority
at a young age you're often resented. But I was able to see it through until
I'd....
we'd been with this transport company in the Marble Bar/Port Hedland
region for some time and I could see, because of the necessity of providing
bombs for the Liberator bombers from Corunna Downs, and petrol and all that
for them, from the railheads, either at Meekatharra or Marble Bar, that a
company would be kept there while the war existed, which meant that I wasn't
going to get very far.
So it was at that stage I made up my mind to again apply for air crew and
transfer to the RAAF which I did. From then, of course, the air crew business,
as I indicated fell through, because the need for so many was not realised. I
became remustered to the School of Technical Training. Did a basic course
which when the allocation of the various musterings was being made I had
chosen aircraft mechanic because I'd been with the Army Transport Company,
knew a little bit about motors and thought that would have been the best way
out. I wasn't in the allocations and the last one called in as a result of the
examinations that they'd had. It was explained by the officers that I'd been
allocated to a radio mechanic course, because they needed so many and I had
topped the course and for no better reason than they had to have them I went
on that and ultimately graduated from radio mechanic to radar mechanic and
went through that way. By that time I was allocated to several different
stations ultimately Pearce and then demobbed from there.
SR

So all of your military service was within Australia?

JAMIESON

Yes, from one top of this State to the top of Queensland.

SR
worth recording?

Any other recollections from that time that you think are

JAMIESON
No, except that it gave me a good grounding into having to
fend for oneself again. For instance in the north we weren't like other
service units. I'd take out maybe six Army trucks to deliver goods from some
hundreds of miles away. You might be out with them for days, maybe weeks, if
you struck a cyclone, and have to camp alongside the road and make good the
best way you could, to live off the land if necessary, as we did. Some the
stations suffered by losing a few sheep and that sort of thing, because we
just had to eat. If we didn't have rations supplied and we couldn't get them,
well we had to find somewhere. A few wild turkeys met their end in that regard
too, at various times, much to the dismay of many that ate them, because if
they'd been eating grasshoppers they're apt to scour you. The flesh from them
gives you the runs rather badly and some of them weren't too happy about the
results of it.
END OF TAPE 1 SIDE B
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TAPE 2 SIDE A.
This is tape two of an interview with Cohn Jamieson recorded by Stuart Reid
on the 29th of November, 1989, for the Parliamentary History Project.
JAMIESON
When we went out on such ventures, we were given some provisions,
mainly hard-tack, bully beef and biscuits, and some other tinned fruits
perhaps and other things, but in the main, the people were not very good at
looking after themselves, and I found myself becoming chief cook and
bottle-washer. If I didn't cook them something.... for instance, I think we
had tinned bacon, well with a bit of ingenuity and some powdered egg and
powdered milk, you could knock up some bacon and scrambled egg, which is much
more palatable than just the bacon heated up after it was taken out of the
tin. And a few things like that. I remember very vividly my 21st birthday I
had at Onslow. I fished all day off the old jetty. I had determined while I
was in the North that alcohol was a no-no because I saw too many who were the
subject of heat and that, to get involved and while most of the men off-duty,
went to the nearest pub to have a day out, with several others I went fishing
on the jetty. Caught a considerable number of fish and remember that night
when I came back with a fish that the sergeant that had caught up with us and
we'd all joined into one big group again, he said, "Oh well, it looks like
we're having fish for breakfast, doesn't it?" And he was by that time, not in
a very good state of sobriety to say the least, and I said to him, "Yes, if we
clean the fish," and this turned him a bit nasty and led to quite a number of
words. Anyway ultimately a few of them saw to and helped clean the fish and we
were able to cook some fish for them. But otherwise, their diet would have
been very, very limited. Most of them wouldn't have looked after themselves,
they just didn't know.
I had some unusual experiences there, being out for days and days with them,
particularly when cyclones had been there. One time we were approaching
Exmouth when the last we'd heard there was a Japanese convoy off the coast. We
were never acquainted with any form of aircraft recognition and a whole heap
of fighter planes started to peel off in formation above us, and we'd been six
or seven days incommunicado, so we scattered under the various trees.
Fortunately they turned out to be American Spitfire Squadron that was coming
down to Exmouth to supplement the others that were down there. When we
eventually got to Exmouth we found that whatever the scare had been had been
lost. They'd been shadowing it and there was a cyclone came through and they'd
lost it in the cyclone. Well it hadn't been coming down at all, it had turned
into the Javanese islands there somewhere. That was an experience with them
but, you know, you had to do, as I say, think for them, do everything for
them. They just.... many of them didn't care. They were just in there and they
were probably like I and getting a bit tired of being stuck up in this....
well it was a God forsaken area. I used to think [for a while], "What in the
hell are we defending this for?" Then I'd think, "Well it's part of Australia,
that's why."
But I learned to have a great respect for the North-West there. It had a big
bearing on my later political life when I was able to get good respect from
the people there because I knew what they were talking about and they knew
that I knew what they were talking about. I wasn't somebody from the
metropolitan area that had gone up there and didn't know how hard it could be,
because that had been a long experience in very harsh conditions, for living
in Army tents in those sort of circumstances.
SR
What about the discipline? What was your reaction to the
discipline in the Army?
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JAMIESON
Well, ours wasn't a heavy disciplined one because we had these
adjuncts when we took off on our own, which led to a lot of problems because
they weren't all lily-whites. Some of them had rather bad criminal records and
on one occasion I recall stopping at the Whim Creek Hotel for refreshment with
a group of about six vehicles. I was in the lead vehicle with a driver and
after we'd been there a time, I said, "Righto. It's time for us to go now,"
because I, as I pointed out, while I was in the North I wasn't interested in
alcohol, and I'd gone into this hotel and there was an old fellow that was
baby-sitting the hotel really, while the proprietor was in the Forces. I asked
for a squash, and he poured a little bit of cordial in the bottom of the
glass, and pushed it over the counter to me and said, "That'll be one and six.
The water-bag's out on the verandah." [Laughs] So that was enough of that but
some of them were prepared to indulge in the beer that was cooled by wet bags
over the top of the crates, which was none too palatable I shouldn't imagine.
Anyway when I started off with the vehicle the roads were not made, they were
all formation roads. All that you saw behind you was a cloud of dust. You used
to travel at about oh five/six vehicles to the mile, otherwise you would
collect one another's dust all the time. So I assumed that they were coming
behind me. When I got to Port Hedland
nobody else! They'd all stayed there
and they stayed there drinking on evidently with this old guy that was looking
after the place and some of those that weren't as lily-white as they could
have been, had helped themselves to the till. So anyway naturally this fellow
got to a telephone and complained and the officer quickly gathered up all our
paybooks with the photos in them and took them back down there and was able to
get the fellow to identify this.... Mine and the other fellow I was driving
with were exempt and some of the others that he'd said hadn't had any part in
it, but he was able to identify those that had actually knocked the till off.
-

So I say the discipline wasn't always there. At Port Hedland, for instance, we
had one instance where everybody used to make for the two-up ring in the town
of a night-time, and the local policeman there took it on himself one night to
raid it of all things and he grabbed the first two that he thought he should
grab, and locked them up. One of them was the officer in charge of our group.
He had no pips or anything on, you know. They were all there in their khaki
shirts and shorts. He complained to the policeman. He said, "Oh I'm a
Commissioned Officer." "Oh, never mind about you, you stop there." Anyway
finally we got out of that one by his batman going in and owning up to being
the one that was running the school and not this Commissioned Officer, which
was more to the truth than anything anyway. So he released the Commissioned
Officer and put the other fellow in instead. So you see there wasn't a great
deal of discipline because we were away from discipline section to such an
extent that it ran to all ranks.
I remember the Major and his Adjutant going to Hedland one time and despite
there were a fair amount of notices around at Pretty Pool to say about bathers
being worn, he like others, just stripped off and went in for a swim, but he
didn't know about that time of the day that some of the locals, including
their women, used to go there, and they had to stay in until nearly the tide
went out [laughs] because they were caught in their ninons!
But it's an experience that you had to be prepared to back your own judgement,
because you were away from the regimented discipline that you got within the
confines of a camp. When I was in the RAAF it was far different, you were
always in a sheltered camp. You were always in an area where people looked
after you, and this was an unusual feature because many that I went into the
RAAF with at the time, had come over from the Army. They'd either come back
from the Middle East or been well trained in the military service. The others
had come in either through the RAAF training and schemes for cadets, or
something like that and, of course, you had the two varieties and drill
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instructors trying to keep up with those who probably knew more about rifle
drill than they'd ever thought about, and those that knew nothing about it. It
became an unusual sort of experience to go through.
Oh we were bivouacked at one time out of Busselton and one of the fellows
thought he'd give them quite a scare this night Out in these tent lines, as he
called it. They even had floor boards in them, you know, something that we'd
never been used to. Anyway he came out there after a night at the Sergeants'
Mess, with some explosive to throw in the tent lines to give us a bit of a
scare. The only thing was he'd been evidently too long in the Sergeants' Mess,
or hadn't looked closely enough and didn't let it go. And the next thing we
knew was him calling out in the night, and when we got to him he had one hand
blown off, and just a heap of sinews sticking out and he had a grip of it with
his other hand. So, you know, just trying to be smart with these people that
had been through all this sort of thing, it wouldn't have affected them. It
didn't affect them then. One of them ran into the camp to get the ambulance
out and the others gave him the best First Aid that we could on the spot, and
he suffered the loss of a hand because of virtually his own stupidity and
trying to stir these fellows up that had had more than their share [laughs] of
that sort of activity in their own war service.
SR

What was the training that you did with the RAAF?

JAMIESON
Well that initially, after remustering from the Army, they put you
through an initial training course. It didn't matter how much you knew, and
this was where that happened. After that the air crew nearly all went to
Clontarf and it was from there that I re-mustered as the
after a few weeks
to the technical training course which was down at the old tech in Perth,
that's recently been pulled down. We were on the site there where now they're
building the new bus transfer station; our barracks were all in there. We had
a lot of trouble with the young juniors because of getting them to fold their
blankets right, and do everything right, because the hut that got the best
marks for the week got an extra day's leave at the weekend. So we I think,
were successful in getting top marks in about six weeks out of seven. I don't
know what went wrong on the seventh, but we relished our freedom a bit better
than most of them. So then I went on, as I indicated, to the School of
Technical Training and on to radar.
-

-

SR
So when the War came to an end, is that when you moved out of the
military and into civilian life again?
JAMIESON
Yes. Well I was demobbed sometime at Easter, about Easter 1946,
from Pearce, and I moved back into civil life then. I immediately applied for
rehabilitation training in radio, but was accepted for same and had to wait
though because there were so many seeking that sort of training. In the
meantime I had several jobs. I went out onto the vineyards for a time; back on
to grape picking and through all that anguish. Then I was with a builder's
labourer for a time, rebuilding the Valencia winery after it had blown up, and
then ultimately went into the Midland Railway Company for a time. My brother
was working there and he was successful in getting me a job as rouseabout
labourer sort of business, with the store section there, and from there I put
in some activity as a representative on the Midland Railways Workers Union,
and indeed, when Jack Brady who had been the Secretary of that Union for many
years, in 1948, when he went into Parliament, I contested the secretaryship of
the Union, which caused me to borrow my brother's twin Matchless motorcycle
and ride along the Midland railway
there's a track right the way along it
for servicing and that sort of thing, usually not very far away from the line
so that I could meet up with all the length runners and all the gangs on the
railway.
-

-
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So did you take leave from work to do that?

JAMIESON
Yes, I took some leave from Midland Railway to do that. Took about
a week or so off. Anyway I did most of the line to well up the top and about
Three Springs I was ultimately run into by an emu that came out of the bush
rather suddenly and when I, motorbike and emu finished up in a heap on the
road, I decided that was enough and put the machine on the next train back to
the city and came south again [laughs]. I thought it was hard enough! Anyway I
didn't win. The outcome was I didn't win that battle. Another chappie that had
been associated slightly with many of the men and the loco drivers had gone
through in his car with them and they'd recommended him, and he became the
Secretary. He wasn't very successful with it. He didn't stay there very long.
Nevertheless he won that particular position.
SR

Was that your first experience of campaigning for an election?

JAMIESON
For an election, for an elected position, yes. Yes it was my first
experience.
SR

What other positions had you held in the Union up till then?

JAMIESON
Well in the Union I was representative from the workshops to the
Midland Railway Workers Union Executive, and I had also been a delegate from
the Midland Railways Workers Union to the Midland District Council of the ALP.
SR
What sorts of things would you deal with as a representative from
the workshop at the Executive?
JAMIESON
Well, it was a funny Union that had had no awards of its own. In
other words it mirrored the award for the loco drivers from the government and
all the other categories from the government. But because they weren't in the
government they couldn't belong to those Unions that covered that, so they
were combined into what was called the Midland Railway Workers Union. It
amounted to station masters, whatever, right down the line to those that were
working in clerical pursuits in the office. So to make up a meaningful
executive, they broke it into sections: the running staff, the office staff,
the maintenance staff, the workshop staff, from which they had several
representatives from each section and it ran the affairs of the Union in
between a full conference, a full annual meeting or whatever it was, of the
Union. This executive ran the affairs. So that was my first experience in
doing it and from there, as I say, I was a delegate to the Midland District
Council of the ALP.
SR
Just on the Union activity again. What was it that the Union was
dealing with? If it wasn't creating new awards or improving awards, what were
the actual things you were dealing with on a day to day basis?
JAMIESON
Well, there were many things. The demarkation disputes that exist
between one section and the other would have been the principal things that
you'd have to deal with, and co-ordination with the Unions in supplying each
of the various Unions and getting from them their latest award facilities and
recommending to them the action to take to get other improvements so that
they, by helping themselves, would help us. So there was plenty to do even
though it was a mixed and small Union.
SR
Why was it that you got involved with the Union? What were your
motives at the time?
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JAMIESON
Well. I had always had a propensity to be associated with
meetings. I indicated earlier when I was with the junior sporting clubs, I
always seemed to be the secretary or something like that. It always seemed to
me that you had to be in these things to know what was going on, otherwise you
didn't have a proper comprehension of the everyday affairs. Because of that, I
suppose, I went into that. But earlier on I suppose what drove me into
becoming a delegate to the Midland District Council of the ALP, as soon as I
had left the forces, I had joined directly the ALP. I'd gone to Brady's office
who was then the sort of factotum of all Labor things in Midland, being the
Member, and [having been] also the Union Secretary for so long, and I joined
the ALP. That was sort of my first opportunity. That would have been in 1946,
just after I left the RAAF.
SR
And so it was your membership of the ALP that led you to seek the
position as delegate?
JAMIESON

I suppose so, yes, as a delegate.

SR
Can you tell us a bit about the relationship between the Midland
Railway Workers Union and the Midland workshops and the ALP? What were the....
how did they fit together? What were the relations between the two
organisations or three organisations?
JAMIESON
Well, the various Unions, as I indicated, held the different
awards which applied equally to those people in those particular pursuits in
the Midland Railway Company. In so far as the (what was that other question?)
SR

Well I was wondering how the Union related to the Party really.

JAMIESON
The Union then, of course, was affiliated to the ALP, and as an
affiliated body it was entitled to delegates according to the number of
affiliated personnel to the Midland District Council of the ALP. So that was
the tie-up there.
SR

Was it one of the more influential Unions?

JAMIESON
Well no. Being the workshops at Midland, the metal workers and
those from the Midland Railway workshops, Government workshops, were by far
the strongest, by far the strongest. They had considerable delegate strength
as you can imagine. In those days it was a very big show.
SR
I see. I'm only just becoming aware of the difference then between
the Government Railway workshops and the Midland Railway workshops. I wasn't
aware there were two separate ones.
JAMIESON
Well the Midland Railway workshops were where the Centrepoint
Shopping Cantre is now, right opposite the Town Hall. That was the reserve
right through to West Midland Station. The others were over the other side of
the railway, where they are still positioned. So they were pretty closely
aligned in that regard, but one was a private company and the other was the
Government workshop.
SR
I see. And what about the Midland District Council? What sorts of
things did you deal with as a delegate there?
JAMIESON
Well, general matters. Anything that anybody got a bright idea in
the Union that should be fostered to the Australian Labor Party through its
councils were dealt with. They could be any sort of support for organisations
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or individuals, and generally broke into supporting some form of philosophy I
should imagine. The elected personnel when the elections were on, all that
sort of thing.
SR
Council?

Do you remember any particular issues that you yourself took up at

JAMIESON
No, I would be pretty hard pressed to identify one. I was quite
impressed in those days by the debates that went on between the older members
of the Midland District Council. There were some very strong old members that
had been around for a long time, and had a lot of experience, and they were
instrumental in making me much wiser by their counsel.
SR

Who were some of those people?

JAMIESON
Well, the President of the Midland Railway Workers Union at the
time was well known Archie Tippett. He had been in and around Midland for
many, many years, and he was well known to all and sundry thereabouts. There
was a Mr Mountain who later became a member of the Licensing Board in the
State. He was a very dour old Irishman that had a lot of knowledge, and many
others who passed the scene from time to time that you were able to gain a
wrinkle from.
END OF TAPE 2 SIDE A.

Cohn Jamieson, 1962

JAMIESON
TAPE 2 SIDE B.
This is side two of tape two of an interview with Cohn Jamieson recorded by
Stuart Reid on the 29th of November, 1989, for the Parliamentary History
Project.
SR
We were talking about some of the influential people on the
Midland District Council in the..., this must be the late 1 40s now.
JAMIESON
Yes, Brady himself, who I tried to succeed as Secretary of the
Union, he was very influential. He had been the Secretary of that Union for a
considerable number of years, maybe 20 or 30 years before he became the Member
for the district, and he was fairly influential around the area.
SR
Can you remember what sorts of debates they were having and what
kinds of political perspectives they were coming from?
JAMIESON
They were coming into a bit of the philosophy style of debate.
There was a Don Mountjoy who'd been..., who was Member for Swan, Federal
Member for Swan in the Chifley Government from '43. He was in from '43 to '46
for one term only, Mountjoy. He was considered to be a bit of a firebrand I
thought. Later on in life he wasn't so firebrandish. He was one of these
people who's prepared to have a say. The Mountjoy family had a bit of a
reputation as being "reddish" maybe, but he was quite a worldly guy. He'd been
a guard in the railways and he was in the Federal Parliament as a Member for
Swan, and after a term he was beaten out.
Swan then used to go right into the backblocks, into the farming areas, and it
was very rare for Labor to hold it I think. They'd held it right back at the
turn of the century but then they didn't hold it again until probably Mountjoy
won it. In that time when Mountjoy had it, of course, Labor had every seat in
the State. They had the five House of Reps' seats and the six Senate seats.
They had the 'grand slam'. Anyway Mountjoy went out at that election but there
was often controversy starting to creep in of the effect of what became the
DLP movement. The what one might call the 'Catholic Actionists' that wanted
certain lines of action; were not keen on the Party's philosophy with schools
which believed in secular education, and wanted to alter that to cover their
school system; and a number of other features that ultimately led to the 1955
split in the Party. But it was in its embryo stage there, but it was starting
to burst to the extent that they'd....
I remember one time one delegate moved that this other delegate's credential
be returned to his Union, which was the Australian Railway Workers Union, or
whatever it was then. It was the WASRE Union they used to call it, whatever
that stood for. WA Railway Employees Union of Workers or something. He moved
to have this other delegate's
I think it was Mountjoy's
credential
returned to the Union because he was so upset about something he'd said. And
he had enough numbers on the Council to carry that motion that night, but at
the next meeting, Mountjoy's credential was re-submitted and the fellow that
had moved the motion was removed as a delegate [laughter] so it was starting
to move out in that this rather philosophy cum religious intolerance
difference was starting to creep into the Party's system at that time.
-

-
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What about industrial groups? Were they active at all?

No, well, these were the beginnings of them, of course. They were
JAMIESON
keenly.... their idea was to keep out the 'reds' or the 'corns' or something
initially. Then anybody that didn't quite agree with their point of view,they
wanted them kept out too, which is the danger. of the keep out system. It
spreads rather quickly.
SR

Were you also active in the Midland branch of the ALP?

JAMIESON
Yes, yes, I was Secretary of the branch there at one time, and
also Secretary of the Labor Day Committee. They used to have a Labor Day
sports meeting up on the Midland Oval and all sorts of side-shows and
what-have-you. I even marched with them from the West Midland Station up to
the oval. It was quite a feature in those days, but all gone by the board now.
In those days, of course, they used to have the Labor Day march through Perth
as the main feature of the day.
SR
Was there widespread support for Labor Movement activities like
that [unclear]?
JAMIESON
Oh yes, there must have been. We used to get big crowds up there
you know. You'd accommodate quite a big crowd at the Midland oval when all
these sorts of activities were going on.
SR
At what stage did you become aware of ambitions within the Party
for yourself?
JAMIESON
Well, not at that stage. At the time of the double dissolution
on Menzies' double dissolution, that was '49, must have been about '51
51 I
think it was, the double dissolution. I then nominated for pre-selection for
the Swan Federal seat. Webb, the State President, had been the candidate the
previous election, and he actually was made the candidate again at the
subsequent.... I suppose it was pretty tough, somebody tackling in that form,
but at that stage there was a lot of support for ex-servicemen into the
Parliament. Webb was not an ex-serviceman. I presume that he was in a major
industry, you know he was a loco driver, so he was probably in a protected
industry and wasn't allowed to join the services. Anyway Webb and a number of
us contested the selection ballot, I thinking that if I could get the
endorsement being an ex-serviceman, a young ex-serviceman, I might be able to
draw sufficient numbers to overcome the incumbent who was then..., in '49....
who was then Bill Grayden. He was a young ex-serviceman, and it was not to be,
however. Webb got the endorsement again and went on and was beaten again. I
think he had two more tries before he was successful. But that was my thinking
and that was my first attempt for pre-selection for the Federal Parliament.

-

-

SR

1

What did you do to campaign for that pre-selection?

JAMIESON
Well, because it was a State Executive's selection and I was a
member of the State Executive, there was no campaigning as such. Well, I
suppose there was. You spoke to anybody that you knew there as delegate, but
you would normally address the delegates but because the double dissolution
had thrown them all into a great "Ray and Florrie" and they had to get the
endorsements done quickly, they did away with the addresses to the State
Executive on the part of the candidates, because they had the Senate and the
whole lot to do in the one night. So, of course, those that were best known
and being against the President under those circumstances you had very little
chance.
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SR

So it went to a vote of the Executive?

JAMIESON

Yes, to a vote of the Executive.

SR

Did you have much support there or do you get the results of this?

JAMIESON
Oh yes I got a few votes, you know, from my own up at Midland and
those sort of places, but overall Webb had the numbers and there were several
other people that had stood at the previous election for other seats that had
nominated too, and they were well down the list, you know. He just dominated
the decision.
SR
What sort of credentials were you accumulating by this time? What
sort of things would you have been able to say on your own behalf if you had
had a chance to address the Council?
JAMIESON
Well I think that I would have had to play, as I say, on the
that youth, ex-serviceman, and a person that had shown themselves
activities within the Party as secretary of the Labor Day Committee, and
Secretary of a branch, and that sort of general attitude would have been
I was offering.
SR

fact
with
been
what

So what were your next moves politically?

JAMIESON
Well next came the stage when I did the rehabilitation course as a
carpenter and joiner, and as soon as I'd completed that.... We had a very good
instructor. He made sure that when you went out into the field you had a Union
ticket [laughs]. He signed up all the boys that were going through, and once I
was out there in the field....
I had leave from the Midland Railway Company
to go and do the course but there was no allocation of a position back to
them, so I was allocated to a builder to do my cum-apprenticeship feature. I
went out to do that and immediately became interested in the Carpenters and
Joiners Union, and it was not long before I held office then in the Bassendean
branch of the Carpenters and Joiners' Union which covered that general area,
because bearing in mind that all the carpenters in the Midland workshops were
all covered by the Railway Unions. There wasn't much scope for Carpenters and
Joiners up in that general area that weren't part of that and I was soon to
become the President of the Bassendean branch of the Carpenters and Joiners
Union, which among other things at the time, I was instructed by Henley, who
was then the State Secretary, to sack the Branch Secretary because he had
become unfinancial [laughs]. When he came to the meeting I asked him to leave
his books on the table and retire from the meeting. And we proceeded to
appoint somebody to act as Secretary to get over the impasse.
SR
I don't imagine they would have moved on someone like that if
there hadn't been other reasons for wanting rid of him.
JAMIESON
Well, I don't know. He had been warned evidently by Henley and
others that he was unfinancial and to get himself right, and he hadn't taken
any notice of them, so he never complained. Poor fellow, he committed suicide
not long after so he must have had other worries one would expect.
SR
So what was happening in the Bassendean branch of the Carpenters
and Joiners?
JAMIESON
Well, the usual things that happened, there were complaints about
employers, and working outside of normal hours, not paying the rates they
should. All the general complaints that you get in relation to that sort of
thing. Tools disappearing off jobs and some of them not being branded as they
should be, as the Union rules require of them for insurance purposes. All this
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sort of thing, but the usual Union duties and worries. Sometimes there'd be
motions too, put to the Midland District Council on the basis of some
political activities that they saw, that they felt necessary in the district.
But generally it covered a wide scope.
SR

Where did the Union sit on the political spectrum?

JAMIESON
I'd say a bit to the left. Most of the building trades have always
been to the left of the spectrum. Some of them are hard to see why when some
of them are hard to understand what they're about, you know. But usually if
you're going to broad brush them, you'd push them that side.
SR
Were there any particular characters associated with the Union
that either were influential in political affairs at that time, had an
influence on you, or were just particularly memorable for any reason?
JAMIESON
No, I don't think they had any great degree of influence with me.
You know, I had a lot of association with Henley who was the State Secretary,
and others that came on later. Clohessey who becomes Assistant Secretary, and
others in the Union but I wouldn't say they made any outstanding effort
towards me. I was probably influenced fair much by Chamberlain, who I saw in
action quite a lot because he was by then the General Secretary of the Party,
and Webb and others that I knew that were members of the Party, and sort of
watched which way they were going, and why they were doing that.
SR
This might be an appropriate time for us to start talking about
Chamberlain. He seems to have had a major influence on the Party for a very
long period of time. What do you think about his influence over the time that
you knew him?
JAMIESON
Well he was a very genuine guy that liked to sail his ship
straight, which led sometimes..., because of people who are apt to want to
deviate for some various reasons, the wind or the grass is greener somewhere
else. They didn't suit him, that type of people and he didn't suit them.
But he was a man that had been through the hard experiences of life. He had
come out here as a labourer after time in Europe after the First World War in
the Occupation Forces, and worked cutting down the way for the railways in
some of the country districts, you know slashing the scrub out and all hard
work. Then down into the Group Settlement and farmed as a cow farmer without
success as many of them did, and went through the very hard times, lost
everything in that; then came to the city and worked in several callings.
Finally, I think, before he went into the tramways [he was] down in the
munitions depot down at Woodmans Point. He was caretaker or something to that
effect down there.
But I recall him telling me, you know, when he had a young family, that he
used to walk from South Perth to Market Street in West Perth to save the
threepence on the tram fare, to see if there were any jobs and that sort of
thing. Things were pretty hard in those days. There was nothing to spend for
these people. It worries me now when I think about them, to think that that
could ever happen again. It would be terrible because they say they only....
we now worry about a few people that are generally misfits in the community,
that sleep under bridges and that sort of thing, more or less by their own
choices. But these people were forced to do what they would, glad to get some
soup at the soup kitchen.
So anyway he ultimately, of course, became a tram driver, and then the
Secretary of the Tram Drivers Union and had a pretty solid career in Labor
politics, and Union politics. Up until the time he became State Secretary he
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was the advocate on the Arbitration Courts for several wage cases for
improvement of the basic wage; and that sort of thing that used to be handled
on a quarterly basis by the Arbitration people in those days.
Were you around at the time when he was taking those cases? Were
SR
you in a position to see how he was doing it?
Well to some degree, because I recall him coming to the Midland
JAMIESON
District Council of the ALP and addressing them on what he intended to put
before the Commission. So yes, I had some knowledge.
SR

Did he strike you then as an impressive advocate?

JAMIESON
fellow.

Oh yes, yes. He was quite an upstanding, a very well tailored

SR

Well prepared?

Yes, he'd never go in with his case unprepared. He was a past
JAMIESON
master at looking after that.
SR

Was he universally supported in the Party in those days?

JAMIESON

Well yes and no. There's always jealousies, and I think others
thought they should have probably become General Secretary when he did, and
they would have been there amongst those that would have been malcontents. But
in the main, no he, once he became Secretary, I don't think that he was.... He
might have been opposed once for the position, but he got annually unopposed.
Those that you mentioned that might have some resentment about him
SR
getting the position, anyone in particular?
Not in particular. I think you'd generalise by saying there was
JAMIESON
those type of people about, but I think they stood down pretty much to him
being there. Reasonable happy. He was a bloke you could have an argument with
very easily. Sometimes, you know, I can recall when I was President of the
Party, we'd have an executive meeting and he wouldn't go along with what the
executive were on about. Sometimes he'd leave the meeting maybe, you'd think
to go to the toilet or something, and he just wouldn't come back to it. We'd
continue on. We used to get used to this. We'd say, "Oh well, he's gone. We'll
finish what we've got to do." He'd ring me up later and he'd say, "Oh well,
what you going to do? How do you want me to go about it?" You know, he'd think
about it. He'd always go along with the majority decision. Sometimes he didn't
like it but he'd always go along once he'd thought about it, which led him
into a lot of trouble one way and another: with the Richardson Report on
Parliamentary Salaries when he resigned as President of the Party, National
President.
What his point was that he opposed what they wanted to do here because he
said, "Well, you've long asked for an independent enquiry to set Parliamentary
salaries. Richardson IS an independent, now he brings up his report, you don't
like it. Where are you going?" Anyway despite that they [the State Executive]
carried a motion that they'd protest against it so he had to carry that. I
well remember being on the Federal Executive at the time and Or Evatt having
been informed that Chamberlain had led this anti -Parliamentarian salary thing
in the West, which he was wrongly informed because I was able to tell him, or
tell somebody who carried it back to him, that he'd better change his tack
because actually Chamberlain had opposed the motion in the West, but was now
only supporting it because he had been instructed to. So, of course, it
changed Evatt's attitude completely to him, and nevertheless Joe, because of
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what they did, he resigned as President of the Party. He came back a bit later
though. Some of them approached him and said, "Oh it's not going to achieve
anything," and he came back. But I can well remember attending that Federal
Executive with none less than my co-delegate, Keith Dowding.
SR

That's the Reverend Keith Dowding?

JAMIESON

Yes.

SR

Father of the present Premier.

JAMIESON
Yes. So Joe had a long history then of activities with the Party
and he had these fall outs with the DLP line of action, and again the Catholic
style of action.... Burke, Tom Burke, who a lot revere, came into his office
one day, and he said, "Chamberlain," he said, "you'll do as you're told or
you'll be out of your job." And he said, "Oh will I?" Well he was stronger
than Tom Burke, but Tom didn't realise that. Tom thought that once he was the
Member for Perth, he was the "King of Perth", but it didn't work that way.
SR
over?

What was it that Tom Burke had more or less threatened Chamberlain

JAMIESON
Well, I think it was the school issue, general.... it was a pretty
heavy one in those days. The Catholic fraternity were making a big fuss of
this. We had this secular school business in the Party platform, and they
wanted it to be cut out so they could be assisted.
SR

Where did you stand on it then?

JAMIESON
Mind you, in retrospect, one had to agree that they had some
justification for it, but not the degree of justification that they had. See
the whole thing, the whole creepy thing occurred as a result of legislation in
the Victorian Parliament. I don't know whether you ever followed it back but a
fellow named Holt, who was the Minister for Lands in the then Cain Government,
father of this present fellow, who had been required to bring in an Act of
Parliament for special settlement of peasant Italian farmers on rural areas in
Victoria, and when he got it into the House, whether he was a very strong
Orangeman or what, or they had a dislike for Catholicism, I'm not sure, but
Holt couldn't go on with it. He tore the Bill up in the House and walked out.
He said, "I'm not going to cop this," and he walked out. And as a result of
that, a little while later was the scene when Little and all these other
fellows crossed the House and caused the loss of the Cain Government, when
they threw the 30 threepences at the feet of these people when they crossed
over.
So it had become very strong, trying to support.... because you see the
Catholic Action in general, had always supported the Labor Party. You see even
back in Wren's time when he gave them tremendous support, and not without
justification, because you see, the then..., what was his name? Archbishop
from Melbourne.... Mannix. You see Mannix was being exported from Australia
during the First World War because of his utterances against the Brits, and
when he got to Fremantle they wouldn't let the boat go, and they took him off
to Rottnest Island as a matter of fact, the deporting people, but the
Watersiders jacked up about....
END OF TAPE 2 SIDE B.
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TAPE 3 SIDE A
SR
This is tape three of an interview with Cohn Jamieson
recorded by Stuart Reid, on the 29th of November 1989, for the Parliamentary
History Project.
JAMIESON
Mannix, Archbishop Mannix was then taken off the boat over
to Rottnest and ultimately due to the actions of the waterside workers at
Curtin's behest
he was advocating down on the waterfront at that time
for
which I think he was brought before the courts and maybe sentenced to prison.
I don't know whether Curtin ever went to prison, but I know there was some
hullabub because he was opposed to conscription in that First World War and
Mannix was also. Anyway they were so insistent that they finally returned
Mannix to Melbourne, he didn't get exported as he was supposed to have been by
instruction from the Immigration Department, or whatever the department was at
that time. So that sort of shows back into a region of history there, where
the close association of Catholicism and the Labor Party were in unison. For
years they strongly supported them, the Irish Catholic and the Catholic
element in New South Wales, it's riddled with them, the Cahills and all those,
right through.
-

-

Even in our own State the degree of people that are associated with it, the
long time Premiers that were here, there were a number of them were strong
Catholics. Generally they'd built up a rapport with the Irish Catholic and
those of lesser standing in the community, you know, that looked to those sort
of leaders. It goes right back in Victoria of course, to the Peter Lalors and
those at the time of the [Eureka] Stockade. So all in all out of that when
philosophy settled down I guess, in Australia, generally the Catholics were on
the side of the Labor Party. However when Chifley moved on banking, even
though he was a Catholic himself, there was cause for alarm among many of the
Catholic fraternities because all of them were subject to loans for their
churches and that sort of thing from the trading banks of the time. No doubt
the hierarchy of the church had been prevailed upon to oppose the party
because of its venture into nationalisation of banking. They thought that that
would be the first of the end, having experienced the Russian Revolution I
suppose, where that sort of thing disappeared, to their disadvantage. So I
think that's where the Catholic side of vote tied in with Labor and it existed
for a long, long time, until those fallouts over education, over banking and
the likes of things that were associated with that. Some lesser things that
spit and spark you know, like abortion reform and that, but they're only
election time gimmicks that one or the other come out with, like they've done
in Queensland. "If the Labor Party's returned then all the homos will go up to
Queensland." It's a lot of nonsense that they go on with, with these things.
But nevertheless it impresses the multitude sometimes, particularly the
Catholic multitudes if you can get to them. That is easier probably than with
other church groups, because they're more prone to go to church, listen to
what's said and the pastoral letters or whatever are issued by dictum of the
various bishops.
SR
Were these sorts of divisions becoming apparent in Western
Australia, through the late forties and the first years of the fifties?
JAMIESON
Well yes I think so. I think so. I remember old Bob Hartley
telling me once that he'd been to the mass in the Cathedral one Sunday. The
Archbishop was in the wings and he beckoned him over. He said to him, "Bob,"
he said, "I don't like this banking legislation of the Chifley's Government."
"Mmiii," he said, "what do you mean you don't like it?" "Oh well," he said, "you
know," he said, "we'd prefer that it's not proceeded with, that the banks are
left alone." So after further pressing Hartley on this, Bob said to him, "Well
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now listen Archbishop, I'll thank you to look after my spiritual side. My
financial side I'll look after myself." He said, "As far as I'm concerned
Chifley's doing the right thing." So that was the answer, but not too many
Catholics would have been strong enough to have given that sort of answer.
SR
To get back to Chamberlain, which I think was what led us
into talking about this at the time, he's been described as autocratic and
idiosyncratic. Do you think he was an autocrat?
JAMIESON
Oh yes, to some degree I suppose, but aren't we all. Unless
you have ideas and ideals, that you're prepared to set out to and stick to,
well then where do you go? You've got no order in your life at all. I think at
times you could say, you could even add the word "too", in front of each of
those words at times, but at other times he wasn't. But it's up to you if you
find a person with strong views like that, if they don't go along with your
views, that you either convince them that they should modify them or you just
accept that you're not going to get anywhere and leave them with them.
SR
Would he have been in any way vindictive though if someone
had challenged him on issues that he felt he was right on?
JAMIESON
It depends not on the challenge, but the way you go about
it. See like when the delegates ran out of the Hobart Conference, well in his
opinion they were elected to be delegates there, not delegates not to be
there. Therefore they should have stayed. They did the wrong thing. So to that
extent he wouldn't leave a stone unturned to see that they weren't able to be
in that position again.
SR
What about his commitment to socialism, his view of
socialism? How would it compare say with your own, and could you discuss a
little bit about his perspectives on that?
JAMIESON
I don't think his would be any more severe than mine. I
believe in it as an inevitability. I don't believe you can socialise
everything tomorrow. I've always said that. In my last speech in the
Parliament that was entitled, "The Left is Right"
I must give you a copy of
that
I indicated that I'd seen nothing that had indicated to me that it
wasn't the right way to go. There's bad socialist administration, but there's
bad administration in [Alan] Bond's business undertakings too. The ideal might
never be able to be achieved, but the light on the hill that Chifley saw is
the one that you should aspire for, the best possible result. Some people
think that you can get to it by climbing straight up the cliff, but you're
only going to fall off. If there's a circuitous route to get there well it
might be better to take that way, but certainly not to take a step that you're
going to be worse off after you've finished taking that step than you were
before. So no, I think that he wouldn't.... Lots of people tried to make him
out to be a corn, but the corns wouldn't have him, of course, he might have been
too autocratic, as you say, for them. But he had very, very strong ideas and
ideals. All had come out of his experience in life.
-

-

He'd been on the Group Settlement farm, with a young family, no money, had to
struggle. A lot of things had been caused to him. He had the endorsement for
the seat of Sussex, which was removed from him. They said in the Federal House
because he was com or something, but it wasn't, when I made enquiries it was
exactly the opposite way round. It was because of his conservative action that
he'd been removed. In other words the fellow that eventually got it, the
fellow that got the endorsement was an inspector for the Dairy Co-op down in
the area. Joe Chamberlain was the local representative on the Dairy Co-op for
his group of farmers. When they found out that this fellow had been
during
the Dairy Co-op's time
had been working his own place, they sacked him as a
-

-
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normal employer would do. Anyway because Chamberlain was associated with the
sacking and had the endorsement for the seat and this fellow was also a member
of the South West District Council of the ALP, he got himself his numbers
together with the idea of removing Chamberlain's endorsement, despite the fact
that Chamberlain had received the endorsement unopposed in the first place.
Somebody quoted it. I think it could have been Shane Paltridge in the Federal
House, that this was the cause. Anyway nobody defended him on it, none of the
Labor blokes in the House. So when it came to our notice, I was then the
President, the executive instructed me to conduct an enquiry into it and bring
down a report. What I found after talking to Stutsbury and others that had
been officers of the party down there in the time, that nothing like [the
accusation] in the Federal House had happened at all. But this fellow had got
the numbers together and Bert Hawke was then a Labor organiser and he was at
the meeting because in the minutes it showed his line of action. He must have
realised the numbers were against Chamberlain. He suggested that in all
fairness Chamberlain should be able to withdraw from the endorsement and be
eligible to seek pre-selection when nominations were again called for, which
was ultimately agreed to. Dorothy Tangney was at the meeting too, as I found
out from these minutes.
Anyway when the nominations were called again this other fellow that had
lodged the complaint or that had gone to the Party despite the fact that he
was justified in being sacked, he won the subsequent ballot and it's on record
that he thanked Chamberlain for his efforts on his behalf at the subsequent
election. It was a seat you couldn't win, it's conservative, bloody British
conservatives throughout that Busselton area. You can imagine the Bussells and
all that group you know. As Stewart Bovell used to say in the House, he said,
"I was born an Anglican and a Conservative, and I'll die an Anglican and a
Conservative." Most of them down there were. So that's where it was. He had
done what he thought was the right thing in sacking the fellow, and the fellow
had the numbers to get him sacked. But it was the opposite way round to him
being a communist that had been removed. It was his conservatism in business
management that said, "Well this bloke's got to go off."
SR
It's certainly an interesting reflection on his character
that he should then have supported the candidate?
JAMIESON
Yes, yes, the candidate said that he'd given him great
support. Well he knew he couldn't win it, you know, he was running as a party
hopeful, you know, just to raise the flag down there.
SR
So what was Chamberlain like to work with, while you were
President
let's sort of jump ahead now, but we are talking just about
Chamberlain. What was he like as a person to work with?
-

JAMIESON
Oh he was all right. I got on well with him. I saw him right
to the end within a fortnight of him dying, I went down to see him. He got
Alzheiniers disease in the end and he was bloody terrible. He'd recognise me in
patches. He was a very good bloke to work with, very gentle in his approach to
life. When the hanging legislation was on, the abolition of.... He just
couldn't understand anybody that would want to take a human life under those
circumstances. He was a family man, he was tied with his own children and
grandchildren. His son died of leukaemia when he was a very mature man. A lot
of people liked him. I remember he used to tell a story about Tom Wardle, who
he was telling that his son had leukaemia and would die. Bob was a big strong
fellow too, a builder, he was the building inspector at Bayswater Council when
he died. All they could do for him was give him blood transfusions every so
often to hope that they could get rid of it somehow. Anyway Joe was talking to
Wardle over some reason or other and he was telling him about this and he
said, "Oh," he said, "my son's got leukaemia," and Wardle said, "You know
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you've got to try that clinic in Britain," he said, "they seem to be having a
lot of success with it." "Oh," he said, "he couldn't afford to go to Britain,
he's got a wife and family." So Wardle went away and thought about it and
provided an air ticket to Britain, via South Africa, that's the only way you
could go, and not have smallpox vaccinations in those days. A person with
leukaemia couldn't stand that. No, the other injections you used to have to
have, cholera and all those, he couldn't stand that. Anyway just before he
went he went into to see the health people and they said, "Oh you'll have to
have a vaccination." He said, "Oh well...." And they said no, that he could go
via South Africa. Anyway this fellow insisted. Anyway the cowpox went mad and
killed him. It killed him, he didn't get to using the ticket that Wardle had.
Of course, Joe always thought that through his intervention and trying to do
something it shortened his life. That used to worry him the thought of that.
But generally you know, he was a fellow of great contrasts. See when he died
Jim O'Brien, priest, did the service at the funeral. Now with all the
so-called hatred that he'd had
I remember going to a Catholic ball one
night, when one of my wife's sisters was a debutante. Joe and his wife went
along and Joe spent most of his night talking to Father O'Brien because they'd
known one another a long while. Jim O'Brien had been an executive member of
the Brewery Employees' Union, when he worked in the Merredin Brewery, before
he'd gone into the priesthood. He was always a very, very genuine Labor guy.
For that Joe appreciated him. They'd have big argument over things, O'Brien
had told me at times, but in the ultimate they were still great friends. When
Joe died the family asked O'Brien to do the burial service. So when I got down
there, and I'm called up as a pallbearer, O'Brien walked over to me and he
said, "I suppose you're surprised to see me here, doing this." I said, "Oh
yes, Jim, I am a bit." Anyway he said afterwards, he was talking to me for a
while after the funeral and he said that when he'd been asked to do it he went
to the Archbishop and he said, "Can I do it?" The Arch said to him, "Oh you
want to do it?" He said, "Yes." He said, "Well," he said, "it's too late to
convert him now, I suggest you don't use any vestments, but if you want to do
it go ahead." So he just had a round collar, he didn't have any extra
vestments on and he did the service. So that shows how closely he could
associate with people of the Catholic faith that knew him and would trust
him. The same Father O'Brien rang me up one time when Davies was leader and he
said, "Look," he said, "I've been the padre out at WAIT [Western Australian
Institute of Technology] lately," he said, "they come to me and tell me things
that.... They think I'm one of them you know, the DLP, or the remnants of it."
He said, "They're on the move again, they've got a lot of money, but," he
said, "they won't make the mistakes they made last time so beware." He'd ring
me up just out of the blue and tell me things like that. But it was only that
he had a great Labor background and philosophy.
-

SR
by the DLP?

Did you see any evidence of that at that time, another move

JAMIESON
No, I didn't see it greatly, but it's evidently been quite
evident among the Student Guild out there, they've become conservative, overt
Catholic conservatism, in that they've run right away from the University of
WA and the Murdoch line of action in student guilds. It seems as though
they've got a bit of a hold out there, but just how deep it is I'm not too
sure. But it was a warning well worth listening to when these people got their
ears to the ground and can convey that to you.
SR
Just going back to Chamberlain, there were some incidents or
some events with him that I'd be interested in hearing your version of. One is
I think this would have been early
it would have been perhaps in the
fifties, the disaffiliation of the AWU, when the AWU pulled out of the Labor
Party at one stage. Do you recall the events surrounding that?
-

-
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JAMIESON
Yes, it was later than that. It wasn't Chamberlain's fault
that they pulled out, it was mine.
SR

Oh really, tell us what happened there.

JAMIESON
Well at that time..., who was the secretary? A fellow that
later became Federal Secretary I think.
SR

Gil Barr?

JAMIESON
No before Gil. Gil was all right. This other fellow died. He
come back here later and he died.
SR

Charlie....?

JAMIESON
No not Golding. Golding was always threatening to pull out,
but he never did. What happened was that they always wanted a special
concession
oh what's that secretary's name? They always wanted a special
concession for their fees, because of the alleged work they did on behalf of
the party in the North West. In other words where others paid five shillings
or six shillings they'd wanted to pay four shillings or something, you know,
this concession on the Nor' West area. Anyway what happened was that Mitchell,
Mitchell, Frank Mitchell. Frank had come to the conference with an amendment
proposition to what our recommendation was; our recommendation was basically
that they pay the same as anybody else. But that there be a concession in
regard to one feature or other. Anyway he obviously didn't understand it,
didn't bother to read it, and didn't bother to work it out, because he put up
this amendment in the course of the conference. I got a pencil and paper while
I'm sitting there in the chair and I said, "Joe, this is going to cost them
more than if they agree to our proposition." He said, "What do you mean?" I
pointed it out to him. So at an appropriate time in the course of the debate
he pointed this out and it left Mitchell floundering. Mitchell was.... He told
him in effect that he hadn't done his homework, made him look a bloody fool.
So with that he sort of took his football home, but not before he'd had a few
more things to say and caused me to go up to see him. He'd accused me of not
giving him the call or something, at the conference, at the right time, that
I'd been biased. So I went up to see him, he was up the top of a hell of a lot
of stairs down in James Street, where they used to be, then. He said, "I'll
have you thrown out of this office." I said, "Oh will you." I said, "Well you
might do that too, but," I said, "I think I'll go when I'm good and ready,
but," I said, "I'm not going to have you say to people that I did something
when I didn't do it." I said, "What you should be prepared to admit Frank is
that you made a mistake and tell your members that." I said, "I gave you the
call when it was justified to give you the call and," I said, "I showed no
preference to anyone on this," I said, "it was the debate that killed you,
because you didn't do your work properly." That made him even nastier. So I
went, I went down the stairs before I got rolled. [Laughs] Then he pulled out,
he pulled them away. It was a few years later, some few years later when
McMullan was [ALP State] Secretary that I went round with him and we squared
off with Gil Barr, and we got him back in and Gil was on our executive. Gil's
a very good friend of mine, he was one of the best they'd had.
-

SR
Were there other reasons as well, AWIJ's usually identified
as being a right wing union? Was that a problem?
JAMIESON
It's a funny thing to say it's a right wing union. Sometimes
it is, sometimes it isn't. The northern section of it is a very active one,
the mining section for instance, so's the Kalgoorlie one. See Gil Barr used to
say to me, when I've seen him of recent times, after he got the federal job he
used to say, "Oh I'm too left for them over there, you know, they think I'm
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bloody radical." But Gil wasn't radical, he was just sensible. He played it
the way he thought. They never ever challenged him as Federal Secretary. He
ultimately retired from the field and come back to the West here.
END OF TAPE 3 SIDE A

JAMIESON

TAPE 3 SIDE B
JAMIESON
Yes they have a degree of militancy where they've got mining
or that sort of thing. Sometimes their rural pursuits get a bit hairy, but
usually their shearing people are fairly militant too. What was that film
made, Sunday Too Long or something [Sunday Too Far Away], dealing with the AWU
and the shearing industry. It has been a militant union. The only thing it
encompassed was a lot of these lesser unions at one stage that were around,
that the Miscellaneous Workers seem to have gobbled up now and they seem to
have gone quiet. But I would think overall there's a big fight now on in
Victoria you might have noticed between the two factions. There's the faction
that support Hawke that have been strongly opposed, and it's all blown up
because they took ballot boxes to the Shell Refinery, and all the papers are
supposed to be posted back. Quite a bit in this morning's paper about it. So
no I wouldn't say that they were a tame cat union, they may at times get some
conservative leaders, but so do some other unions.
SR
Yes, what I meant by right wing I guess was, well
industrially militant, politically right wing. Would that be an accurate
representation?
JAMIESON
Generally I suppose they'd be a little bit toward the
conservative side politically.
SR
disaffiliation?

But you don't think that was a factor in their

JAMIESON
Not at that time I don't think so. I think it was a matter
of personalities and Mitchell being an awkward bastard to get on with.
[Laughs]
SR
Some of the other things that Chamberlain was associated
with. One was in the 1965 State election when the whole issue of the DLP came
up immediately prior to the election, a question of whether or not there
should be unity talks with the DLP.
JAMIESON
Yes a preference swap, that's what it led to. What had
happened it had been almost on the eve of that election and Tom Burke senior
had been with Bert Hawke at the Greek Club on the Sunday, and he'd made these
suggestions that he could maybe tie in with the DLP for a swap of preference.
Well Chamberlain was the Campaign Director and he knew nothing about it when
Hawke made some statement to the effect that they were making an effort to
swap preferences with the DLP. Now if you are a Campaign Director you're
entitled to be pretty bloody savage when the press hit you with this. Anyway
he immediately rang Tonkin who was Hawke's deputy, whose response to it was
this, that he said, "I heard the report too, and," he said, "I thought Bert
must be drunk, but I know he doesn't drink." Now that was the comment. Now
whether Tom Burke in some way inveigled him into this way I'm not sure.
Well it led to a tremendous split in the party. I was President and I was
trying to umpire the thing. It led to the whole of the executive officers
going and sitting with caucus on this issue, because it became a slanging
match there with Chamberlain saying one thing and Hawke saying the other and
Hawke saying that he'd been knifed in the back and all this sort of thing.
Chamberlain saying, "Well I'm going along the line that I'm told to by my
executive, so what," you know. So anyway because of this war of words they
sent these up to the caucus. Now I can't remember exactly who was on our
executive at that time. I know Joe Berinson was. There were a number of
others. They went up and they pleaded with them to, you know, for the sake of
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party unity, to square things and come out fighting. This was after the
election was over. So anyway after listening to the story of both, and
Chamberlain was there, of course, and Hawke was in the room, Chamberlain said,
"Well I'm prepared to shake hands on it and forget the whole thing." Hawke
said, "I'll think about it." So of course, Chamberlain got up and stormed out
of the room. Harry Fletcher ran after him I think it was, to try and get him
to come back, but he said, "Oh what's the use, if he's going to adopt that
attitude?" So that was the parting of the ways and then Hawke always sort of
mistrusted me because I was sided with Chamberlain. I had to as President of
the Party. He hadn't done anything wrong. He hadn't done anything wrong, it
had been that Hawke had spoken out on something that he'd never discussed with
the hierarchy of the Party and it left us in complete disarray.
Not only that, at that particular election Jim Coleman was still Secretary of
the Trades and Labor Council, so they wanted to introduce service pay for the
government employees. Outside employees were all getting above award payments.
So they wanted to get service pay for length of service with the government.
Jim Coleman, Joe Chamberlain and I went to Hawke to see him about it, up in
the Leader of the Opposition's office. Bert said, "Oh no." he said. "Look, if
we get elected, I'll want money to spend on hospitals and this and that. No
way can I agree to service pay." So of course, Coleman came back and told all
the unions. The election was about the same time as the South Australian
election and Playford was re-elected at the election and within a month he'd
granted service pay right throughout South Australia. Of course, Coleman told
the unions, "You know this is what he said at the election. Where are we
going?" So Hawke was gone then. Hawke was gone, because he couldn't recover a
position from that, from both the political and the industrial wing being
against you, you were gone. He lasted a while longer as leader, but then he
went out and let Tonkin take place.
SR

What sort of man was Hawke?

JAMIESON
Oh enjoyed life. A happy go lucky fellow, played a good game
of tennis right up until very late in life. A lot later than I've been able
to. He used to play in the Parliamentary Cricket Team. He was a different sort
of bloke to what you got these days. For instance I remember when we didn't
have a majority, we lost a majority in the House, in the Hawke Government days
when we lost Bunbury, he adjourned the House on the next Thursday, to play a
game of cricket against the press, a bit like Raleigh bowling while the Romans
came. But he really enjoyed life I think. He was a bloke
I think he was
sincere in his socialist approach to things. Inclined to be led by certain
people that feigned friendship to him that might have done damage like Tom
Burke did, and Tom's not to be forgiven for doing things like that, you know.
You talk to people now they always see the brighter side of Burke, but I saw
the down side of him so often that that influenced me more than the up side of
him.
-

Hawke had a hard life, of course. As you know he was a member of Parliament
from 1923 to '27 in Adelaide and then he came over here as an organiser and
was successful in beating Mitchell, who was then Premier, for the seat in
Northam. So he had a mixed sort of a life. But funny he never became a Western
Australian. You know when he was finally out of it all he went back to Kapunda
and then to live in Adelaide. He never accumulated a degree of friends here
that would take up where his roots had left off from. So he was only loaned to
us. That prompted
I think I told you before didn't I, about Jack Jennings
the South Australian member, when we were over there on a sports carnival in
South Australia and we were having this buffet meal at Parliament House this
night and the old Legislative Council President was making a bit of a speech,
Sir Robert Somebody at that time. He said, "The great thing about it...."
you know he was very old and frail
"The great thing about this evening is
-

-

-
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that both the Premiers that are here come from South Australia." Jennings who
was apt to take a few more sherberts than was good for him, was hanging hold
of a curtain and he said so that everybody in the hail could hear, "Yes and we
exported the wrong bastard!" So this was the sort of thing. But Hawke enjoyed
those sort of things and he encouraged them. Whenever we'd go away or play a
game he'd always be.... Course the Governor of the day used to have his team
too, tennis, cricket or what have you. It was a very good camaradarie feeling
that he engendered by his own activity in these things. He was well thought of
because of that. He'd been a good sportsman all his life, and engendered
others to be associated with it.
SR

How did he operate politically though?

JAMIESON
Politically he was pretty much of a loner I thought in many
things. He wouldn't file away from the platform. The night that they took the
delegates to task for running out on the Hobart Conference, he was a delegate
or a proxy delegate to the meeting. He was also Premier at the time, of
course. He sat there in the meeting until two o'clock in the morning. He got
up and he made one of the most vicious attacks I've ever heard on political
and religious bias that I've ever heard. He accused all these Catholic
fraternity that were joining in a theme on this sort of thing. He said that,
"You know, you're so biased with your prejudices on religion," he said to one
bloke, he said, "you just wouldn't understand." He really attacked. When Bert
Hawke made a speech it was either very good or very bad. He had no in between.
Some of them were bloody dreadful, but others were excellent. I think it
mattered whether he had his heart in what he was saying. But he certainly did
this night. He thought the Catholic hierarchy that had guided them into this
morass had done nothing for anybody only further establish religious prejudice
that was bad enough at its best of times, you know. He really attacked. It was
his speech that finally swayed the way I think, in just finishing the dealings
with them when they eventually carried the motion that none of them be
allowed.... The original motion was that they be disqualified, or something,
from the Party, but they had the fallback line that none of them could hold an
official position for the next five years: Beazley, Burke, James and Cook.
There were four of them anyway, but they were all put in that category. But
they couldn't hold a position for five years in the Party. That didn't mean
that they couldn't be pre-selected, they left that open. Actually Tom Burke
and Beazley were pre-selected during that period of banment. So there was
nothing like that put against them. But I say Hawke was very much instrumental
in that being carried the way it was. He'd had long experience because he had
two brothers that were ministers. One was Church of Christ and the other was,
oh not Presbyterian, but Congregationalist or something like that. I'd met all
but one of them. Bob Hawke's father I knew quite well, and Roy Hawke who used
to be the industrial relations officer at Holdens in Adelaide.
SR
leave the Party?

You mentioned Burke being pre-selected after that. Didn't he

JAMIESON
No that was some time later again. He left the Party
when..., what had happened is he'd been out of Parliament and the chappie
from, oh Kalgoorlie, what was his name? Gee I'm struggling for a few names
now. Anyway the chap from Kalgoorlie [Victor Johnson] had gone into the press
and criticised Evatt and he had sided with this fellow and he was a great
friend of his. He was a great friend of his and he'd sided with him and agreed
with his attack on Evatt. Well the party had taken action.... Johnson,
Johnson, old whats-his-name? I forget his first initial.
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We can look it up and check later.

JAMIESON
Anyway he'd been very critical of Evatt in a press
statement. The Party took it up against him and said that knowing he wasn't
going to stand at the next election anyway that he would be punished by being
no longer eligible for pre-selection which didn't mean anything, but it
allowed Burke to come in and say, "How dare you do this to my friend?" Then he
sent us a letter saying that because this had been done and because of the
present executive and their attitude and policy, he felt that he could no
longer remain a member of the Party. That's when we wrote back to him and told
him, "Well that's your decision." But when we advised the executive of the
letter, as we were wont to, because it wasn't an ordinary member resigning,
he'd been in trouble over Hobart, he'd been a federal member for Perth. When
we advised them of what he'd done, they put a rider on it that if ever he
wanted to come back into the Party again he had to have the express permission
of the State Executive and he was never expelled. He put himself outside the
terms of the Party by his action. But that's how things run.
END OF TAPE 3 SIDE B
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TAPE 4 SIDE A
This is an interview with Cohn Jamieson recorded by Stuart Reid on the 1st of
December, 1989, on behalf of the Parliamentary History Project.
SR
Before we start today on your pre-selection and later election to
the State Parliament, there are a couple more questions I'd like to ask you
about your Union involvement. You were in the Carpenters and Joiners Union
when you were pre-selected, what were your activities with that Union there? I
believe you were on the Disputes Committee and Management Committee.
JAMIESON
Well, at the time of my pre-selection, I was the Chairman of the
Bassendean branch of the Carpenters Union and after I'd passed into
Parliament, so as to give the Union some further service, I accepted a request
for them to be Chairman of their Disputes Committee, which had as its
objective to sort out all the problems where people were found to be working
at less than award rates, and all that sort of thing; being called before the
Executive. The Arbitration Court at the time was very doubtful about putting
such a rule in and suggested that we'd have to be very careful, otherwise we
could be found to be in contempt of them, if we did some actions to these
people that weren't justified. However, we got by with it pretty well, and not
being in the work-force any longer, I was able to have that independent
position. In any case the Chairman didn't have a vote so it was a good thing
for them to have an independent chairman. Nevertheless some people after a
time, objected to me being on there as I was no longer in the work-force. I
was still a member of the Union but no longer in the work-force and they
thought it was wrong that somebody outside the work-force should be chairing
it. Little did they know it was to their advantage because of not having any
connection with anybody, I was able to be a little bit more independent than
if people were in the work-force.
SR

So you weren't on that Disputes Committee prior to your election?

JAMIESON
No, no. I was an active member of the Union at the time of the
election. In other words I was a delegate from the
as I'd been earlier from
the Midland Railway Union
to the Midland District Council. I was a delegate
from the Bassendean branch of the Carpenters and Joiners Union to the Midland
District Council, and in turn I was a delegate to the State Executive by that
time.
-

-

SR

What were the issues for the Carpenters and Joiners at that stage?

JAMIESON
Well mainly policing awards. We had a considerable inflow of
migrants. Many of them came here, said they were building workers and had no
papers, and were being picked up and employed, and it was a difficult time to
sort some of those out. However, most of them sorted out well. You'd have some
on the job; I remember one fellow turned up with a funny looking hammer and a
few chisels and after I'd got talking to him
could talk a bit of English
he was basically Italian, and he indicated to me that he'd been working in a
bank in Italy, and anyway I put him on with an English migrant doing some
timber framing, and he didn't last very long because the English fellow trod
on the end of a stud and the other end flew up and hit the Italian fellow in
the nose, and split his nose open. So I mean, a great problem then finding a
doctor who we could explain to [laughs] and who could understand Italian and
what have you.
-

-

No, those were the main things. The usual award and conditions were becoming
more policed in those days. Prior to that time, after the end of the War, you
got to the job the best way you could, but the conditions were that if the
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employer was providing a vehicle it had to be covered, and seats and all this.
All those sorts of things were starting to manifest themselves and be
implemented, which had been let run down quite a bit.
SR
What was the attitude of the Union in general to the migrant
intake? People coming without written qualifications or without trade
training?

JAMIESON
Well they tried to have them trade tested in the main, and before
they could become a member of the Union they had to be trade tested.
SR

Was this a practical test or was it a written test as well?

JAMIESON
Practical test. And this caused some of them to drop out, of
course, when they were faced with this. Others were quite successful. Among
them there were some remarkable tradesmen, some of the best building workers
I've ever seen were the Italian full craftsmen. They did everything in
building, from stonework right through to all the finer timber fittings in a
house. That sort of thing and they were very good. They could carve wood and
do all the things the Australian tradesmen never ever even thought about.
SR
So you had involvement with the Union and the Labor Party. What
was it that led to your pre-selection?
JAMIESON
Well I was building in an area out in Redcliffe, building a lot of
migrant-type temporary housing, and during the course of building that it had
come to my knowledge that it was represented then by a Liberal, and I thought
well, this district is not Liberal, and shouldn't be, so I thought oh well,
with the nominations being called for, I would put in a nomination for it. It
was then the electorate of Canning that ran roughly at that time from the
airport round to Bull Creek, and took in much part of the back part of
Victoria Park, all of Carlisle, and went out to the boundaries of the Canning
Road Board district in the eastern-most area. So it was a fairly big
electorate. It was the biggest metropolitan electorate. It had the most people
in it and was growing very fast with a lot of dormitory housing suburbs. To my
mind it should never have been represented [at that stage] by Liberals, so I
put in my nomination.
I was rather young and brash at the time I suppose. I didn't bother to enquire
as to who else was nominating and I found out that the reason there were very
few nominations was that an ex-Member for Canning who had been in for fourteen
years, and by that time had been out for about six, was contemplating
nominating and had made it known around the traps and frightened away the
other would-be nominees. However, the person concerned, Charlie Cross, who had
had fourteen years as Member for Canning, was not being so highly regarded in
the Labor Party circles for various activities that he had been indulging in
while he'd been in Parliament before. They scrutinised his nomination fairly
closely, the Party hierarchy. The Canning seat was under the Metropolitan
Council of the ALP, and the then Secretary, Bob Hartley, and the Chairman,
Bill Hegney, had a good look at the nominations and discovered that his
continuity of membership had been breached the previous year by him not paying
his dues within the prescribed time; he was a fortnight late. So they ruled
his nomination out of order, and I got the endorsement unopposed, so endeth
that small story.
SR
So in a way from your point of view, there was a lot of luck
involved in it?
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JAMIESON
Yes, luck, and being in the right place at the right time in
politics is the main thing. One chappie in the Parliament many years ago when
I was first in there, George Yates, Member for South Perth, he made the
statement in the House one time that anybody could be a Member of Parliament;
it was all a matter of getting there. Having experienced some of the Prime
Ministers we've had I'd say that goes for as high a rank as a Prime Minister.
Anybody can be a Prime Minister; it's all a matter of getting there.
SR
Just another question on Cross, what were the sorts of things he
had done to alienate the Party hierarchy?
JAMIESON
Well, there were allegations against him. He did run several
billiard saloons, and it was alleged they were meccas for SP betting. Those
sort of features that weren't quite as desirable for a Member of Parliament to
be associated with as some of the other people in the community that chose to
run them, and he was always on that fringe group of such things, and as a
consequence, he was not impressing some of the members of the Party.
SR

Was this while he was a Member of Parliament as well?

JAMIESON
Oh yes. Yes, there were allegations that at times he used the
phones at Parliament House. They used to open Parliament House of a Saturday
for members to have its services and it was closed allegedly due to Charles
running a fair sort of a SP betting rort from the phones of Parliament House.
It's one of those things that delves back into antiquity and those that were
there at the time knew about it, didn't take any firm action, positive action,
but just held it against a person until such times as they were able to push
him sideways.
SR
So on being elected unopposed, what sort of support did you have
locally for your campaign?
JAMIESON
Well, there was nothing much in the Canning electorate. It had
been let go. I immediately had to start moving amongst the people and my
enthusiasm in canvassing the various areas brought groups together who became
Labor branches. At one time I think I had eight Labor branches in the one
electorate, but they nearly drove me mad with all their desires and wants. But
nevertheless they were very handy come election time. They were able to do all
the running and fetching, and as I say, places like Manning which was just
established then with mostly ex-servicemen, that sort of thing, and settling
down into positive life again, they formed quite a big support branch, and had
barbecues and things. So it took off and we had then people formulating
branches even at Riverton, and it took you all day Sunday to find a couple of
houses out there when you were canvassing. Now it's a first class suburb, of
course.
Those sort of areas. I remember one very wild campaign meeting out at the
little old Riverton hall that the then leader, Hawke, came along to address,
and he came out in his official government car, and he said, "What would you
want a meeting out here for?" He said, "You know, you're way out in the
scrub." And I said, "Ohoh," and I'd known there was a lot of feeling for the
current member there, and anti-feeling against me coming into the scene, and
it had the effect of filling this little hall, and we had a very hectic but
delightful meeting, mainly with anti people, Hawke being at his best that
night, took them on and humoured them, and in the end they were all, to say
the least, quite friendly. They were shouting and screaming to start with and
it was one of the few meetings that I ever knew Chamberlain to address.
Somebody accused him by interjection of something and he poked his finger
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almost down this fellow's throat. He said, "That's a dirty filthy lie and
you'll take back every word." [Laughs] And the fellow did. He backed right
off! But that was the sort of style of the meeting.
We used to have, in those days, of course, it was still street corner
meetings. You had a little PA system that you'd - take around, a portable one,
plugged it into the battery of the car, and you'd hold forth on corners or in
halls and places. I well remember one conjoint meeting I had with Jack Tonkin,
who was my Campaign Manager, he came right up to Canning Bridge. The river was
a boundary between he and I, and we had a conjoint meeting in the hall at
Canning Bridge. I think there was six turned up; they were all from my side of
the river [laughs]. He didn't get any! But those were the days that you used
to hunt them out as much as you could. Street corners were good; under lights
on street corners, competing against buses going by; experiencing some funny
sort of situations where your support speakers didn't turn up.
I well recall a Senator at the time was not unknown to have a few drinks at
the hotel in the Broken Hill Hotel in Vic Park. He was allocated as my support
speaker in John Street, Bentley, and you're always very toey when you're first
up, if your support's not there, you know, what am I going to do? What's going
to happen? Anyway this chappie didn't show up. It was Senator Fraser and when
he was still not there at the allotted time to start, the chappie that was to
chair the meeting said, "Oh we'd better kick it off," and the other bloke
said, "I know where you'll find him," and he got in his car and he went down
the Broken Hill, and sure enough, he did find him. So we kicked the meeting
off. I addressed them for a time. By that time they'd got Fraser along with a
fair amount of persuasion and assistance, and he got up on the stage, and sat
near me. They introduced him as the support speaker, and he got up and came
over, and slapped me on the back of the shoulder and said, "This is a fine
young man," and he sat down again [laughs]. So you know, you need saving from
your friends sometimes.
But it was all a very great experience and finally when we got to the stage of
the count we were never.... We HAD to win that seat to take the government off
McLarty, and there were two main counting centres: one at Como and one at the
Cannington Town Hall; Como School and Cannington Town Hall. At the Como School
I had my young brother there waiting on his motorcycle. He waited till the end
of the count and the principal counting centre is the Cannington Town Hall, so
I'd instructed him to come over there as soon as his count was finished.
Fairly cool night. I remember him arriving sort of half shivering on his
motorbike, and I said, "Well how are things?" "Oh," he said, "not too good.
You're 800 behind." And I said, "Oh well, that's not too bad." He said, "What
do you mean, not too bad?" I said, "Well I'm 1200 in front here!" So that
changed his tone [laughs] and action.
But it had been a great campaign. I used to use him quite a bit to ask
questions of my opponent in his street meetings. He'd go round with his
motorbike and he'd ask him a few curly questions. He campaigned on the issue
that I was a stranger into the area. I'd been living at Midland Junction and
only recently had I gone to live out at Victoria Park where I was living when
the election occurred. But he was campaigning on this basis and through
devious means I'd found out that prior to the previous election, he'd applied
for the endorsement for Mount Lawley, and only when he didn't get that, did he
take the endorsement for Canning. And he won it somewhat unexpectedly, so I
got my brother to ask him a question about this: wasn't it a fact that he'd
only got the endorsement from the Liberal Party after secondarily considering
it when he didn't get an endorsement for this other seat? In the end he'd
realised that it was no use arguing this one, he'd merely say, "The questioner
is fully acquainted with the facts, and I don't think I need to say any more
than that." And he'd close the meeting then and move off to his next position.
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This rather amused an Irish priest at Queens Park. He said to me that he'd
been standing on the overhead bridge. He'd never been to a political meeting
since his days in Ireland, and some young chap asked him this question, and he
said, "He folded up completely!" [Laughs] I said, "Oh that was my brother,
that was pre-arranged." "Oh," he said. [Laughs] So it went over quite well and
so went the canpaign, you know, the usual thing. I had my signs ripped down
and he had his signs ripped down. He pulled me up in the street one day and he
said, "Your people are giving my signs hell," and I said, "Oh are they?" I
said, "Well I had a big calico sign on my aunt's fence in Canning Highway. My
cousin came home by bus and he so happened to take down the number of the car
of the young people that pulled the thing." And I read the number out and he
recognised it so he went pretty quiet. So it was one of those campaigns. We
don't have them so much now because the.... You got a lot of interference
when..., people could interfere with signs. Now the local authorities won't
let you use them, quite wisely so too. Some of the lesser Parties used to put
them up and they didn't bother to gather them afterwards, and they were stuck
there as a dreadful reminder of the fact they hadn't done any good, and hadn't
been prepared to do the job afterwards. So I think they made wise moves. The
councils brought in the bye-laws: No signs on verges and prohibited them.
SR
meetings?

What sorts of things did you speak about at your campaign

JANIESON
Well generally the topics of the time. Housing was a great one. We
put out a pamphlet that annoyed my opponent at the time. It had a big nail on
the front of the pamphlet and it had,"Labor nails Liberal housing deception."
They'd put up some plot regarding housing. We were chasing along the line that
we'd do better with housing than they'd been doing, and it was a big demand,
very shortage of houses in the sort of post-war period. That was one of the
issues. Oh extension of water supplies into areas that were in that growing
area. Everybody wanted it. Half of them had to have their own well or
something. The general things that an expanding metropolis would need, you
know, that people were looking for. You had to battle on with those. There
wasn't a great amount of philosophy argument, I don't think.
SR
So it was mainly local issues almost to the extent of being parish
pump issues?
JAMIESON
Oh yes, yes, they were. You pumped the parish handle a lot. Told
them you'd do this and do that, or attempt to do it. That seemed to convince
them enough to give me the vote.
SR
What about the actual organisation for the day of the count? Was
there a lot of activity getting people to the vote and that sort of thing?
JAMIESON
Well, of course, under compulsory election you don't have to get
them to vote. The main thing is it was such a big electorate as I mentioned,
and it had many, many polling booths; probably twice as many as most other
suburban electorates. It might be even more. I think by comparison at the
time, the West Perth electorate which Heal won at that same election
he was
one of the other Labor winners
had only about five booths. Well I, just from
memory I think, this one had something like 27, and it was a big organisation
to try and keep it up, and they used to in those days
more than today
supply your workers with a drink of coffee, tea and what have you. Now they
usually carry an esky and supply cool drinks, not liquor but something to keep
them from becoming thirsty. There's usually two or three gravitating round in
cars that service a certain area. In those days we had a limited number of
cars and you had to do that pretty well on your own. But we got by. Some of
them used to make their homes available for the locals to have tea and
sandwiches at, and they ran them backwards and forwards to that. A
-

-

-

-
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considerable amount of organisation. You had to make sure that it was all
covered and nobody let you down. Some of the places, of course, Newburn that's
now been resumed for airport, were market gardeners and the like out there.
All the time that booth existed there was only about fifty people ever voted
there in a day. As a consequence it would be pretty hard to keep it manned all
the time to get the odd one. However we managed, we seemed to get by.
Motorised somebody out there to stand by for a time.
SR

Were there any minor candidates or minor parties involved?

JAMIESON
No, no, it was a straight out contest between Arthur Griffith and
myself. He subsequently, of course, a few months later, just after that time
there was a vacancy in Suburban Province Legislative Council, brought about by
the McLarty outgoing government appointing a fellow named Dimmitt, who was a
Legislative Councillor, as Agent General. So they slotted Griffith into that
seat. He was only out of Parliament a few months. He was out of Parliament
while the Coronation took place, because I always remember that that was one
of the great things he was a bit annoyed about, all sitting members of
Parliament got the Queen's Coronation medal. That brief six weeks or so that
he was out of Parliament prohibited him from that.
SR
So following your election what were your first experiences
following the election?
JAMIESON
Well they were a bit strange in that the first thing, of course,
caucus had to meet (State Parliamentary Labor Party) and elect the Cabinet.
There having been a Labor government for fourteen years prior to the McLarty
Liberal Government of six years meant that there'd been twenty years since
they'd last had to elect an original Cabinet. Nobody seemed to know how you'd
go about it. There was very sparse rules of the Parliamentary Labor Party that
it merely said that they should be elected singly each Cabinet Minister, and
that the allocation of portfolios was to be in the hands of the leader, the
Premier. Other than that it gave no series of priorities like there's the
Legislative Council leader and all that. There's nothing to slot them in to
say well one should....
END OF TAPE 4 SIDE A
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TAPE 4 SIDE B
SR
This is an interview with Cohn Jamieson recorded by Stuart Reid
on the 1st of December 1989. This is tape four side two.
Could we just return to that point you were making?
JAMIESON
Yes, well once you'd elected your leaders in the Assembly, of
course there was no provision for the Council and how many would be elected
for the Council. I think the Constitution Act says that there shall be no less
than one in those days. It says there'll be no less than two now. From the
Council being Ministers. But all in all there was very sparse rules. It took
some considerable time, memories having dimmed over the twenty years, as to
just what they'd done the previous time when they'd come into government
that it took quite a long time for them to get it off the ground and away and
going. There hadn't been much canvassing. It was almost unknown, factionalism.
Some people might be known to be a bit one way inclined than the others, some
more conservative than others, which happens in all political parties. But
there was no groups as such and there was no pressure. The morning of the
election I was prevailed upon by John Tonkin to go to the Waterside Workers
picnic where he introduced me as a new member. It so happened it was on the
same day. When we went to get back in the car he said, "Oh there'll probably
be a lot of pressures on, for support for the election." Then Joe Sleeman came
along to the car, the Member for Fremantle, and he said, "I'll talk to you
about it later," but never ever talked about it so there was no cajoling,
there was no influence. You selected the ministry then on what you knew of the
individuals and those you thought. Now it's not done that way any more. But as
a result of that I and some of the others, principly myself I think, thought
it's time that there was proper established rules and order. Not that you want
rules for everything, but you want rules to guide you when you get into a
situation like that. As a consequence now the Parliamentary Labor Party has a
proper booklet that sets out when in government or when in opposition, how the
order of election shall occur and who comes first and way down the patch to
the end of where you're appointed. Whips and party officials, basically they
all come in order of those paid officers first before you deal with party
officials. They're the also rans.
-

SR

What was your role in drawing up those rules?

JAMIESON
Well just that I felt that they needed to be drawn up and if you
show enthusiasm in a thing you're very often left with it in the political
sphere. One of the things though, I did experience, of course, there were a
lot of very old people in the Parliament then. Some of them getting up into
the mid seventies and that sort of thing. They left an indelible print on me,
saying to me, "Well you're the baby of the House,"
the Parliament at the
time, I was the youngest member in the Parliament
"Don't rush things, you'll
get there, you'll get done what you want to get done, but don't be in too much
of a hurry." It's probably a pity that more weren't in a later stage, although
I have always had my doubts about how long a person should stay in Parliament.
I believe that each decade of people should have the right to reach the top.
You get parliamentarians staying there until they're eighty odd, well you've
denied somebody the right. True they might get by, they might be good public
appearance. You've got all sorts of people in history that have been like
this, but there's somebody always doing the work behind the doors when they
get old, when the Adenauers and the Churchills and if you look behind the
scenes, it was their back-up men that were doing the job, not them at all.
They were getting the credit, but it shouldn't be like that, it should be that
each decade they're able to get to the top. Unless you have some sort of
retiring system there's some are denied this right, which is justly theirs. I
-

-
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was most insistent within the party itself to have that written into the....
about the rules for preselection, and for party officers. As a result full
time party officers cannot nominate for positions if they're liable to exceed
65 within the time of the term of office, no more can members for
preselection, except under exceptional circumstances, where it may of great
benefit to the party, or something like that, the rule states. That was very
necessary I think. It keeps a continuity of new members flowing into the
Parliament.
This was a stalemate that they'd got into. The Hawke Government went through
alright, because they were fairly fresh having been out of office for six
years. They had enough stimulus among the older ones to be able to get in
there and battle on. There was some real tried and tested people, gave me some
very good advice, the old Emil Nulsens, Hawke himself, Tonkin not so much. He
was not inclined to give you advice, he expected you to know everything.
Nobody in those days took you under their wing when you got to Parliament, you
had to find out everything for yourself. Had to even find out when you were
going to be paid. Now they have a briefing session. They tell them all. It's
made so easy for them. But in those days you had no clues, you had to pick up,
for instance, what taxation concessions you were entitled to. Nobody told you.
They had two amanuenses, typists writers to do the correspondence for the
whole of the members of the Parliament, all the private members that was. The
ministry had their own offices, and so did the presiding officers, of course.
But it was very, very difficult. Sometimes you'd have to wait a day or so
before you'd be able to see one of the typists to dictate something that you
wanted done. These days most of them, of course, have their own. Well they've
all got their own electorate office and are able to either dictate on to a
machine or something, letters to be scripted, but those, in those days that
you couldn't dictate to the typist, were at a difficulty: they used to have to
write letters in longhand.
The only service you had in the Parliament House, to service your electorate
really, was a pigeon hole, where your mail came to, and was placed every day,
which caused some strange happenings to those that were lazy. They tell the
tale of one Corboy that represented one of the Goldfields areas, a very
interesting fellow. He was a member of the Federal Parliament when he was only
twenty-one. He went in after Forrest died. He went in for Swan, and was one of
the few early members Swan got. Anyway he'd already contested a State seat
before that. Ultimately he became a member for the Goldfields. But he'd become
very lazy in the latter part of his life and they tell the story of how he
used to just go to his pigeon hole and from the current ones
there was two
of them, one where'd you'd have the stuff put in that day and one where you'd
put second class and the open mail in, somewhere to hold it until you wanted
it. Of course, his used to get real stuffed up, because he'd just come and
shift them from one to the other. Wouldn't do much more about it. Then one day
a constituent came up to see him and happened to run into one of the members
of the conservative party, Corboy was a Labor man. This constituent said he
wanted to see Mr Corboy. He thought, "I know where he is, he's up there
playing billiards. Anyway the lazy coot, he should look after his electorate."
So he went and got Corboy. Corboy said, "Oh you shouldn't have told him I was
here." Anyway he came down under sufferance. He listened to the conversation
that went on with this fellow. This fellow really tore into Corboy, he said,
"Look I wrote to you and I've sent you a telegram," he said, "I've got
absolutely nothing done from you. Now you're my member, I'm entitled to better
treatment than that." So Corboy said to him, "Just come in here a minute," he
said. "You've got no idea how busy I am." He said, "I emptied my letter pigeon
hole this morning, now come out and see what's in there now." Of course when
he got in they were stuffed so full that this fellow said, "Oh," he said, "I'm
-
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sorry Mr Corboy," he said, "I can see you are frightfully busy," he said, "but
I'd like you if you could find some time, you know, to put into it." So the
bloke went away humbled. [Laughs] Corboy went back to play billiards.
SR
Was there any briefing about how Parliament ran in the House, on
the floor of the House?
JAMIESON
No, they gave absolutely no briefing in those.... I say now the
Clerks of both Houses conduct briefing sessions and give everybody a bit of an
idea what the standing orders are about and what everything.... You just used
to have to find that out in your own merry way in those days. See we had about
six new members on the Labor side came in at that time. There's a few retired.
Old Teddy Needham retired from North Perth and Stan Lapham replaced him. Now
Needham had been in and out of the Parliament since 1901. He was one of those
that had both been in the State Parliament, Federal Parliament, he was Leader
of the Senate over there. Spent all his life just about in some form of
Parliament. Got nothing much out of it. He used to relish the fact that they
increased his pension by ten shillings a week or something, you know. Used to
come up and get books from the library. An interesting fellow to talk to
because he could go right back to the first Labor Premier in Daglish's day.
But he was actually out of the Parliament at the election that I came in at,
but nevertheless he was very alert in brain and able to discuss matters.
SR

So did you have much to do with him then?

JAMIESON
Yes well I used to run into him periodically when he'd go up there
to change his library books and have discussions on various things. I was then
interested in the back history of the Labor Party. I'd had a bit of a look
through the minute books and some of them were the vital ones in the Daglish
Government, they appeared to be missing. I questioned him about what happened
at that time. It was quite enlightening that he was able to tell me how
Daglish failed to face up to caucus again after allegations had been made
against him in the House. He left the Labor Party and went over to the
conservatives.
SR
you?

Can you tell us more about that story, about what Needham told

JAMIESON
Yes, well Needham pointed out that there'd been a motion in the
House, moved against Daglish, because there seemed to a discrepancy between
the amount that had been offered to the Midland Railway Company to buy it out.
Something like £1.3 million as against Daglish's motion of 1.5. It appears as
though Daglish was hard pressed to try and explain where the £200 000 was to
go. It appeared to those on the surface that if the transaction had've taken
place that Daglish and others could have been involved in some sort of
commission. A doctor who was then a Member of the House happened to be in
contact with some of the shareholders of the Midland Railway subscript, that
had written to him and told him about the 1.3 million and, of course, he
questioned it very quickly when this other motion to buy the railway came up
in the House. It was never proceeded with and it's interesting to note that
nothing was done about it until Court purchased it some many, many years
later, some 60 odd years later, finished up buying the Midland Railway Yard
and integrating it with the WAGR [West Australian Government Railways] as it
was then.
SR

What happened to Daglish?

JAMIESON
Well Needham's story was that Daglish never returned to the Party
and they were left without a leader. They appointed W D Johnson as an acting
leader to go down and face the House. The Governor in the meantime, bearing in
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mind the Daglish Government was a minority government. In those days the party
that had the most numbers seemed to have been the one that got commission
to... and they had more numbers than the other, but were a minority overall.
There were Free Traders, there were all sorts of strange bedfellows in those
days. But Daglish was a minority in effect, so one of the other leaders was
commissioned to form a government by the Governor of the day. Daglish
ultimately became a minister in the conservative government. He never faced
his own people again and as I say, they'd appointed another leader who faced
the next election. Of course a lot of them got wiped out again at that and
things didn't go so well.
SR

What other sorts of things did you discuss with Needham?

JAMIESON
Well mainly some of his early experiences federally in the Senate.
How they were more or less camped in the bush in those days, to run a place,
because he had been in the Federal Parliament when it was actually in the
Melbourne Parliament House, and also associated with it when it first shifted
to Canberra. With the early selection of the site, he gave a lot of insight
into how they'd agonised over where it was going to be before they finally
settled on the Canberra location. So all in all he was a very interesting man
in history. A little man, would only be about five foot four, tiny fellow.
Cocky Needham. He was very cock sparrow. If he got up on the soapbox he'd
really hold forth. So he was one of those characters that was in that time. I
think he arrived only in the State from the United Kingdom about 1900. He was
only here about a year and he was elected as a member for Fremantle first.
Then later on, as I say, he was in the Senate and ultimately he was Member for
North Perth when he finished his time.
SR
With all that parliamentary experience, was he a good strategist?
Was he someone you could learn from on parliamentary strategy?
JAMIESON
Well perhaps not on the local scene. I think people like Sleeman
who had previously been the Speaker in the Labor Government, at the latter
part of the Labor Government's fourteen years rule over war years and just
before. He was a past master of strategy and bearing in mind in those days the
Parliamentary Labor Party's rules only required members of the State
Parliamentary Labor Party to vote on issues that were in the platform. Now
it's quite distinct and says that "on any decisions that caucus make." So with
one or two exceptions where there's a free vote on abortion reform and
something like that. But that's also mentioned in the platform. But outside of
that any decision that's made in caucus to support something or not to support
it is binding on the members of the Parliamentary Party. It wasn't so then.
Because of that Sleeman used to.... he was a bit bitter I think that he didn't
get the speakership back again when the Hawke Government was elected. But he,
every now and then, used to put a barb into them, by way of a motion in the
House and get quite a lot of support from the lay Labor members and many of
the opposition. So it used to be quite a strange incident, much more open
Parliament then. You weren't afraid to take on your own people in the House,
on a thing that you thought was worthwhile pump-parish, but you never see that
done these days. They're all pussy cats now.
SR
Was there the kind of press interest then in Parliament, that
there is now?
JAMIESON
Probably more, because you didn't have TV and radio was fairly
limited. But the West Australian newspaper used to carry very heavy reporting.
The further you go back, if you go back into the 1920s, they used to carry
page after page, and their deadline would be very late at night. Now unless
something's finished by nine o'clock at night you don't get the next morning
paper. They had an extremely good coverage in the papers in those days. They
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all had reporters that.... One of the problems that existed with the reporter
being called before the Bar of the House was over a telephone or telegraph
line going out to Kalgoorlie at a certain time. This fellow had reported, he'd
heard a story that two members had had a fight in the bar of the House. He
dutifully reported it to the Kalgoorlie Miner, had come out in banner
headlines the next day, because one of them was a Kalgoorlie fellow evidently.
It turned out to be a furphy. When they told him that it was all a joke the
line had closed for the night and it had already gone to print. Course he was
called before the Bar of the House by the Privileges Committee and severely
dealt with.
SR
Did you get any advice from people like Sleeman who were very good
strategists about what it was you were expected to do?
JAMIESON
Of yes if you asked them they were very apt to give you good
advice as was the then Speaker, Alec Rodoreda. He was very good, but you'd
have to go seek it from him. He wouldn't try and push it on to you. There were
some others like Gilbert Fraser who was our leader in the Legislative Council.
He'd been there for a considerable number of years, and although he was in
another House, on strategy and that sort of thing he'd be quite willing to
advise you and lead you the right way.
SR
What was the quality of membership of the Parliamentary Party like
at that time?
JAMIESON
Well it was far different to what it would be in this day and age,
because, for instance, the AWU probably had an influence on about five of the
sitting members then, because they represented Goldfield seats and had come
through the AWU channels. Now there wouldn't be one in that category, so it's
changed dramatically. It's changed from what one might call in those days, was
much more, particularly in the Labor Party, of being a parliament of peers to
a parliament of acadamic qualified people. Not so much with the Liberal Party
strangely enough, but if you look at the present annals of Parliament, you'll
see that most of them have got, most of the Labor fellows, have got degrees of
some kind you know.
They've been through the academic side. The Liberals no.
There's a couple of lawyers, but other than that there's nothing. Which
indicates that there seems to be more of a flow from the less academics. The
academics seem to attach themselves to the Labor Party, because they've got a
written platform. Academics are more inclined to that. They don't like blank
cheques. While there might be some features of the Labor Party that they
mightn't like, the fact that they know what it's all about and are prepared to
tolerate it bring all sorts of people in that are basically conservative.
Temby was one of the typical ones like this. He stood for us at Nedlands not
many years ago. Now Teniby is a very conservative type of citizen I'd say, but
he was attracted enough to the Labor Party by the fact that it had a platform
that he could readily understand and read. But these that don't, they're a bit
touchy about them, when an academic you are taught to read and understand and
when you get into a Party that hasn't got that reading and understanding
platform, it makes it difficult for you to know which way they're going to go
next.
SR
So while they didn't have the academic qualifications, were they
intellectually up there with the present day.....
JAMIESON
Oh yes, I would say that looking at some of the ministers in those
days, you had Lionel Kelly who was Minister for Agriculture, he'd been in a
farming situation for many years. You had old Emil Nulsen, who was Minister
for Justice and Health. He'd been a storekeeper on the Goldfields. He had
capabilities, naturally developed capabilities. They weren't mugs. Thinking
through them. There were all sorts of manner of people. Bill Hall who was our
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first Labor Chairman of Committees in the Legislative Council. They've just
got another one now. They've only ever had two. Bill Hall was a taxi driver of
renown from Boulder/Kalgoorlie, but he was no fool, you know. He had a lot
going for him. A lot of them were in the mining runs, but usually they'd been
studious enough to be the top line in their unions, union secretary.
END OF TAPE 4 SIDE B
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Colin Jamieson, 1962
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TAPE 5 SIDE A
This is tape five of an interview with Cohn Jamieson, recorded by Stuart Reid
on the 1st of December 1989 on behalf of the Parliamentary History Project.
JAMIESON
See, others from the Goldfields had been shopkeepers. There
was one pharmacist, but all in all there was more of a balanced line, like
you'd get on a jury. You know, you'd get all sorts of people. Some, you might
get a few with a bit of academic knowledge, but in the main you're being
judged by your peers. I think probably if there's anything wrong with the
Parliament these days and I heard not so long ago, Reg Withers, former
Senator, expressing this opinion, (mind you he's an academic, well a partial
academic I suppose, because he's a lawyer); he expressed the opinion that the
thing wrong with the Federal Parliament now was that it had far too many
academics there and not enough lay people. This has been a problem right
through history, of course, because the tendency is for an unduly number of
lawyers to get into the Parliaments because they are trained to argue. One of
the early Presidents of the United States when people were worrying him about
not getting on with the anti-slave legislation he pointed this out. He said
[that] (well he was a lawyer himself), but while you continue to send 80 per
cent of the people to the legislative chambers that are legally trained,
you're going to have these tremendous delays, because they're trained to
argue, and they'll take every point. So the point there is, while you need
some of them, you need others that are in other vocations, and the wider a
[range of] vocations you can get, the more desirable.
SR
Those people, while they didn't have academic
qualifications, were they generally people who were involved in some kind of
self-education? Were they readers for example?
JAMIESON
Well I think they would have been. As I say by virtue of the
fact that they'd got where they did in most cases indicated that they'd been
fairly good. There were a few that were a bit lax [unclear], and a few that
had been there too long and become lazy as I indicated. But in the main they
had all generated enough sensibility to hold their position and do the things
that they should do.
SR
What sort of self education did you keep up yourself in your
early days in Parliament?
JAMIESON
Well when I left the services I indulged in quite a bit of
self-study. In between my connection with all the things that I had, you know,
I was able to keep myself abreast of the times. I wasn't seeking academic
qualifications or anything like that, because, well there was more.... I had a
trade and that basically has some bearing on your qualifications in life. You
can't be a jack of all trades, otherwise you're the master of none. So to that
extent I learned the rough way too by practical experience.

SR
What were your first experiences of caucus in the Hawke
Labor Government?
JAMIESON
Well I explained the first experience, of course, was the
election of the Cabinet. Caucus generally ran fairly well in those days. There
was a bit of feeling between a few people against others. For instance I
mentioned earlier a Lionel Kelly. He was elected as an Independent. He beat a
Labor member and later changed into the Labor forces and was a Minister in the
Hawke Government. Now he didn't go down too well with some of them and when
they'd get a bit heated they'd say, '.1 never ever opposed a Labor man in an
election." You'd get a few schisms like that. But in the main they were all
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pretty much behind one another. Some issues more than others I suppose caused
a bit of a stir. There were a lot of reform issues that they were delving into
then. The forerunner of the modern TAB of course, was one of the issues. No
government in Australia had been game to tackle. It was rampant in every
State; starting price betting. They all had their own means of dealing with
it. Here, behind every hotel in the back lane there was an illegal SP
operator. It's well known, of course, that he used to have a stooge stand in
for him whenever they'd raid him and fine him and leave him alone till next
time. They'd get a new cleanskin to go before the court then. This was the
usual practice. Well it was a deceitful way of running a thing. You knew it
was there. The Commissioner of Police had asked for control of it in a number
of his annual reports. Anyway it's one thing that the Labor Government did
lend itself too, but it got too highly involved in it, in that instead of
promoting what we now know as the TAB they promoted off course bookmakers and
they became somewhat of an octopus, because not only were they prepared
because they'd been legalised to support the Labor Party, they wanted to run
it. Come elections they made full paid adverts of their own, you know,
sanctioned by their own authority. Despite that we told them to keep out of it
that we knew how to run politics, let them run their bookmaking. But people
like that won't be told and ultimately that led to their downfall, of course,
after the Hawke Government went, this octopus that had grown up by the power
that had given the SP bookmakers to combine into an organisation that could
push their weight around. There was a Royal Commission and as a result of that
we saw the emergence of the TAB system, which now manifests itself in all
States in Australia, but had its origination here, in the licensing of off
course bookmakers.
SR
Prior to the licensing of off course bookmakers, was there
evidence of corruption as a result of the SP system?
JAMIESON
Well there was always that suggestion. It's like everything
alleged against people, if it's not proved well then you've got to assume that
it wasn't. But the suggestion was always there that if in a country town the
local sergeant was shutting his eyes to the man down behind the hotel with his
betting tickets then he was getting some sort of handback. Now this perhaps in
a few cases might have been proven, but in the main it wasn't but it was there
as a distinct possibility. A law is not really a good law unless it will in
the main, police itself. Off-course totalisator situation that we now have,
does just that, because the managers of those off-course premises, if there's
a local illegal man starts up, he soon gets potted on by that fellow because
it's draining some of his income source, so it's like for the publican. If
there's a fellow selling liquor that hasn't got a licence soon the licensing
authority get to hear about it by the publican, or through him, getting
somebody to tell the police to have a look at what's going on. In other words
they're self-policing. That obviates a lot of the possibility of corruption.
SR
Could you describe in a bit more detail how this influence
of the SP bookmakers and later the off course bookmakers had on the Labor
Party?
JAMIESON
Well yes, finally when it came to the 1959 election there
was much being made by the then Opposition led by Brand at that time, of the
fact that the Labor Party were in the control, or the pay, or the handout of
the SP bookmakers. The allegation at the Royal Commission was that each member
had received an amount. As a matter of fact the Royal Commissioner wrote to us
all and said that if he didn't receive a reply within a certain time, he would
assume that the allegation was correct, which angered many people, of course.
A 1t of them just refused to reply and told him very quickly why; that he had
no right to assume guilt. But the fact is that many of these double page
spread ads did appear and were sanctioned on behalf of the off course
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bookmakers, whether they had authority over Labor members or not, made it look
as though they had some connection. Of course, you can get the people to
believe that if it becomes abundantly obvious in front of them that this seems
to be happening. So that did the Labor Party no good in the course of that
election. Bearing in mind that they just lost it, they just lost it. They
wouldn't have lost it if the DLP had not come into the Murchison seat. I think
O'Brien finally lost by about 60 votes, when the DLP preferences were issued,
or the Anti-Communist Labor Party or something it was called then, and was
refined into the DLP later on. So all in all it was really disaster in that
we'd done what was necessary to start to sort out one problem which had
created another octopus that was in itself consuming.
SR
Was there any money coming to individual parliamentarians,
or to their campaigns from the bookmakers?
JAMIESON
Well I couldn't say directly. I certainly didn't receive any
from them, but they could have picked some key seats and funded some people.
This is not unusual. Some of the major unions do this. They specify, they'll
give a general donation and then they might pick out two or three seats and
say, "Well those seem to need a little bit of propping up," and send their
cheque for a thousand or whatever to the campaign fund associated with that
particular seat. So I wouldn't say there wouldn't be and I assume that there
would be, particularly some in the country and other places, but it wasn't an
app arentcy.
SR
Getting back to caucus, what was the quality of debate like
in the caucus, in the first Hawke Government?
JAIIIESON
Well bearing in mind the fact that you didn't have to have
coverage for anything that wasn't on the Party platform, it was an unusual
situation, much different to now, in that none of the legislation that was put
before the Parliament ever came before caucus. The first time we'd know
anything about it was when it hit the floor of the House, same as the
Opposition. Now it's not so. It's got to run throuah the riciours of the caucus
committees and indeed finally cauc is approval before it's introduced. There's
an exception I think, in the rule under special circumstances, where you've
got to have something urgently doi e. But there's certain ways you've got to
handle that, and it's got to be u gent, otherwise you'd get slaughtered, the
minister would get slaughtered t te next time there was a meeting. So the
debates were not as long and ca cus didn't sit as long as it has of more
recent years, because there was 1 imited scope for it. See you couldn't compel
a person. If Sleeman put up a mol ion, for instance, that there should be a
bridqe across the river at Resolul ion Point. which he did at onp ctaie.. th
Government had no power in caucus to stop him, so it was useless debating that
in caucus, and they didn't debate it. He just gathered what support he could
on the floor. The only time I can recall any legislation being debated in the
first three year caucus was in respect to the SP betting business, because
that was a concern of everybody. There was no compulsion even then, because
they thought that a couple of them that had voted against it previously would
continue to vote against it. They'd, because of the allegation with police and
that sort of thing, they thought well it's got to be cleaned up and what the
heck, it's better to know what you're doing than not know what you're doing.
So they'd supported it. But there was certainly no great long debates, and as
I indicated there's no factionalisms. You wouldn't have got serious support
anyway.
SR
So who was it would decide what would be the legislation
that would go up?
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Well that was Cabinet. Cabinet would make up its own mind.

SR
Any indication of how they were operating? What was your
involvement being a backbencher, with Cabinet? What was the relationship there
and how much did you know about what was going on?
JAMIESON
Well very little. They didn't tell you anything. You used to
get surprised at some of the legislation that they'd bring in. It's far better
for a party if they can sort out all their own differences before they hit the
floor with a legislative programme, otherwise it can lead to all sorts of
complications. For instance during the course of the legislation which was in
the second Hawke Government, when Graham was Minister for Transport, he
introduced legislation to establish the MTT [Metropolitan Transport Trust],
which more or less to many of us was a sellout to the then Metro Bus Company.
In other words all their top-liners become the heads of it and the Tramways
Department was gobbled up by it. So we didn't like that very much. We thought
it should have become a government show. Anyway I remember I put on, I think,
some couple of hundred amendments. It was a very interesting thing that
happened, because Arthur Watts [CP leader] at that time, he supported my line
of action with his Country Party members. The Cabinet had the support of the
Liberal Party, which was sufficient for them to get the legislation through
and keep it as they wanted it. But it was a funny breakup.
SR
House?

So were you moving those amendments on the floor of the

JAMIESON
Yes, yes, the notice was there. They are all on record in
Parliament, but the notice was there to do that. My first session in
Parliament I put up a private member's bill of my own. One thing that seemed a
bit strange to me, the position of a Commissioner of Declarations, in other
words being able to witness signatures on various documents. A lot of them
used to come to me because I was a Member, to get them signed. While there was
ministers of religion and town clerks and a thousand others, Members of
Parliament were not included. So I thought, "Oh God!" Anyway I had a look at
the Act, the Declarations and Attestations Act, and it had never been
interfered with since about 1911. So I thought oh well I'll put in a small
Bill to amend it, to give Members of Parliament the same right, both State and
Federal. So it led to a bit of humour. I got it through my end all right, but
Bob Boylan, the Whip in the Legislative Council took it for me at the other.
He said, "Oh God, I'm having a lot of trouble with this." He said, "They're
complaining, the Legislative Councillors reckon they've got enough work
already without being loaded up with signing." Hardly used to see a
constituent, you know, but this was their argument. So he said, "I don't know
whether you could get it through or not." Anyway I said, "Oh do the best you
can anyway." Either those that were against it weren't there the day the vote
was taken or something, anyway it went through, and then it allowed all
Members to witness such documents and it made it a little bit easier I
thought, because if they came to me and I couldn't sign the things, I had to
get them in a car and take them to a JP or a CD, and it took up more of my
time rather than just witness their signature.
So I was prepared to have a go and I think, having got off the ground very
early like that, it was very helpful to me. It gave me confidence. I never had
any difficulty in handling things like that. The only thing I did notice that
I mentioned to Bert Hawke one time, about nervousness in the Parliament.
Different people have different nervous afflictions. When I used to speak in
the Parliament beads of perspiration used to run down the back of my legs
Denirici my Knees. 1
ieei tnem running aown tnere; merely a nervous situation.
Of the latter years that all disappeared, of course. You lose those nerves.
But he said for the great time he'd been in there, he used to still have
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nerves. You could experience it with him because he either made good speeches
or made very bad speeches, and it was depending how his tension was at the
time.
SR
one?

What was you first speech to Parliament? Do you recall that

JAMIESON
Well, it was on the address-in-reply. That's what most
people open up on, and dealt with all sorts of things but mainly parish pump
stuff. Looking all around the electorate and just giving your point of view as
to what should be done.
SR

Was it well received?

JAMIESON
Well, there was a lot of us making maiden speeches then. I
think it was tolerated more than well received. Very few listen to maiden
speeches except the Hansard reporters.
SR
So when you were settling into Parliament, what about
settling into the building and the office and the system, and the way the
support system operates? Can you tell us a bit about what that was like?
JAMIESON
It was a bit strange, of course, you had to get used to
everything. You had, as you do now, when you made a speech, you'd have the
duplicates supplied to you about an hour later to do your corrections in and
make sense of them where they didn't make sense. Because sometimes with
shorthand they'd get the wrong symbol and "did not" appeared instead of "did";
all those sort of things, you'd have to correct those. To get used to reading
the quick typing because they type over HB, and you know, it was a bit strange
for a start, but you soon acquired a knowledge of that, sort of shorthand
typing. Dealing with those people, the Hansard's chiefs, getting used to using
what library they had
very poor library then
you used to have to find your
own books and book them out to yourself. Of course, it was never in any sort
of stable content. I think I've still got books at home from the old library
there now. They've re-established it now and it's well looked after. More
people than books there now [laughs]. But it has a direct access to this
library, see, it's an adjunct; and if they haven't got it they just get it
through State Library. They've got a pretty good system that way. It saves
having duplications of stuff that's only read once in a blue moon. You've got
it here, you use it out.
-

-

That and the fact that there were very limited rooms. There was one room that
Members could generally use
it wasn't as big as this one
that one could
sign letters in (there were a few desks there), and put them in the mail box.
Getting to know what needed stamps and what didn't; there was a mail delivery
within the government. All those things you just had to acquire that knowledge
by your own activities. I was there pretty often. I used to go there nearly
every day. One of the things in those days, of course, because all your mail
was delivered there, and you had no office, the camaraderie was great because
you always had somebody up there to talk to each time. Now you might go there
some days and you could fire a shotgun off, because they're all out in the
constituencies.
-,

-

The constituents are much better looked after by the fact that there are
offices but the camaraderie of the Parliament has suffered because of it.
There's more antipathy one to the other than there was in those days. You
could get on fairly reasonably well with anybody that was there, but now they
seem to be very careful.
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This is in dealings between parties?

JAMIESON
Yes, or dealings between individuals, too. Now there are
individuals within one's own Party that you couldn't get on with as well as
the Liberal Party, but nevertheless in general, terms, you got on well with
everybody then. But now you don't see everybody -- often enough. The great thing
about meeting with people is that if somebody said tome that you'd lost your
control, you'd gone mad or something, and I hadn',t seen you for a long time,
you're inclined to believe them, but if you've seen them that morning, you'd
say, "Oh baloney! I saw him today. He's all right." And this has its effect
right through that system. By now not seeing one another so often, they're
more inclined to believe tales about one another. They become manufactured and
run like a wild fire.
SR
What about the other side of social arrangements there? Was
the dining room the place where people would meet? Was it the bar? Where?
JAMIESON
The dining room and the bar. The bar is not now hardly used.
You know, in those days it used to be a fair.... It was only a little bar but
it used to get fairly crowded at times, and now it's a much bigger bar and you
could fire a cannon there most of the time and nobody would be there to hear
you. So things have changed somewhat. There were a few, what one might call
heavy drinkers in those days. Some might have been approaching the near
alcoholic state.
SR

I think we'll have to leave it just there for just now.

END OF TAPE 5 SIDE A.
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TAPE 5 SIDE B.
This is tape five, side two, of an interview with Cohn Jamieson recorded by
Stuart Reid on behalf of the Parliamentary History Project. This recording is
made on the 6th of December, 1989.
SR
Towards the end of the last interview session, we were
discussing the situation as you found it when you arrived in Parliament for
the first time in 1953. There are some other questions about that period in
government that I'd like to ask you. The first I guess is what were the issues
that you were particularly involved in yourself?
JAMIESON
Well right from the start I involved myself pretty
thoroughly in the attempts to have amendments to the Electoral Acts, so as to
give adult franchise to those people voting for the Legislative Council for a
start. It was a prime objective and that, of course, didn't come for many
years but we tried many things. The year after I went in there, we achieved of
getting thirteen out of the thirty members of the Legislative Council Labor
elects, and we went very close. But later on we went backwards from that due
to various things, but mainly the decline of the Party during the UP period,
and also the fact that when ultimately a Liberal Government did bring in adult
franchise, they changed the boundaries and a number of seats disappeared: one
of the provinces on the Goldfields had been held by Labor and we knew when we
supported the legislation that we were going to lose some seats, but the
objective was there and we had, of course, to support it.
SR
It's something that you've maintained an interest in over
time as well. To what extent do you think that the boundaries have been
manipulated, if at all, to disadvantage one Party or another?
JAMIESON
Oh obviously even now, the fact that there's different
quotas for those outside the metropolitan area than those in the greater
metropolitan area, is to the advantage of the conservative Parties, and that
is a manipulation; there's no doubt about that. If it was let run free as is
the case of the Commonwealth electoral boundaries, [it would] make some of
them very big like the Federal seat of Kalgoorlie, but nevertheless they're
fairly represented. If there's problems of the Member having to look after his
constituents, well then there's other means of overcoming that.
SR
How has your strategy on dealing with the whole question of
electoral change been undertaken over the years? How have you developed your
strategy?
JAMIESON
Well in the first place the strategy was just hard toil of
trying to enrol, on a voluntary basis, people to vote in the Legislative
Council election, because they had to fill in a separate card. Now, of course,
the Commonwealth and all State and municipal, they're all covered by the
filling in of one card. There's no problem. But people were very hard to
convince when you approached them to go on the Legislative Council roll. "But
I am on the Council roll," you know, and then you'd have to explain. It was a
most difficult task and we used to spend many weekends at it with various
groups in areas that we thought would be of advantage to us. After it became
adult franchise, of course, it became much easier because it was compulsory
for them to be on the roll, and the hard work in that regard was gone. Getting
them to the poll on polling day was the problem, Legislative Council wise.
At one time the Country Party lost a lot of seats at an election for the
Legislative Council, mainly because the rains had come the week before and
they were all on their tractors, and wouldn't come into town to vote, and
other people won the election. The conservative vote in the towns went there
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and voted for the Liberal candidate but the Country Party found themselves
losing out to the others. So there are a lot of problems associated with a
voluntary vote and voluntary enrollment system. It can be manipulated to some
degree because obviously you get the pockets on that are going to suit you,
and don't bother about the others. Well under a fair and proper system
everybody should be available to vote.
SR
As time went on you've had Labor in Government but never
having control of the Upper House. What have been the changes in Labor
approach to electoral issues, to questions of the manipulation of boundaries?
JAMIESON
Well, they have put forward numerous amendments to the Act
at various times without any great success until more recent times when the
Country Party section did support the Burke Government and allowed certain
amendments through, which are still quite loaded, but nevertheless, it upset
the balance that had been in the favour of the conservatives by going to a
different form of election for Legislative Council, in that it brought in
proportional representation, which in the various regions gave a better chance
to all Parties concerned to get people elected on the basis of the number of
voters they scored.
SR

And did you have any role in that?

JAMIESON
Well yes I did. More or less by that time, behind the
scenes, because the first Burke Government had been unsuccessful. They had
Arthur Tonkin as the Minister in charge. He was too brash, he went in to fight
with his spear pointed at the jugular vein, and you weren't able to get any
reason out of anybody on the other side of the [House]. He was more
interested, I think, in a fight than he was at achieving the final result.
Finally when he went, Bryce, who was no great legislator but was prepared to
be more tactful with his approach, was successful in getting the amending
legislation through, and I was on the Party's Electoral Reform Committee, and
I remember telling him.... They were insisting on all the items on the
platform
I think there was six at the time going through
that they all be
approved of, or none at all. I said to him, "Look Mal, you've got four out of
the six. Grab them and run. You'll destabilise these people if you can get
them to amend the present situation." And that he did in the long run, and
it's rather strange that after it was all over, despite the Party's committee
being strongly opposed to accepting these four and letting the other two go,
which was "One vote, one value" which they weren't going to get was one of the
other ones; and oh I just don't recall the other. It wasn't so important I
didn't think, as getting the other features altered.
-

-

So we got those amended and the committee was ultimately congratulated by the
Party on its efforts. Little did they know that the committee itself was
opposed to accepting them, but Bryce, I think, at that time, accepted my
advice and grabbed it and ran, and Burke, I understand, told caucus that I had
indicated that there was a lot to be said for going with what they were able
to get, but evidently still had some effect in caucus on influencing those
that thought, well he thinks it's reasonable after all those years! [Laughs]
Let's get it!
SR
To turn back to the period of the Hawke Government and your
introduction to Parliament, I was wondering about the period through which you
started to become familiar with the way Parliament worked. Did you take an
interest in how to use Parliament to achieve things? You know the use of for
example, things like quorums and question time and so on, I'd like to hear
your reflections on that.
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Question time was far more open that it is these days. Any
member could ask any question he liked. Now it's a matter of getting it
sanctioned by the leader, whichever side you're on, before you can ask it. We
would never have even countenanced such ideas. I think it's bad that it's come
to this because it does promote the Dorothy Dix syndrome, and takes away the
right of Members, particularly to ask about questions of their own electorate
in many cases, and this shouldn't be. That should be left to their good sense
not to ask anything that's going to embarrass their own Party naturally, but
not to be told what they can and cannot ask in the question time in
Parliament. This was most invaluable. You used to get figures on all manner of
things, and not be afraid to ask them. Also it took the government to task a
bit by Members on its own side, questioning things. But now, well that just
doesn't happen any more.
SR
Apart from changes to question time, what were the other
sorts of things that changed in the way Parliament was used over the time that
you were involved?
JAMIESON
Well Parliament used to only have one session when I first
went there, mainly because [of] the North West Members; it was impossible for
them to get down and about. Now with planes there, you don't have to worry
about that any more. A lot of them used to put their car on the State ships
and go up and be there for five months and then come back, and the session of
Parliament start end of July, beginning of August and go right through until
Christmas. Then they'd do a repeat tour. As transportation became more
available we started the session of Parliament in the autumn, and had rather
two sessions: the Budget session in the spring, and also the autumn session
when it was mainly legislature, a legislative programme. It did change quite a
bit of the features. There seemed to be more Bills went through Parliament
because longer time was taken on them. But in the main, it was much better
system to have it like that in two breaks, rather than a long period. You used
to find towards the end that everybody would get very churlish and tempers
would get very short. Fuses would burn and there'd be some nasty incidents
that didn't need to happen in a more regulated Parliament.
SR

What sorts of things?

JAMIESON
Well mainly reflections across the House; verbal arguments.
Sometimes it even got to threats of fisticuffs, that sort of thing, because
people were starting to concentrate too much when they weren't in a fit
condition to concentrate.
SR
that?

Were there particular Members who were particularly prone to

JAMIESON
Well some more so than others. Some were inclined to get
very heated and not be as tactful as they should be. Just trying to think who
these would be, it becomes most difficult. Jack Tonkin himself, used to get
pretty difficult in a verbal way as the sessions drew on. He was usually
fairly easy to get on with but you could see it develop an effect on him as
the sessions went on. So those sort of people, and there were many there,
particularly more the older ones, I think, used to start suffering. I found
that towards the end the late nights became dreadful experiences. Now you just
had to sit up and put up with them. There seemed to be no great need for them,
and indeed we had an agreement which I think is carried through to now. We
developed when O'Connor was Deputy Premier to have sort of fixed hours for
Parliament. For instance, the starting of Parliament in the mornings was never
heard of one time. Now they sit regularly on a Thursday morning. They sit
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earlier on a Wednesday than what they used to. They used to always sit at four
o'clock in the afternoon, no earlier. All these things have meant somewhat of
a change of atmosphere in the Parliament.
SR
Turning to the period late in that Hawke Government, you
became President of the Party. Can you tell us the circumstances which lead to
that?
JAMIESON
Well I had been an executive member for some years prior to
that, either a Vice-President or a Trustee, some such, and I had been on many
occasions, acting as President, because the then President, Joe Periera, was
not always well, and I had to take on the Presidency. Ultimately he resigned
about May of 1958, and there was an election held to replace him and I won
that election. I was rarely opposed during the eighteen terms that I was
there. I think I was only opposed about once or twice for the position, so I
held on to it for quite a time. Once I was in that situation it became a
little bit more difficult because I sort of became a referee between caucus
and what was then known as the State Executive Officers, now the
Administration Committee, in trying to sort out the many differences that
occurred from time to time.
SR
What were some of the most memorable differences and how did
you deal with them?
JAMIESON
Well I think one of the most memorable differences was the
time when Hawke became involved with the suggestion of swopping preferences
with the DLP.
SR

'65 wasn't it?

JAMIESON

Yes, 1965.

SR
I think we covered that when we were disussing some of the
things related to Joe Chamberlain. So how did you go about resolving
differences? What was the general atmosphere between the executive and the
Parliamentary Party like for most of that time?
JAMIESON
Strangely enough Members of Parliament being gathered from
the various areas didn't have, in the main, great experience of the activities
of the Party in its central nature, in its administration. Some of them took a
bad line with them, but others, even that should have known better like Herb
Graham, who was deputy leader to Tonkin later on, Deputy Premier, he had been
through the Trades Hall system and knew it well. He'd been President of the
Metropolitan Council of the Australian Labor Party, and despite that, when he
got away from it, and no longer had any close association, he used to refer to
it as "the moth eaten mausoleum" and, of course, that didn't help with some of
the other Members that had no knowledge of it all. They probably thought that
he was right. But those that were in office in the Party were trying to do
things as they saw it, and spread the jam that was pretty thin in those days,
as far as possible in elections, by pushing the finance all round the place as
much as they could. But the members for the various districts didn't sort of
see it that way, they thought it was a "we and they" situation, which it
wasn't; it never was. They were always very interested in their Members of
Parliament being well looked after as they possibly could. But it was just
impossible at that time to finance campaigns other than those of the most
marginal nature.
SR
And was it financial questions that they were mainly
concerned with in the executive?
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A good deal of those in the executive. We had those and
sometimes you'd get a philosophy one where somebody would want to step out of
line. There was one occasion where the closing of the railway lines in the
latter part of the Hawke Government's time, a couple of Members refused to
vote on that issue and were called to boot about it, because it was reasonably
a platform matter, the economic restructure of the railway system. Some of
them for real local political favour were voting that way. Well we can't have
that sort of thing happen within the Party.
SR

So what would be done in circumstances like that?

JAMIESON
Oh they were hauled before the Executive officers and told
where they got off. One such person was the member for Kalgoorlie, Evans, Tom
Evans, [Edward Thomas Evans] who later said to me that he suffered from being
hauled before the Executive, and admonished by oh particularly Chamberlain,
but when he thought back on it, he thoroughly deserved it. He got no
recriminations about it; he realised he shouldn't do what he did at the time.
SR
When you first became President, the relationship between
the ALP and the Unions was different from what it was later when the Trades
and Labor Council was formed. Did you have much responsibility for matters of
Union business that came up during that time?
JAMIESON
Yes, yes, I did. There was a sort of de facto Trades and
Labor Council which Chamberlain was also Secretary of, but it had a different
President. Nevertheless, the Unions were tied fully into the Party in those
days and they used to look after industrial matters as well as political
matters, to such an extent that when the major Collie strike was on, the
Disputes' Committee of which I was Chairman, took control of that; and it
resulted in getting the only legal black mark I got against my character in
all time, in that I was found in contempt of the Arbitration Court of the
time, by being associated with declaring the coalfields black, if that's
suitable to do but we did, because transport workers, union members and miners
were at one another's throats and we thought well it's best to shut it all
down and sort it out than for people to get hurt. However, this advice that
we'd been given to take this action, wasn't good advice. We were then summoned
by the Employers' Federation because we had this breach of a direction of the
Arbitration Court, and ultimately went before Neville who was Chairman, and
these other two commissioners. They found us guilty of contempt but however,
they said in mitigation that they thought we did what we did in good faith and
would inflict no penalty. So [laughs] thereby hangs a tale!
But they were very difficult times because the unions used to want to run
their own way and it was probably.... It's made it much easier since they've
separated and run the two different councils, though they still run very
closely mind you on many things, but so far as industrial matters are
concerned, the Trades and Labor Council looks after them entirely. It comes to
the ALP if it wants support, of course, and we go to them if we think we need
support of them on the various industrial things that we contemplate. But it's
certainly a much clearer cut situation now, and doesn't cause nearly all the
interweaving of arguments that you had political delegates on the State
Executive dealing with union matters which didn't make the unions laugh too
often [laughs].
SR
What was your position when you found yourself representing,
or dealing with unions who were in conflict with the Government over an issue?
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Well the government of those days was a conservative one.

SR
wasn't it?

Oh it was already a conservative government, of course,

JAMIESON
So that wasn't hard to go along with. It might have been a
lot more difficult had it been a Labor Government, but I didn't find any great
problem as it was.
SR

It did become a very heated dispute, didn't it; Collie?

Yes it did for a long time, and heated to such an extent
JAMIESON
that the major bush fires that burned out Dwellingup took place at the same
time, and many of the miners that weren't working went up there to help fight
the bush fires, and do a lot of voluntary work in that regard.
SR
Do you recall someone saying the answer would be to blow up
the pipe-line between BP and the power station?
Yes, one of the things was they always used to say that
JAMIESON
Chamberlain would sell out the Union Movement, [that] he was more prepared to
negotiate, you know. The union fellows always wanted action, direct action, so
there not being any way out of the impasse at Collie that we could see with
this direct action being wanted, and getting very little done in solving the
dispute, one of the members of the Disputes Committee, George Peisley, a union
executive at the time, from the ASE [Australian Society of Engineers], said
well he'd be in direct action. He said the main thing is that the dispute is
at South Fremantle
basically because the power house at Fremantle is burning
is burning oil instead of coal, and it was a definite attempt on the part of
the then government to shut the coal-mines down to take control over the
miners, and it was a political move. BP at the time, had surplus of furnace
oil which they were
it was never fully disclosed but which I found out later
as Minister
were virtually giving to the government because it would have
cost them more to shift it away and sell it. So there was a pipe-line put in
between the power house and BP and they were supplying fuel oil.
-

-

-

-

Well, Peisley's move, he said, "Well you want direct action. You get the
wherewithal, the explosives, and we'll blow up the pipe-line. That'll give you
direct action." Well those of the miners that were all for direct action went
to water over this [laughs]. They wouldn't be for being in that form of direct
action, so that sort of quietened them down. Kelly, who later became Senior
Commissioner, was appointed to arbitrate on it, went down and sorted out a lot
of things and ultimately they went back to work and everything worked out as
we wanted it to, but for several weeks there it was down and back through the
heat of the bush fires to try and solve the problems, and many peculiar
experiences while we were there. Going for a drink in an hotel which the
miners had declared black and they forgot to tell us. They didn't like us very
much for going in there but we soon got over that once we knew they had an
embargo on it.
END OF TAPE 5 SIDE B.
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SR
This is tape six of an interview with Cohn Jamieson recorded by
Stuart Reid on behalf of the Parliamentary History Project, on the 6th of
December 1989.
Yes, we were talking about some of the incidents that occurred down there.
JANIESON
Yes well all in all it was a difficult situation to try and chair,
because Tom Jones, who later became an associate of mine in the Parliament was
the Secretary of the Miners' Union. He with several others represented the
Miners' Union, but there were about twelve unions in all that were affected,
the various metal trade unions, the electrical unions. I think the Deputies'
Union, whatever that was, the bosses down there. All them used to meet in
association with this Disputes Committee to try and solve the problems. It
wasn't easy to hold them altogether. I remember Jones, when it used to get too
tough for him to solve, he said, "Well what would you do Mr President?" I
said, "Well I'm here to preside over the meeting, not to make the decisions.
Now you come up with something and we'll have a vote on it." On a number of
occasions he did that to me, he tried to get me to make the running from the
chair, which I wasn't prepared to do. Otherwise if you did that from the
chair, you'd alienate yourself with one side or the other and it would be
impossible to carry on meaningful discussions.
SR
By that stage, you were, as you said, in opposition. Can you tell
us a bit about the election that lost the government for the Hawke Labor
Government?
JAIIIESOF4
Yes, well the one that lost us in 1 59 was a very close one. It was
some considerable time before we knew that Hawke was not going to be returned.
Ultimately it came to a matter of whether Bill O'Brien won his seat in the
Murchison, and he didn't have a very good organisation so we had no good
information on the preference run. So we didn't quite know until finally I
think he was beaten by about 30 votes an DLP preference distribution. But in
the run up to that there were a few interesting things happened, of course.
Wise, who'd recently gone back into the Hawke Government
he'd replaced
Gilbert Fraser in the Legislative Council, who'd died towards the latter part
of the Hawke regime. Wise who'd come back from the Administrator of the
Northern Territory, he'd won the by-election seat when Barker died up in the
north. He was the logical one to go in as a fill-in. He'd formerly been a
Premier, of course, and he went in to the vacant Cabinet position. Well he was
an intriguing person at the best of times. After the election I discussed with
him the fact that the electoral provisions, the Electoral Districts Act,
pointed to, if there was a number of seats out of kilter at the time of the
election, then it justified a re-distribution. I had noted that this was the
case and during the week after the election I drew his attention to it. I
said, "It looks as though with both the two Independents being elected and
Labor and the conservatives being equal in numbers that we could be faced with
another election," and to justify the mandate continuing with Hawke it would
be ideal to be able to say to the Governor, "Well we've put in train the
necessary action for a re-distribution, so that after the Caretaker Government
held for a while, we could have that election to clear the air." Because we
must bear in mind that both 01dfie1d and Grayden, the two Independents, had
beaten conservative endorsed candidates. So therefore the other side couldn't
very well claim a mandate. If it was even numbers with these two in the wings,
well then the Governor may have been disposed to, providing there was good
argument, to allow a Caretaker Government to exist. Well Wise listened to my
reasoning on this and immediately moved to discuss with Hawke about a
proclamation being issued for the re-distribution, had the necessary papers
-
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drawn up by Emil Nulsen, the Minister in charge. They had an Executive Council
meeting with the Governor, issued the proclamation, and of course, that caused
all hell to be let loose when the incoming government found out that they were
stuck with a proclamation for a re-distribution. As it turned out O'Brien
lost, of course, and the other government did come in. They had to set about,
with legislative action to cancel that proclamation. And they got the numbers.
They had to have an absolute majority which they didn't have without the two
Independents. They got the support of Oldfield and Grayden on the assurance
that if, at a later stage, there was a motion for a proclamation to be issued
it could be passed by a simple majority. That meant the Labor plus the two
Independents could pass that. There was an assurance given that that would be
the case. So these two supported the recision and they cancelled the
proclamation. That then led to an impasse. The Government didn't want to have
a redistribution without further amendment to the Electoral Districts Act,
which they couldn't do because they didn't have a constitutional majority. So
they were stuck with the situation of not having a re-distribution in place
when they should have, and not taking any action to overcome this, because
they weren't sure that they could carry it. So eventually to make them obey
the provisions of the Electoral Districts Act a number of the Members in Labor
seats that were out of kilter in the quota, took action in the courts to have
the Government issue the proclamation for the re-distribution.
This led to an interesting situation. The then adviser that we had was a
foremost legal man in Perth, who later became Chief Justice, that is Burt. He
advised us that we had no chance, there was no grounds on which we could take
a government on that issue. No right of mandamus against the Crown was his
statement. Anyway Tonkin argued strongly at the time that there must have been
because there was the Coronation Oath to uphold and therefore there must be
some way of forcing the Crown to obey the law of the land. So ultimately Burt
said to us, "Well there's not enough constitutional law done in this State for
anybody to be that expert on it." He was going over to some High Court case in
Melbourne. He said that if we cared to arrange an introduction to somebody
that was expert in that field that he'd take the brief and discuss it with him
while he was in Melbourne. Well the person we got through Clyde Holding was
none less than Zelman Cowan. Zelman Cowan was a past master, of course, he was
the Dean of the Law Faculty at the University of Melbourne. He had a look at
it and was able to tell Burt that there was definitely a flaw in the
government's argument. That they did have to proceed and we then proceeded to
take action in the State Supreme Court. Zelman Cowan had no standing in the
courts here and he came over and was in the court as Burt's junior, and every
time the Crown put up some argument, he'd pass another note up to Burt. It was
very interesting to see the procedure. Burt would ask a further question and
ultimately the court evidently knowing that even they probably didn't have as
much knowledge on constitution as Zelman Cowan had, who'd written
constitutions for many of the emerging countries himself, so he was a past
master of it. They knew that the government was on a sticky wicket, so they
unanimously threw out the government's case, and found in favour of the Labor
Members.
Subsequently they appealed to the High Court against the decision, that they
had to obey this law. The High Court had a look at it and they unanimously
threw it out too. So the government didn't finish up too well out of that. But
nor did the Labor Party, because they'd taken the case and by that time the
legal fees had run into a considerable number of thousands. They got left with
it despite the fact that we won the case. Arthur Watts, as Deputy Premier and
the Minister concerned with the Electoral Department, wouldn't have a bar of
meeting the costs and didn't pay them. We had to meet them from Party coffers.
So it was difficult. But the re-distribution did take place, but it didn't do
us much good. We still didn't win the election, but we won the legal fight.
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SR
Could I get your impressions of Wise. You wouldn't have been there
while he was leader, but what was he like?
JAMIESON
Well I wasn't there when he was leader. He was a strange fellow in
that he had a considerable amount of ego, and yet sometimes he seemed to lack
confidence. One of my first experiences of him was after a by-election for the
State seat of Maylands in about 1948, when he was then Leader of the
Opposition, having been beaten in '47 by McLarty at the election. He was still
leader and he came to address the State Executive after we had lost the
Maylands by-election. I think an Independent had held it for a time and
Liberal and Labor contested it. Bob Hartley was our candidate, against
Oldfield. Oldfield, being a young ex-serviceman appealed to the electorate and
he won the election. Now I remember Wise going to the next meeting of the
State Executive; by that time I was a member of it. He made this rather
profound statement. "Delegates it's not the matter of the number of seats we
can win from now on, it's a matter of the number of seats we can hold." Well
within a couple of weeks he went away as the Administrator of the Northern
Territory and did not return of course, then, until he came back and was later
elected to the Legislative Council. Had the distinction of being the only one
to be a Leader of the Opposition in both the Legislative Council and the
Legislative Assembly. So there's not too many have changed over to that
extent. But he had a terrible lot of following, you know, the North when he
was re-elected, were saying, "Gee aren't we lucky to get Frank Wise back
again?" He was an intriguer in many ways. As I say you only have to suggest
some political whizzes and that he'd latch on to like that one of the
re-distribution of the boundaries. He'd be right into it, you know, he'd
scratch all round and make sure that as much problem as possible came out of
it.
SR

What about McLarty? What were your impressions of him?

JAMIESON
Well Sir Ross was the old squire type of fellow, you know, his
family had been all their life on rural pursuits, besides down at Pinjarra
where they had big holdings, they had a couple of Kimberley cattle ranches. He
just typified that sort of old Scotch laird of the manor. That's the way he
stood out to me. He was reputedly very close with his coins. I remember one
time that I was in the bar having a drink with the then member for South
Fremantle, Dick Lawrence, who was apt to use the bar a bit too much. It got
him in the end and he died rather young. But Sir Ross walked in to buy some
cigarettes and he said, "Will you have a drink Sir Ross?" And Sir Ross said,
"Yes." It was to be my buy. So my money was there and the barman took the
money for his out of it and it was still on the counter, and he said, "Bill
I'll have a packet of that...." whatever brand of cigarettes he liked, and he
paid for them out of my change. So when he went out he only had the one drink.
He wasn't apt to stay there and buy himself. So when he went out, Dick
Lawrence saw the money on the counter there and he said, "He bought those
cigarettes out of your change." I said, "I know damn well he did." Anyway at a
subsequent time when they were having an argument in the House about the
Fencing Act, Oldfield accused him in the House of only fixing the fences when
the cattle were going out of his property and into the next one, but not when
they were going the other way. He left it down then. But he was a very austere
old fellow, let's say that. He was one of the older time ones, more suited to
the age of the 1920s I'd say, than he was to the post war era.
SR
What about other people in his Cabinet? Was there anyone who stood
out particularly?
JAMIESON
Well Watts was an outstanding man; of course, Watts was the Leader
of the Opposition when McLarty won the election. See the Country Party had
more than the Liberals did in the House, but in the subsequent win over Wise,
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the Liberals picked up enough to have the senior position. So Watts became the
Deputy Premier, and he was quite a capable fellow. He was later again Deputy
Premier to Brand and he was a certainly a tough bloke to deal with in the
House. He always knew his subject well and was very well versed in the law.
Quite a distinct type of man. You know, wouldn't expect him to be a Country
Party man being with the law and that sort of thing. You used to expect a
rural type person there, but he was that exception.
SR

Anyone else on that side?

JAMIESON
Yes, I suppose the.... See there's Brand himself who was a fellow
that had come in in a rather strange way, into Parliament. During the war
years he was repatriated earlier from Crete or somewhere I understand, and was
discharged as somewhat medically unfit. He took up a bit of a greengrocer's
business in Greenough, in the Greenough area, at Dongara. It's my
understanding that when Newton, Flight Lieutenant Newton, who was the Labor
Member for the district, was declared presumed dead and the seat was cleared,
it was left with nobody in it for many months. He never ever took his seat in
the House, but because he was overseas on military duty they never moved to
replace him for fairly obvious reasons. But when they were looking to replace
him the Liberal Party had just begun under Menzies, and Brand, history shows
that Brand was the first endorsed Liberal ever to stand for a seat. This is
when they adopted the new party after the UAP [United Australia Party] had
fallen and all that sort of thing, and Menzies re-established. But at the time
Brand was interested in the Parliament and he'd gone into the AWU [Australian
Workers Union] office in Geraldton to see about getting the Labor endorsement.
He'd been a shift boss up in the Goldfields, but he was told wrongly by
Golding who was then the local Secretary, that he didn't have the continuity
therefore he wouldn't be able to stand. But there was an over-riding decision
of Conference that for the war years that this had been suspended for service
personnel, so he could have really have stood.
So he went back to his greengrocery shop and then the story goes that the
Country Party fellow came through looking for a candidate and asked the local
publican, where he was staying for the night, did he know anybody that was
particularly interested in and around. He said, "Oh a fellow over there in the
greengrocery store, I believe he's a bit interested." So he went over to him
and had a talk to him. He said to Brand, "Yes well I'm going through on to
Northampton." He said, "Would you think about it?" He said, "Think how much
you can put in towards it and when I come back let me know and we can take the
result back to Perth." He said he'd be away the best part of a week with all
that he had to do up north. So in the meantime the Libs had set up their new
administration, pushed an organiser through there to find a candidate and he
struck the publican again who referred him to Brand. When he asked Brand; he
went over and talked to him, he said, "Oh yes," he said, "I was a bit
interested." He said, "The Country Party fellow was through talking to me."
And he said, "Well, what's the position?" "Oh," he said, "Well he wants to
know how much I'd be able to put towards it." And he said, "Well we'll cover
the whole campaign if you'll stand for us." So it was on that basis that he
was elected the Member for Greenough) Later of course, he was in the McLarty
Government as various things including Minister for Works, I think he finally
finished up as. Then he was Deputy Leader of the Opposition to McLarty. I
didn't think he'd see the distance to any great heights of politics. How wrong
you can be. One night when he was Deputy Leader of the Opposition we had to
carry him out of the House. He'd had some form of seizure and I didn't think
he'd make the morning. Yet he lived on to be the longest term Premier we ever
had in the State, despite the fact that he did have a series of these attacks,
even when he was Premier. I recall being at an opening that he was at and he
just reached the microphone and he collapsed on the stage. They called a
doctor thinking it was a heart attack. It was next to St John's, Belmont, and
u. -ii tLi5.
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a couple of the nursing sisters there and they attended to him while they got
a doctor. The doctor came and ripped open his shirt and plunged in an
adrenalin shot to give the heart a kick along. It wasn't a heart attack and of
course, it made him violently ill on the spot. But they took him away in the
heart ambulance and he was fixed up. But he had a number of such seizures
during his life. He saw them all out. They were never able to really identify
what had caused them. But ultimately he went, he was too long as Premier, it
killed him.
SR
How different do you think it might have been if he'd become the
endorsed Labor candidate?
JAMIESON
Well he might have..., he was a fellow that very well might have
been the Labor Premier, which sounds peculiar at this stage, but he is and he
could have been. In other words he was fairly much apolitical when he came in
but, of course, he gradually matured to a very, very strong and conservative
type Premier.
SR
And what about the Opposition by this stage, that you would have
been, what were the strengths in the Labor Opposition during that period?
JAMIESON

During the period of....

SR

Of the McLarty Government.

JAMIESON
there.

Well the McLarty Government had been and gone long before I was

SR

Sorry I meant the Government after the Hawke Government.

JAMIESON

Oh that's in the Brand Government, in the first Brand Government.

SR

Mmm, yes, sorry, the first Brand Government.

JAMIESON
What would be the strengths in the Opposition? Well there were
some of them starting to change, of course, the older ones had been Ministers
like Kelly and Emil Nulsen and those, who were preparing to retire out of the
scene, and other younger ones were coming along. Eventually Hawke gave it away
and I was invited by Tonkin to sit on the front bench, then being the
President of the Party, he thought it desirable. There were a few others that
were changing and dropping out, as time went past, that had been Ministers.
They'd been the spokesmen. As they dropped out the new ones came up, so that
when ultimately after the twelve years that' we spent in opposition there was
not really many that would have been contemplating going into a new Cabinet.
As a matter of fact I think there's only about two, the leader and the deputy
leader. That's Graham and Tonkin that had been in the previous Cabinet. So all
the others were new. We had people that had come in and started to establish
themselves in various fields. Bertram had become a sort of legal spokesman.
Evans had been elected from down in the Warren area and he became a spokesman
on agricultural matters and so on. These were a new breed [which] were
evolving during that time. Those that I'd indicated were probably very good
advisers to me were all starting to drop out. You had a series of new blood
coming into the Parliament and like of more recent times you've seen these
sort of things happen with the Liberal side where there's been a complete new
lot come through. We found ourselves pretty well estranged to any people with
Cabinet experience. So the system had changed a bit too that we'd started to
deal in an idea of having spokespersons for different things. Previously the
one that took the debate for the Opposition was the first one that the leader
or deputy leader, whoever was in charge of the Opposition at the time turned
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around that day and said, "Will you take this?" You'd scurry away and do a bit
of research on it and make the speech. There were no specialists, but they
started to emerge.
SR
What about the organisation of the Opposition's strategy in
Parliament? Did you have Whips and so on?
JAMIESON
Oh well Whips were always there. They're an officer of Parliament.
Well they're a party person. They're an officer of Parliament. They're listed
in the official officers of Parliament. See they do the work within the
Parliament to get the people there and arrange the pairs and all that sort of
thing. It's a parliamentary duty.
SR
To some extent it must be a party strategical role as well as just
a parliamentary role isn't it?
JAMIESON
Yes it is. But all sorts of people are Whips. Usually you try to
get somebody that's sensible in being able to handle people, because you've
got these type of people that have organised themselves up the ladder into
Parliament. They've all got different ideas on organisation structure and many
of them want to be off.....
END OF TAPE 6 SIDE A
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TAPE 6 SIDE B
SR
This is tape 6 side 2 of an interview with Cohn Jamieson recorded
by Stuart Reid for the Parliamentary History Project, recorded on the 6th of
December 1989.
We were discussing the role of the Whips. I'm afraid we might have lost the
tail end of what we were discussing then.
JAMIESON
Yes well the Whips have always got to be a person that can sort
the grain from the chaff among those that wanted to be away from the
Parliament for some reason or other when it was sitting and grant the
necessary authority. If they're not careful and if they're not the right kind
of person, they can end up by getting themselves extremely disliked. Therefore
their chance of ever getting a position in Cabinet in the future could be very
limited. Whips very rarely do get into Cabinet, sometimes they do, but very
rarely, because the very name of them implies that they're somebody that whips
people in, keeps them in order. The policeman on that side of the House. So
we'd had, for a long time, Harry May, who was a pretty easy old fellow to get
along with. He had an arrangement with the other side that seemed to be able
to work things out. They've got to be able to work well with their opposite,
otherwise there comes difficulty too if they start to get at one another's
throat
you can't sort things out.
-

SR
Who were the other Whips? Any particular ones that were
particularly popular or unpopular?
JAMIESON
Well after Harry May I think for a time we had Jim Moiler, only
for about one session and then Tom Bateman was there for a long time. Now Tom
was a pretty good Whip. He knew the way to handle people, and he didn't have
much trouble. Latterly we had a fellow that did get into Cabinet. Hill, who
was not a good Whip. He didn't understand the position. He was so hopeless
that he'd even object to you going to the toilet and all sorts of things like
that that made him a no-no as a Whip. He never should have been put there. He
hadn't had enough experience. He'd only been in a brief time in Parliament. It
needs somebody that has a pretty good knowledge of the affairs of the House
and one that can also, if you notice the debate is flagging and he hasn't got
enough Members there, or the next one on is not available, to be able to jump
up and take on the debate and say to one of his mates, "Hey get So-and-So in
here for me pretty quickly." To fill in in all those capacities. Hill didn't
consider that was his responsibility and he just wanted to push people here,
there and everywhere without playing the part properly. But all in all we've
had fairly good Whips over the years and the other side seemed to have had
too. There's Iven Manning was the Whip for a long time while the Brand
Government was there, and he and May used to work things out between them.
SR
While we're on the subject of people who filled various positions
in Parliament I wanted to ask you about some of the Clerks of the House. I
think when you started the Clerk of the House might have been Fred Islip, is
that....?
JAMIESON

Islip, yes.

SR

Do you recall his role there?

JAMIESON
Yes he was a very long time person in office there. He had a very
good knowledge of all the precedents and no-nos of Parliament and its
procedures and was a very good adviser. These people, of course, are equally
called upon to advise the Government and the Opposition at times, as well as
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principally being there to advise the Speaker. For instance if he strikes a
sticky patch then he can't be expected to know the whole of the writings of
Erskine May, which is the expert opinion on parliamentary procedure under the
system that we work. Then he's always got the sanction of leaving the chair
until the ringing of the bells. He'd take his Clerk out and he'd be able to
show him a reference from which he could make his ruling on that particular
matter. Now Islip was a past master at all the local precedents all set aside,
as well as those that were printed in Erskine May. So that he could sort
things out very quickly. He seemed to like the Commonwealth Parliamentary
Association, seemed to have had it as his pet toy for many years, when I went
there. When a few people started to alter the rules on different activities in
it he didn't like it very much and showed very much resentment that somebody
outside of the field had come in and started to interfere with his preserve.
He subsequently left and we had Len Hawley who would be his apprentice and
long time associate
Hawley, who was, oh much the same sort of fellow. A
little bit less happy-go-lucky than Islip was. Islip was a nice guy to know,
he'd tell you anything you wanted to know. But Hawley, it was a bit of a pain
to get stuff from him, you know. He'd look for it and he'd find it, and he'd
juggle about, but he wasn't as pleasant about the situation as Islip. Through
his long training in the job undoubtedly he knew enough to be able to handle
the job well. Well then of course, it went from him to Joss Bartlett. Joss had
spent all his life pretty well in Parliament except the time he was in the
services during the war years. He was a very good guy. When I first went there
he was a lesser officer in Parliament and was the secretary of the sports club
and used to associate with all the pleasant activities associated with the
parliamentary group. He played cricket for the parliamentary team. He went
East with then,. He was a very sociable guy and one of not the older breed.
Islip went out with the McLarty era. He was in that sort of regime. Whereas
Joss Bartlett wasn't, he was one of the newer breed. He stayed for a few
years. Always pretty anxious to get away. I think his tours of duty in the Air
Force were too much. He had a Distinguished Flying Medal. He was a tail gunner
and he'd seen all his associate tail gunners hosed out of the back. He was
just..., luck held with him all the time. He got out of it. I think it paid
out on him in the long run. He looked for early retirement, got it.
-

Since then we've had Okely as the chief there. He had come in as a boy too,
had been through the mill, well trained. Was able to give very good advice. I
always thought his advice on parliamentary things and legalities was far
better than the Crown Law. His was more sensible, and usually they were right
when Crown Law was wrong. Somebody else would have a look at Crown Law and
would prove that his interpretation was right and the others were wrong. So he
came up, he was one of the newer breed, the post war type of person that had
got a job there. He was a pleasant sort of a fellow. He used to, when I first
went there, when we'd have a Christmas function, he was a singer, he was of no
mean voice. He was in this Barbers Shop Quartet thing that they run here, or
the Harmony Singers or something. He's tied up with his son in that to this
day. But Bruce is a fine guy. He's ready to go now. But he'd had training, the
best training for those sort of people is to not be over-legal trained in my
opinion. The Clerk in the Legislative Council now is one with an LLB, but he's
too much legally trained to get the best out of the position. The others that
were there before him weren't legally trained and I'd say they were better
Clerks. The next one for the Assembly I believe is legally trained so how
he'll go I don't know. He's the Assistant at present.
SR
The Clerk of the Council between '56 and '78 was John Roberts. Did
have much to do with John?
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JAMIESON
Yes, a lot to do with John. He was the Secretary of the
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association when I was very active in its affairs.
He's quite good. Still see him quite a lot. He's an honorary ex-member. Those
senior people they incorporated them in the Ex-members Association and he was
at their dinner about a week ago. John had started very early. He'd been in
the Controller's office first. That's the victualling side and he'd gravitated
into the Clerk's office. He was basically a military man, of course, he was
some pretty high up.... I think he might have had Colonel status towards the
end. Lieutenant Colonel or something like that. So he certainly knew the
control of Parliament, but he had I think gone along well with Islip, he'd
learned a lot from Islip. The fellow before Roberts was, oh a funny little
fellow with a withered arm. I don't think he would have been able to tell
anybody very much. Roberts would have been far more versed in things than he.
But he and Islip were very closely associated for many years. I guessed he
would have picked Islip's best points and opinions. Mind you there is a little
bit of a difference. There's different procedures and that in the Legislative
Council so you'd have to know a little bit of difference, but there is
inter-swap. Some of their Clerks down there now I think their Second Clerk
Assistant is one who used to be the Third Clerk Assistant in the Assembly. So
they do swap around when there's a position, a higher position often they
change over.
SR
You mentioned the Commonwealth Parliament Association. When did
your involvement with that organisation begin?

JAMIESON

Well basically right from when I first went in there. However it
was a bit of a club then. They tried to keep anybody that had just come into
the place out of it. I was successful in getting the election of their annual
elected committee changed to the Borden method, that's the points system
method. You know the least points scored against you, the higher the position
you get, and to elect them by that means. Well I convinced them, but it was to
my detriment, it left the Liberals putting me with the highest number each
time, therefore I scored the most points. Regularly I'd be down the bottom of
the field. However in the end I overcame their dislike for me. They had an
idea, you know, because, again, because I was the President of the Party and
because I was there that I was the person they should have aimed at. I well
remember Clive Griffith, the current President of the Legislative Council
saying that when he first came into the Parliament he said they used to spend
a lot of their time in the party room discussing what Jamieson was doing, or
what to do with Jamieson. He said, "Of more recent years," he said, "now you
never get a mention." He said, "Not that you've improved," he said, "there's
much bigger bastards in there now than you." [Laughs] So that was what went on
behind the scenes and obviously it was a concerted effort to put me last each
time, to keep me out. Finally I did break into it because of my efforts on
behalf of the committee. I think their members on the committee were
convincing to them. They said, "Oh yes, don't want toss this.... He does a lot
of work for them we'll leave him there." But I had always attempted to play my
part. See I was 25 years on the Joint House Committee I think in all, which is
a long time to serve, that's making sure the comforts and everything of the
members and all their wants and desires are met as well as possible. Other
committees that I was on at various times, I think I spent a little bit of
time on the committee associated with standing orders; Joint Standing Orders
Committee. Those sort of things were the ones that I took a greater interest
in.
SR
On the Joint House Committee what kinds of things did you have to
deal with during that 25 years there and were there particular issues that you
recall that you enjoyed working on or anything?
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JAMIESON
Well some of them were most peculiar. The Aborigines set up a camp
there on the lawn at one time and wouldn't shift. Similar to what they've done
round the brewery site of recent times. The old President, Les Diver was the
President of the House Committee at the time. He kept telling the Controller
he had to shift them and, of course, the Controller was thinking he'd finish
up transfixed with a spear between his shoulder blades, so he wasn't all for
going in there and roughing them up. But they were there for some considerable
time. They declared it one of their sacred sites and buried some churinga
stones under the lawn. We never shifted them afterwards. They're still under
the lawn somewhere and to that extent they've regarded it now as a sacred site
associated with them. Probably appropriate that a minority group like that in
the community do consider that the Parliament House site is a sacred site
anyway. It justifies establishing a particular interest in it. But that was a
very bitter fought thing. The Tonkin Government was then in office and Tonkin
didn't want any rough stuff against the Aborigines. He said, "Let them go,
they'll go eventually. Winter will come and they'll blow away or something."
But it used to irk Les Diver to think that they were allowed to stop there. It
was a festering sore until they eventually did go and everybody was most happy
to see the last of them.
SR
What was the role of the Joint House Committee in bringing that
one to an end?
JAMIESON
Well they had to keep at them to make sure that they didn't
pollute the area. We couldn't let it go completely. We had to just sort of
superintend them and we had to get our gardeners and staff to watch over them
pretty much all the time. The Joint House Committee too were responsible for
all the building improvements. The Parliament House had been left uncompleted
from 1904 until the early sixties, or a little earlier than that. Bert Hawke
first started the building of a third of the front part to give a little bit
more area. The Public Works put that part on. Then ultimately when the
government changed, the Brand Government completed the front section by
letting a contract for the remaining two thirds. But it had remained all that
time into the sixties from 1904 with just the two chambers and the brickwork
ready to build on to, swinging in the breeze. So we were always very conscious
of what they were doing there, of the changing of the building, what the
architects were doing, thinking out the best way to use the building,
ultimately allocating the rooms for the various parties on a numerical basis.
The rooms for main party headquarters meetings and all that sort of thing.
It's the busiest committee of those in the Parliament, it meets regularly and
it keeps very busy. Besides keeping up the House staff that provide the
catering and that sort of thing and all the criticism that goes with that from
time to time.
SR
You mentioned the Standing Orders Committee as well.
something that you've always had interest in, the rules?

Is that

JAMIESON
Yes well it was because when I first went into the Parliament I
think indicated that there wasn't any clear rules in the State Parliamentary
Labor Party, but basically it was at my insistence that ultimately they were
written into a format. I think I wrote most of them myself, together with a
few others that probably did some corrections, and the Secretary of the day.
The same with the Joint House Committee rules. Periodically you'd find one
that had no longer a necessity to be there and we'd weed it out, and others
that needed replacing. There were some things that were hard to understand why
they were ever there at all. Periodically they needed just brightening up. No,
I'd always had an interest on that because very often we used to argue things
on the matter of the standing orders. This was one where Brand used to fall
down, because when he'd got up to argue them at one time he said, "Well I
don't understand the standing orders, but...." I always used to say to him,
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"Well it's no use you arguing about the standing order because you've already
admitted to this place that you don't understand the standing orders." I said,
"We know that, we don't want to then hear argument about somebody that doesn't
understand."
SR
Were there some times on these committees where you were able to
gain advantage for the Party?
JAMIESON
Well I was always looking to.... primarily you were always looking
to do that. One of the things on the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association
because the vote was taken over all of Parliament and there was always a
majority, or there had been till a few years ago
oh for a brief time during
the Hawke Government there wasn't; we had 42 out of 80, but we never used our
big majority in those days when elections for positions on the CPA came up,
probably because then I wasn't attuned politically enough to know what was
going on. But the conservatives always made sure they got all the elected
positions because of that and the mode of voting see, because if you wanted
three on a committee, if you voted one, two, three for those, when the first
one was elected, they'd tumble down, that's why I introduced the Borden method
to try and get away from that. But it didn't quite work out the way that I
wanted it.
-

SR
for?

What kinds of things could you use the Parliamentary Association

JAMIESON
Well they are responsible or were for many years, of allocating
the overseas trips to Members of Parliament. Now they all receive a set amount
in every Parliament, so they can use it whatever way they want. But there are
still conferences, CPA conferences, both regional, South Pacific area, and
international every so often. They have to keep up the roster for them. If you
didn't watch they'd put two of theirs to one of ours in sort of business. It
didn't matter how many were in the Parliament. So that always had to be argued
out and checked on. But they were some of the main things the CPA dealt in.
And to organise when the conference was here or when people from other places
were going through. It was looked upon as the CPA's responsibility to look
after the delegation. I, particularly with Labor members even, when they
wouldn't give me berth on the executive right from the start, the secretary of
the CPA, if any Labor people were going through, they'd ring me up to show
them around or look after them. I guess they do the same with the Liberal and
the Country Party. They'd get a like person to show them the scenes of things
around Perth and what was worth taking in for the visitors.
SR
Before we got on to those committees and the Parliamentary
Association we were talking about some of the leaders you had dealt with. We
mentioned McLarty and Brand. Could we also go on to talk about some of the
other leaders. John Tonkin.
JAMIESON
Yes, well John was probably too late in life reaching the top,
see. He was in his seventies before he was Premier. It's a big thing to take
on at that stage in life. I certainly wouldn't like to take it on at that age.
As a matter of fact now none of our Party can, because of the limitations. But
he was, as I say, too late in life, really, getting to the top. He had a lot
of ability as a debater. I've heard him say, when we were in opposition and
the Government would put something up, and he'd say, "Well, I don't know," he
said, "On this thing that the Government have put up," he said, "it depends; I
can put up an argument either way," he said, "whether you want it or you don't
want it. Make up your mind." He was that sort of a fellow that could do that.
He could round an argument up the way that he wanted it to go. But as a leader
and as a Premier he was a pretty sound sort of an individual. He worked
extremely hard. He was a bit like our Labor leaders of yesteryear, they
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couldn't get him much out of the South West corner. I know they had a lot of
trouble in getting Hawke to go north. He just couldn't be bothered with going
up there by plane and Jack Tonkin was the same. I remember on the eve of the
1959 elections they.... no not 1959. On the eve of the 1974 elections when we
were in government, the Tonkin Government, they wanted him to show the flag up
in the Pilbara in the north. He wasn't very keen on doing it so we
manufactured a reason for him to be there. We opened the Red Bank Railway
Bridge and the Red Bank SEC establishment, where they were producing the local
electricity and also the water supply at Karratha, all to be done on the one
day. Fly up there and then go on from one to the other, and he was prepared to
do that. But that's the only way we could get him there was to say, "Well look
we've got these functions on, you're to open them on behalf of the Government.
Will you be in it?" And he would then. But he was pretty difficult to get up
there and stay up there for any length of time. Although he had a lot of
rapport with the early developments (when he was Minister for Works) of the
Ord. He used to pride himself in the fact that he had given that a bit of a
kick along in its early stage, when he'd been Minister for Works.
END OF TAPE 6 SIDE B
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SR
We were talking about John Tonkin. What about his style in
caucus? How did he run the party business in caucus?
JAMIESON
Well he was a bit hard to fathom sometimes in caucus. For
instance one time there was a move at the beginning of a session not to go
down to the Legislative Council for the opening of Parliament, which is
traditional. The members of the Assembly wait upon the Legislative Council and
they hear the Governor's speech. They carried a motion not to do that. Well he
very clearly indicated that he wouldn't have a bar of that; that it was
tradition and he wasn't going to break from it. Finally to get over it, they
could see he was so determined they recommitted the motion and went along with
his wish. Those that didn't want to go didn't go. But they didn't prohibit
anybody else from going. Generally he was a pretty fair sort of a taskmaster
to be in charge in caucus. When we were in government the forces that were
there in our own party were more worry to us than the Opposition. We used to
get the rounds of the kitchen, because bearing in mind we only had as a
majority the casting vote of the Speaker. Because of this we had to be very
careful with what criticism the members could make of the Government down on
the floor of the House, therefore they transferred it all to the caucus room
and anything that went wrong that looked like making their seat a bit dicey
they were inclined to have their more than tuppence worth in the caucus room.
We had some pretty heavy sessions. As a matter of fact we used to be, as
Ministers, very glad when caucus was over. Each time it occurred when
Parliament was sitting; each week and each month when they were out of
session. Nevertheless he ran along pretty well with the caucus procedure and
he didn't find much to fault about it, because he was very much like
Chamberlain in many ways. He believed that once a decision had been made you
carried it out whether you liked it or not. But on just those few rare
occasions where it affected his sensitivity he stood out against it.
SR
What about as a campaigner in opposition, in opposition
prior to becoming government?
JANIESON
Well you see he campaigned reasonably in that election that
we beat Court in. No Brand. We beat Brand. It was Court that came back after.
In the election that we beat Brand in you couldn't have expected any better
than he. We just got over the line, but the previous election we hadn't done
too good at all. So it was a matter of progress slowly. We picked up enough
seats on that occasion to take it over. But he was pretty good at his
stewardship there and we didn't have any fanciful promises or anything that
could not be carried out. Fairly austere with many things in government. You
know he wouldn't want you to be splashing out with things that we just
couldn't afford to do.
SR
So in the election before the one before the one that beat
Brand, how much responsibility would you lay at his door for not being
successful at that occasion? To what extent was it a factor of the times, or
some other factor?
JAIIIESON
That was the '68 election. 1968. Well he had to pick up a
lot from.... Hawke had lost a lot in the '65 one, which was a debacle over the
DLP. We had gone down to our lowest then. We started to pick up from that
stage. Well we didn't do so good at the '68 election, at least we picked up a
little bit of ground. So to that extent he was doing his job, and it had been
difficult times for Labor right through the sixties, right from the fifties to
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the sixties had been pretty difficult. We were just starting to emerge from
that rut then when he picked up a few seats and subsequently went on to win
the next one. But the only problem was that age was catching up with him.
SR

So what was he like in Cabinet?

JAMIESON
Well he pretty much liked his own way on a number of things
that he'd have a say on. For instance when Governor Edwards was appointed he
virtually did that on his own. We didn't know until he'd made all the
arrangements. We knew he'd been sounding out different people that were
knocking it back. To get a Governor from people in the community you'd think
would take it on, is pretty hard. They treat it like a plague. Anyway he
eventually came up with Edwards, which turned out to be a disaster, Labor had
never appointed a Governor before, it was very interesting. All the time
they'd been in office Edwards was the first Governor they'd appointed. They
had extended the terms of people like Mitchell. They'd appointed Mitchell as a
Lieutenant Governor and then extended his term. But they'd never appointed an
actual Governor in the whole of the time that Labor had been going since the
1901, when they'd started to become a force. So it was pretty difficult when
we got a fellow like Edwards, and unfortunately with his sickness and other
attributes he turned out to be most unsuccessful. We had problems in Cabinet
because his wife kept on ringing the fire brigade bell down at Government
House. The Fire Brigade Union, right or wrong, wanted her prosecuted. He
argued, oh you can't prosecute the Governor's wife, you know. A lot of them
said, "Well, you know, she just can't go on doing this." There was a lot of
friction on that score and I guess he tried to defend the Edwards situation.
SR

What was it that was a such a problem about Edwards?

JAMIESON
Those that read these tapes later will have to make up their
own mind about why, but he was carried out feet first from more functions than
he went otherwise. [pause] Then so was she. That was her trouble, she used to
get tanked and ring the bell down at Government House, which didn't amuse the
vox populi.
SR
first place?

So why was it then that Tonkin had plumped for him in the

JAMIESON
Well it looked good, you know a man with all the awards that
he had. The most decorated Western Australian probably in history and he
looked good. Nobody on the other side could say, "Well you're favouring
somebody of your own ilk."
SR
What would have your preference have been? Would you have
preferred to favour someone of your own ilk?
JAMIESON
Well, no you don't. You've got to look around for somebody
that's suitable. Basically I've always regarded the position of Governor like
Governor General, as being best suited to somebody that understands the
Constitution and the parliamentary set-up because they're most closely
associated with it. To that extent I believe some of our best Governors,
Governor Generals have been people that have been through the mill of the
Federal Parliament. Casey. The local fellow here.....
SR

Hasluck.

JAMIESON
Hasluck, and the likes of those. Bill Hayden now. Well he's
got to prove himself, of course. But on the State scene see we haven't had
very many, they've all been either military or something like that. They've
usually been military career fellows that have spent their last sort of
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appointment here. Some of them have been all right and some of them haven't. I
remember for instance, when Kendrew first came out here, Brand was introducing
him to members at Parliament House. He said to me, "How are you fellows
elected? Do you go in by ridings or something?" I thought well the first thing
you'd have wanted to be briefed on surely would be is how the parliamentary
elected people were provided. See, they were too strange to it. Now Mitchell
with all the criticism of him having been appointed and therein lies another
story because the minutes of caucus show that he appointed himself, that it
wasn't the incoming Collier Government that appointed him. He was appointed in
the interim time between the time that he was beaten and the time that he
handed in his commission. The incoming government true did nothing about it.
They thought well he's out of the way, out of mind and they were needing a
Governor, so he become Lieutenant Governor.
But that's another story. Yet he was a considerable success as a Governor,
everybody knew Jimmy Mitchell. He walked down the Terrace, they all knew him.
I guess they don't know the Governors if they walk down the Terrace these
days. Probably our most recent one has been the more associated with the
general public, you know, Reid, he was the first one that has broken away from
the style of military Governors. It was a refreshing thing, because he knew
the establishment. He knew all the ways out. For instance when the
constitution crisis occurred here when Speaker Toms died, Kendrew was then
Governor and I was with him on the Sunday before he made his announcement on
what he was going to do, because we were in a minority in the Parliament at
that stage. So I was at the Blessing of the Fleet representing the Government
and he was there as Governor. He told me he'd already made up his mind, but he
also added, "But not without having put a phone call through to Whitehall." I
guess they told him, as he sort of implied that he should accept the advice of
his Ministers. The advice of his Ministers was to prorogue Parliament, to have
a by-election and let the Parliament sort it out, which he did. But see if he
had have been a man that had been through this system he would have known to
do that. He would have done that, but being outside of the system they just
don't understand it. Their military training doesn't take in constitutional
problems as such. So they have a lot to learn and it takes them a time bearing
in mind that they're usually fairly mature in their last appointment of
anything, when they take the governorship. Therefore it's hard for them to
accumulate that knowledge within the first couple of years.
SR

Any reflections on other Governors that we've had?

JAMIESON
Reflections on them. Charlie Gairdner was an affable old
chap. He used to like to have his own cricket team in which he played when I
was first a Member of Parliament. He had a wonky leg from an injury in the
Middle East or something and he couldn't run too well in the field, but he
used to bat and he used to be a slips fieldman. He used to command nearly all
the Sheffield Shield players to play for his team, and hit us all over the
ground, and bowl us out without scoring very much. If there was any
interstaters
Phil Ridings was over here on business one time, the South
Australian captain, he grabbed him and put him in his team against us. So all
of that seems to have made him a rather pleasant Governor in that.... And he
enjoyed, he had his boat the Aileen Og that he used to go over to Rottnest
with every other week. It caused some problems over there. At one stage....
Rottnest Hotel then was not allowed to open on Sunday session, but they used
to, quite illegally. One time the liquor police decided to make a raid on the
place and when they got there they were met by the general manager at the
time. He said, "What are you here for?" "Oh we're raiding the pub." He said,
"Well you better not." They said, "Why not?" He said, "Well the Governor and
his aides are all down there in the front bar drinking." So they desisted and
went back to the mainland. But he was a great old fellow with his yacht and so
well known, the "Sick Pig", as the locals called it, the Aileen 0g.
-
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Now other Governors, the other one, of course, was Kyle. He was a pleasant
enough guy, you know, but he was pretty old by the time he took it on. I don't
think you need anybody much later than in their mid to late fifties if you
can, for a Governor. Too often you get somebody that it's just getting beyond
them. It's a fairly active pastime. You're on the go all the time. It might be
only what you might regard as social events a lot. It takes a lot out of you
though. You've got to be with it. Different people are talking to you, you
can't relax, you've got to be on attention, otherwise you look to be a no-no,
you know. So it's best that people who are going to be Governor are not too
old. I think Kyle was getting a bit beyond it. He was a happy enough fellow
and this sort of thing, but I wouldn't regard him as being a prominent one,
you know, when we've had by comparison with the happiness of the Reids and
those sort of people that we've seen in the position, more to the style of
things, better for them to take it on than others. But I still say it's more a
sinecure for a person that's had parliamentary experience than it is for one
that's outside. Now whether he's had parliamentary experience by being the
Clerk of Parliament, Usher of the Black Rod, as Reid was, something like that,
it doesn't matter, or whether he'd been a Member, it doesn't matter, as long
as he'd had that experience he is that far in front then, if anything goes
wrong he's able to put his hand on it. He's not asking others to guide him,
when he's got to make the determination.
SR
Have there been other cases of constitutional crisis, or
cases where it's gone to the Governor, where the role of the Governor has been
significant constitutionally?

JAMIESON

I can't remember, they're fairly few and far between,
because the Governor usually.... You see if anybody ever approaches him on
anything he always refers it to his Ministers for an answer. We used to get a
lot of people when I was in the Tonkin Government, there'd be requests come
through from the Governor because somebody complained about this or that, and
the answer would go from us to the Governor and then he'd send it out. He is
not a person to make laws, or carry out laws. He's a person to be there to see
that the constitutional side of it is maintained.
SR
I'm not quite sure how we came on to that from talking about
John Tonkin I think it was, somehow or other we came around to that. But there
were some other questions I wanted to ask you about Tonkin as well, and they
relate to his performance, one, in the public arena and secondly in the
Parliament itself, on the floor of the House.
JAMIESON
Well in the public arena he was well known for if he got his
teeth into anything he'd persist with it, you know, the Tronado machine was a
classic example. Now you've got to temper this with the fact that both his
wife and one of his daughters died of cancer, which has a big bearing on one's
thinking. I once remember Dr Tray sounding off to a meeting about a chap, a
doctor in Queensland that was supposed to have some way of combatting cancer
or at least causing it to recede a bit. He said, "Oh this bloke was no good
and he shouldn't be allowed to persist, and people shouldn't go to him." Tom
Butler, who is now the President of the Party, said, "Well, I took my wife up
to this chappie, and," he said, "as a result, I'm sure that her life was
extended by about six months. In that time it allowed the youngest child to
get to know her mother that little bit longer." He said, "Without it that
wouldn't have happened, because when she went to him she was at a stage where
she was just about gone. Now," he said, "to try and deny anybody that sort of
opportunity is cruel." This is the way that you've got to look at the Tonkin
aspect with the Tronado. See he saw in it a way of overcoming for people the
problem that was besetting them. Once he got his teeth into something it would
be hard to get them out. I well remember he did the same with the Chairman of
the Totaliser Agency Board one time. He got particular dislike on all his
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activities and he hammered him. Every time he got the chance in the Parliament
or in the press. He was a bit bulidoggish in that way. His style was very
severe and he'd keep at it. If you could convince him and get him on your side
he was worth having.
SR
Were there times when you found yourself on the opposite
side from him on issues?
JAMIESON
Oh yes, some issues. He had some very peculiar ideas on
issues. One of them was on homosexuality of all things. He had a bit of a
thing about this. It never worried me the fact we were trying to put
legislation through, because the Party platform at that time had it in. I
finished up as a Royal Commissioner into homosexual practices because of it.
Not because I was handling the legislation but because of one of those
political accidents that occurs that Tom Evans the Minister in charge of it at
the time had gone back to his own electorate, told me to handle it when it
came back to our Assembly. They were asking for a Joint Select Committee. Well
John said, "Oh give it away, we won't have a bar of it." I said, "Well you
know we've gone this far, we may as well agree to a Joint Select Committee."
But as I moved in the Assembly to agree to a Select Committee I had to be on
it under the Standing Orders. The Minister that was really responsible he
opted out.
SR
started on it?

Did you have any preconceptions about that issue before you

JAMIESON
No, not greatly at all, but certainly after the Royal
Commission I was thoroughly convinced it needed attention.
SR

What sort of attention?

JAMIESON
Well it needed decriminalising because of all the evidence
that we'd had. There was extreme amount of attitudes expressed particularly by
the likes of Thompson, the now Independent in the Parliament who wouldn't have
a bar of it. He was on the Select Committee and ultimately Royal Commission.
He signed a unanimous report with us all in the end, after hearing the
evidence that was presented to us that it could no longer go on the way it was
and something should be done. Here we're a decade later and we're still
playing around with it.
SR
it?

Yes, that was in relation to Tonkin. What were his views on

JAMIESON
Well his view generally was that it was an unnatural
practice and it shouldn't be indulged in. I well remember Arthur Bickerton,
who was always the jester at the vital time and we had some discussion on it
at a lunch table one day. Jack was going crook about this type of behaviour
being filthy and immoral and all the rest of it. Quite unnecessary. Bickerton
said, "Well Jack, how do you know?" he said, "You haven't tried that method."
Of course that's an answer you can't give.
SR
While we're on the subject of Tonkin, about his period as
Premier. When you went into that period in government, after a fairly long
period in opposition, what were your goals as a party? What did you set
yourself as long term, medium term, short term goals?
JAMIESON
Only having a majority of one we set the goal of survival.
That's the main one first. We were very careful that we didn't introduce
anything that we thought could be taken and used against us if we were forced
to the polls again. But despite that they were extremely rough on our
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legislation. I think in the first year there was something like twelve pieces
of legislation thrown out by the Legislative Council, a thing that's never
heard of when the other side's in. You're lucky if there's one and then it's
usually on some technicality rather than on the arguments that surrounded the
legislation. So although we tried regularly for instance, to alter the
Electoral Act and the Constitution to make the electoral scene more evenly
balanced we didn't get very far. Tom Evans introduced a bill as the Minister
in charge of it, early on in our days, for one vote one value as a principle
and then the other acts were to follow. But it didn't get to first base. I
don't think we even took it to a vote in our House, because we didn't have a
constitutional majority. So you see we had to be very, very careful which way
we went, but nevertheless we survived the three years, even though at one
stage when Toms went of course, we didn't have a majority and had to rely on
the Governor to give us the by-election to get us back again.
SR

Must have been a tense time for you then?

JAMIESON
Oh it was, you weren't sure whether you were going to be
there the next day or not. It was a bit worrying. We used to come into the
chamber and wonder whether we were going to survive the full term. But we did.
SR
Survival aside, what other goals did the party have in
Parliament, in government?
JAMIESON
Well they had the goals of doing those things that you could
administratively. For instance there was great store then in day labour
schemes and that sort of thing, that the party was pressing both through the
political and the industrial wings.
END OF TAPE 7 SIDE A
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TAPE 7 SIDE B
SR
This is tape seven side two of an interview with Cohn
Jamieson recorded by Stuart Reid for the Parliamentary History Project on the
6th of December 1989. So day labour was one of the things that you were able
to do something about?
One of the things. We were able to do something about that.
JAMIESON
Some of the Ministers weren't sort of as well attuned to those sort of things
as others. I well remember one time I was acting Minister for Agriculture.
Evans was away, Dave Evans, and my next door neighbour came to me and said
they were cutting out the maintenance group at the abattoirs and putting in
contractors and could I do something about it? I said, "Well maybe I can I
just happen to be the acting Minister for Agriculture." So I called in the
manager the next day and told him, I said, "What's on?" He told me. I said,
"Well you desist with that until your Minister comes back otherwise you could
embarrass him considerably." So he ummed and ahed, but he agreed in the long
run to desist and when Evans came back he came to me and he said, "What's this
business," he said. I quoted him the platform, and he said, "Oh that doesn't
apply to me," he said, "that only applies to building workers." I said, "It
said 'day labour where practicable', and in your case it is practicable." I
said, "Don't you give me that. I'm not the bunny to carry the Public Works and
you do something else in your field." So anyway I was never Minister for
Agriculture again, but we still kept the day labour scheme going there until
it closed down I think.
SR
So Works would be one of the areas where day labour was an
important aspect of the work?
JAMIESON
Yes, it was, it was a heavy one. I ran into trouble there
because I still was inclined to let contracts out. For instance, if you had a
specialised bridge it was silly to try and build up a force that could do the
speciality in it for only a one-off, when you had people with the know-how and
personnel, that could repeatedly do this. So that was not 'where practicable.'
I had quite a lot of fights with Clohessy over this 'where practicable',
because it was a bit of a grey area.
SR
that?

This is Ray Clohessy, Secretary of the..., which union was

JAMIESON
Well he was Assistant Secretary of the Building Workers
Industrial Union then I think. I had to face him quite a lot over this and
say, "No, you're interpreting it quite wrong." I said, "You leave it alone and
we'll keep it as good as we can, but if you force us into that sort of thing,
you'll double the cost of things and we'll get less people employed."
SR
Why was it that you got that Ministry. Was that a choice of
your own, how did it come about?
JAMIESONI
No, I guess if I'd have had my own choice I'd have liked
ministry dealing with the electoral matters. That's the Minister for Justice
thing. But there was two lawyers elected into the Cabinet and I guess they had
to give that to one of them. The fact that I'd been in the building trade and
knew a lot about that sort of thing probably influenced Tonkin to say well
he's the one to look after that. I also had the SEC which I had a bit of a
knowledge about electricity too, and I'd voiced that a few times in the House.
So I guess that when he was jotting his paper down that he made a note of
these, therefore I copped those sort of portfolios.
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So it wasn't a case of discussing it with you beforehand?

JAMIESON
No, heard it on the radio. Was going along with the car
radio on and I heard that I'd been appointed Minister for Works.
SR

How did you feel about that at the time?

JAMIESON
Oh I didn't mind. The Party platform says distinctly that
the aTlocation of portfolios is in the hands of the Premier, the leader. I
don't know that it should quite say that, it probably is alright initially,
but any future reconstructions probably it's desirable you have the counsel of
everybody. To some degree I think we did when several members went out, when
Bertram went out and when Graham went out we discussed who'd take what and
what the new Minister would get.
SR
caucus?

When you say 'everyone'; everyone in Cabinet or everyone in

JAMIESON
In Cabinet, in Cabinet. Course some became by their very
activities became overloaded and others underloaded. It paid to balance them
up, otherwise you'd finish up wrecking them all.
SR
What about your ministerial responsibilities. How did you
first get familiar with the portfolio, or were you already well versed in it?
JAMIESON
Oh no, it was sort of a strange thing. The first day I was
in the office I was signing approvals for millions of dollars. They were
bringing them before me. This has got to go ahead, explain what it was, okay,
okay, you know. But you're spending all these millions of dollars coming from
never have spent anywhere near that lot. Some people can acclimatise into the
position of ministerial setting quite easily, or more easily should I say than
others. For instance we had Ron Bertram who was initially made Attorney
General. Well they hadn't had a legal man in that position for a considerable
time. I guess it would be.... It was twelve years Arthur Griffith was Minister
for Justice, and before that in the Hawke Government we'd had a Minister for
Justice, so it would have gone back into the McLarty Government, when there
was a legal man in that position of Minister, as Attorney General, as against
Minister for Justice. Now they've got both, they're both legal men. But in
those days if you weren't a legal man you were the Minister for Justice, if
you were a legal man you were the Attorney General. So when Bertram came in
with our Government at that time, he was faced with the problem of possibly
trying to catch up on all that legal stuff that had been put before all these
different Ministers for Justice and they'd ultimately say, "Oh take it away, I
don't understand it." But here was a legal man, he couldn't say that. The net
result was that files started to build up on his desk. When you went to see
him you couldn't even see where he sat. He started to worry. He wasn't a
fellow that would take the last folio sheet and the recommendation. Usually
with most things that come to a Minister you can judge, you learn to judge
from that. You think oh yes, that's all right. But if there's something queer
you might go the next one down. Then you minute the bottom of it, "I need more
explanation on this, would you get somebody to brief me," and throw it back to
them. But Bertram wouldn't do that, he'd go back to folio one, and of course,
it would take him a couple of days to go through a big file. By that time he
had three more files. Six months and the head had gone. He had a mental
relapse and he had to resign from Cabinet. He just couldn't master it despite
the fact that he was a trained lawyer. So it's not all that's in the training,
it's the way you can train yourself. I guess too it depends a lot on your
immediate personal staff. I had some very good immediate personal staff that
had been in the game a long while and were able to feed stuff to me or channel
it away pretty quickly and soon got to know my style. If anything that I
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didn't understand I just wouldn't approve it, I'd just send it back, and
they'd very quickly get to understand
my personal secretary would get to
understand
then it wouldn't even get to me if he thought oh he'll only send
this back. He'd send it back himself and I'd get further counselling on it.
-

-

SR
ministry?

Did you have the same personal secretary throughout your

JAMIESON
Yes, George Ewers was there the whole time. Don't know
whether you knew him or not, Grace Vaughan's husband. He married Grace later
on, who was a Legislative Councillor at the time. Anyway George was there and
I had some other, like secretarial staff that had been in the game for so long
that they really knew their way around things. Others didn't have that staff
and they couldn't handle it. They'd run into all sorts of problems.
SR
When you say they had been around, had they been around in
the Labor Party, or around Ministries?
JAMIESON

Oh no, they'd been around in different vocations within the
Other Ministers had people who were not as efficient and caused
them some considerable trouble. There was no follow-up for them on matters
that had been referred to their Departments. Some staff did not know the right
way to have bring-ups, to have stuff brought back to them. When they'd realise
that oh, three months ago I sent that down, there's nothing been back to me,
why hasn't it been, and they'd start to worry then, that they were failing,
when it was only their style that was failing then. They hadn't been able to
master it quick enough.

departments.

SR

Sorry, I meant your staff, what experience had they had?

JAMIESON
Well besides George Ewers who'd had a long time with the
Public Works Department and knew things pretty well backwards.
SR

So how did you choose him?

JAMIESON
He was there, I inherited him from Hutchinson, who had been
the Minister before me. He was there in place. So was a Miss McBurney. Now
Miss McBurney had been the private secretary to about eight Ministers for
Works, going right back to when Hawke was Minister for Works in the Wise
Government. She'd had Brand, all these people, she'd been their secretary. She
had the game, she was a master craftswoman in her game. She set me up with a
lot of wrinkles. Then came in one day and she said, "You aren't [going to]
like what I'm goirigto say," she said, "I'm going to resign." I said, "Oh
why?" She said, "Well, I can go on for longer but I've got good health and
there's a lot of things that I want to do in life. If I don't take the
opportunity and my health starts to fail later on I'll never forgive myself."
I said, "Oh no, fair enough it's your life." So anyway on the eve of her going
I organised a lunch at Parliament House for her. She thought she was just
coming down with a couple of the staff. I was successful in getting all the
eight Ministers still living that she'd served all to the lunch. So it was
certainly a good finale for her.
SR

Other staff people, on your staff?

JAMIESON
Well in that you had the general typists, they came and
went, and the receptionists, they came and went. They were reasonable. But you
had to have key staff like the two that I mentioned that are so important to
you. In other fields the other portfolios that I had like covering Main Roads
for instance, well they used to visit. I was counselled by Aitkin all the
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time. I had a very good relationship with Aitkin. I did two round the world
trips with him as a matter of fact. I went to Brazilia with him, to an
International Road Federation meeting.
SR

Was he Commissioner of Main Roads or something?

JAMIESON
Yes. And to Munich. He was very understandable, so were his
deputies and I got on well with them, and was able to go right round the scope
of things in Main Roads affairs quite well. That seemed to fit in pretty well.
SR
What about your relations with the heads of the departments
in the Works area?
JAMIESON
Well they were good too, because what I did, I spent a
tremendous amount of time out of the office seeing what they were doing in
sewer works, or whatever, you know, I'd go and inspect and have a look at
them. Many of the other Ministers used to treat it as a nine to five office
job, they'd go there and sit there and they'd sign papers and if there wasn't
anything to do, they'd walk out and do something else, or maybe have a
discussion with somebody about something. But the practical side they didn't
take an interest in, or not enough interest. They saw as my interest in their
engineering side.... For instance with Aitkin I said to him, they were doing
the cassians for the interchange of the freeway system there. They put down
these great cassians, they're like just a big dry well, with great cement
walls around them. They're down about fourteen storeys, the equivalent of a
fourteen storey building, to bedrock. I said to him, "I'd like to see what
they're on to down there." He scratched his head, he must have thought I was
peculiar or something. I said, "You've been down there surely?" No, he's an
engineer by calling. Anyway we went down, we both went down to see what was
there and got a piece of this rock in place and had a look to see what they
were doing, whether they were down on to hard foundations so all those systems
wouldn't move about, because the mud was too.... Because I showed an interest
in their practical everyday work I think that made the difference, you know,
they still seem to think I'm pretty good at that sort of thing. The same with
the Water Supplies. I used to go and have a look at things. If we were
contemplating a new dam somewhere we'd.... We were having a look one time at
possibly damming the Murray River, but the salt that runs into it from a
couple of other rivers spoils it. We went and sampled it where the dam was to
be, and then up where there's two [rivers] fed this bitter salt into it, and
to try and devise a way of sending the salt straight out to sea and leaving
the fresh water there. And took an interest in the actual elementary
performance and they all thought that was great. As I say most Ministers just
didn't bother doing that.
SR

Did you find that that helped you with the paperwork too?

JAMIESON
Oh it does, yes, because you understood more when there's
some recommendation put before you.
SR
What do you look on now as being your achievements in that
time in the Ministry?
JAMIESON
Possibly the biggest achievement was getting the South
Dandalup Dam completed. We began that and completed it all in the time when
there's most stringent economic circumstances existed. We were ordered to do
all these cut-backs and despite that the tenders were so good that we were
able to go ahead with it and finished it. There were a number of other things.
The eighteen bridges on the North West Highway were a distinct advantage.
Prior to that the highway was pretty poor. The only thing; I was running
ragged in the end opening bridges over rivers. The Turner and Yule River up
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near Port Hedland were pretty big rivers. They all had been constructed during
that time. It was a very interesting time to have been there, as well as the
various harbour works that were in progress. The Esperance Harbour; we
completed the inner harbour there. I finished up with plaques from one end of
the State to the other, because I took over when the Ord Dam was about half
constructed and saw that through. All these were most interesting features.
But I'd say personally the South Dandalup Dam locally was the most responsible
thing I think that we did in those days. It's never filled since but probably
won't until we get an exceptional winter, but one day it will.
SR
One of the things that comes to mind now. Thinking about
proposals to build a dam, I know that almost no matter where you were to put
it today there would environmental concerns. Were environmental concerns an
issue in that case, or in other issues that you had to deal with?
JAMIESON
Not so much. For instance they tell me now that if you'd be
doing it over again you'd have never got away with building the Ord River Dam,
because the number of sacred sites that it would have obscured, that are down
underneath. They're not gone, but they're there. It's a pity in a way that
these do come to light, because many of them, these sites that they've struck
that have been declared sacred sites have not even been known to the local
Aborigines for decades. They just don't know they exist until you send these
people out to sort out the best site. They'll find a whole gallery of
paintings in an undercroft of the rocks or something. Then, of course, all
hell's let loose if you're going to block that off. So to that extent we
didn't have as much trouble. Although there hasn't been very much trouble
environmentally, you run into the greenies more than you do sacred sites in
the South West. I guess now everywhere you put a dam or do something like
that, you're going to have far more stringent environmental conditions than
you used to have, but I don't say that's wrong. We're learning a lot. You
can't live in this world and not be aware that if you continue to disturb it
without balancing something, well then in the end you're going to pay for it.
SR
Were there any environmental impact assessments done while
you were Minister for Works?
JAMIESON
Oh yes, I think mainly with Main Roads. One time they used
to just cut a road straight through you know, and it would be just a scar in
the hills. Now they'll contour it and make it fit in with the natural
escarpment far more than they used to. Some of them were very heavy cuts one
time and not nice to look at. No, they've all learned I think to play with the
environment when they're doing anything.
SR

Was that happening while you were Minister?

JAMIESON
Yes they're certainly gaining in appreciation. For instance
the International Road Federation meetings that I went to, there were many
sessions dealing with the environment and road making. How you co-operated.
They used to show even some of the old Roman roads in Scotland, how they'd
fitted in with the environment, because they had to in those days. They had to
go the easiest way. And where in the same area where a big whizz bang road had
been cut across and made it look quite ugly. All sorts of things like that
were becoming very prominent in the thought of the Main Roads Department. Also
one time they never used to bother replanting when they'd done a highway. Now
some of the highways in the springtime are a delight to drive in with all the
Geraldton waxes and other flowering locals that they've put in there. So
they've to live with the environment and improve the environment.

JAMIESON
SR

I think that may be where we have to leave it for today.

JAMIESON

Righto.

END OF TAPE 7 SIDE B.
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TAPE 8 SIDE A.
This is tape eight of an interview with Cohn Jamieson recorded by Stuart
Reid, recorded on the 15th of December, 1989,, for the Parliamentary History
Project.
SR
Could we begin today with some of the issues related to your period
as President of the Party, and in particular your Presidency while you were
also a Minister. What kinds of conflicts arose as the result of holding both
positions?
JAMIESON
Well, there were many conflicts when particularly Unions disagreed
with the actions the Minister for Works was taking, in respect of various
contractual commitments; bearing in mind that the platform of the day required
things to be done by day labour where practicable, and I used to have to judge
the 'where practicable' situation. This didn't always coincide with the Union
thinking and it wouldn't be unusual for us to face up to a meeting where there
was an item criticising the Minister for Works for his action in respect of
certain matters. I would be chairing the meeting and the recommendation would
be to refer the matter to the Minister for Works for his advice.
SR

So you'd be referring it to yourself?

JAMIESON
So I would, in effect. However, I wore the two hats reasonably
well. It would come, and with the aid of the Department we'd suitably reply.
There weren't very many occasions when the reply wasn't accepted because
usually the decision of the approach from the Unions or branches hadn't been
fully informed when they'd taken their action and when they found out the full
reasoning behind it, they were usually fairly satisfied.
SR
What about as caucus took more and more of an independent role in
making up its mind about what Party policy should be on the floor of the House,
as opposed to the individual members following the Party policy, and being
allowed to go their own way on matters that weren't covered by the Party
policy? How did that change affect your position as President? Did you find
yourself at any stage in conflict with Party policy on one side and caucus
point of view on the other side?
JAMIESON
No, not to any great extent because it had generally been accepted
that while the platform items were there for guidance and expected to be
adhered to by the Parliamentary Party, and therefore, the Cabinet; that the
timing of introduction of such matters had been left in the general terms to
the Parliamentary Party or the Cabinet itself. Therefore, the conflict hadn't
arisen. Some items at various times, mostly on moral issues when the Party
thought we were proceeding too slowly, there was objection listed and we had to
look seriously at it, and try and take some action to overcome the differences
that occurred.
SR
So did you find yourself in the position there of pushing for the
Party's policy to be moved along more quickly?
JAMIESON
Well yes, I always thought that if they didn't stick to the policy,
you'd always have more dissident members than you would if you did stick to
policy, but sometimes, of course, when you get into government you find some
items of policy, just couldn't be carried out. There were the reasons that you
didn't have access to when you weren't in government.
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What were some examples of that kind of thing?

JAMIESON
Well I think control of police generally is one of the things that
usually leads to a lot of concern by Party faithful, particularly if there's
regular confrontations. They believe that you being in government, you should
be in a position to be able to regulate them as to what they do and when they
do it. However, this does come into conflict with the Police Act. It virtually
gives the Police Commissioner carte blanche over what actions he takes, so long
as they're within the terms of the Act. This is not always wise on his part not
to take some consideration from the administration because after all, they've
got to face up to the people in the long run at an election; and he doesn't. So
most Commissioners and the police force generally, I think, see the correct
thing is that while they must carry out the law, that they are guided by the
opinion and leanings of the government of the day.
SR
I wonder if you could just reflect for us on the Police
Commissioners that you have known, and the dealings of the governments that
you've been involved in, with the police?
JAMIESON
Well, frankly I didn't have such a great deal to do with the
Commissioners in my own portfolio. The Police Commissioners had been fairly
acceptable to the political line of thought of the day during our term of
government. The issues then were many, particularly in respect of Trade Unions
marching on Parliament House when the Police Commissioner of the day thought it
quite necessary to line his police force up against such moves and cause a
confrontation. Well Cabinet very clearly indicated to the Minister that he was
to inform the Commissioner that there was to be no confrontation without the
express approval of Cabinet, or alternatively in the case of emergency, the
Premier. This seemed to overcome the problems. We didn't have any more
confrontations. This was causing quite a schism between militant Unions and the
Government at the time, when these interferences with what they deemed to be
their rightful action in protesting, were interfered with by the police.
SR
In more recent times we've had some controversy over the position
of the Commissioner, and you've made some comments in the press about the
appointment of Commissioners. Would you like to summarise you position on that?
JAMIESON
Yes, well my position was that in the general rule, police
promotions should stand on seniority. However, it can't always be that way,
because for instance, it would be a bit stupid if the next in line for
Commissioner, only had a year to go before he retired. Well some features like
that have to be adjusted to suit the circumstances of the day. However, if
promotions occur from down the line, and they're put in charge of people that
have previously been senior to them, as in any military force, it leads to some
kind of dissension, and therefore it's undesirable in the general rule to put
yourself in the position where you're going to have a police force that isn't
happy because of the action of promotions. Now occasionally, in some States,
not so much here, the Commissioners have been appointed outside of the local
force, and this has had an effect of gingering up the force and breaking into
the situation that's developed by the incestuous type of promotions and moves
within the force over the years. Possibly every so often it's desirable that
this is done, but the lifting of junior members to senior positions is always a
very dangerous procedure.
SR
Can we move on to the period towards the end of your Ministry, and
the '74 election? What was happening in the lead up to that election that led
to the situation of you losing government?
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JAMIESON
Well quite a few things. We were always very vulnerable on
Goldfield seats, of course, when it's ever suggested that a Gold Tax would be
applied, and Connor and Crean at the time were advocating from the Federal
portfolios, that a Gold Tax be initiated, and they even went to Kalgoorlie and
made some speeches to various organisations, and weren't too well received. I
can well remember when they were transferring from their plane in Perth to go
back east. I went out to see them because I was a bit concerned with the line
of action that was being taken, as the President of the Party in this State,
and seeing that they didn't seem to be taking into consideration the problems
that could beset the Tonkin Government at the election. I explained to Crean
that if they weren't able to pull some rabbits out of the hat in respect to
these features that were annoying the populace of Western Australia,
particularly those outside the metropolitan region, then we would probably lose
and thereby that he would have a Loans Council that had a majority against the
sitting government. Well when I broached this with Crean, he said, "Oh yes," he
said, "I suppose it would, but I don't know whether that matters much." This
sort of alarmed me because the message obviously didn't get through.
Leading up in the last six weeks or so, I had been out helping in the rural
areas. Merredin was a typical case, where the then member, Brown, didn't have
an opponent with six weeks before the election. The young farmers that I mixed
with and talked to, they said, "Oh, he's got no risk. He hasn't even got an
opponent yet." But within those six weeks the removal of the subsidy on Super
and the subsidy on fuel, caused the rural population to revolt. Indeed that led
to quite a confrontation that was organised in Forrest Place, that would
probably be turned into the nastiest type of political meeting that I could
imagine could happen, where as Chairman of that meeting I had much feeling for
the women and children that had been passed up on to the truck, as people that
had lost their cool, were trying to tip the truck over and that would have
meant them all being tipped off.
SR

Could you just describe for us what happened at that meeting?

JAMIESON
Well, the meeting started fairly orderly and some of the early
speakers were heckled a little bit, particularly one Ron Davies, also a
Minister who was speaking as a support speaker. Early in the part when he was
heckled by some of the farmers, he said that he was sorry for them, that when
he'd been coming to the meeting, there was a fellow with a Mercedes trying
with a country number on
trying to park at the parking meter, and obviously
he didn't have change. He reached in his pocket and gave him a five cent piece
to put in the meter, whereupon when this was suggested, they rained five cent
pieces on the truck. Afterwards I gathered up several dollars worth of five
cent pieces from the back of the truck. But that wasn't all they threw, of
course. During the course of the throwing, they threw....
You could
particularly identify the attack as coming from farmers because of the amount
of sheep dung that was hurled at those on the back of the truck, and generally
it was a very uncontrolled way of attacking a situation that could have been
more easily done by discussing with the then Prime Minister what was to occur.
This led later when they ran out of the various commodities that they'd brought
to throw, they then started to throw pies and cans of drink.

-

-

The one that hit PM Whitlam on the back of the neck was a can of Fanta that had
been opened but was still full. By standing behind him
it was fizzed, of
course, and I got most of it over a grey suit. He was most concerned because
I'd told him to keep going at the microphone because we had so much power that
even though he thought he might not be heard, that we'd be getting over to the
crowd what he was saying. However, this was not judging the fact that somebody
among those protesting had some suitable pliers and cut the lead to the
microphone. With all the noise that was going on it was most difficult for me
to inform Whitlam that he could no longer be heard
having told him to keep
-

-
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going under all circumstances
until I finally drew in the piece of cut cable
and held it up in front of him. He then realised what had happened and stopped.
As I proceeded to put the lectern down so that we could start to move off the
platform, one of the colleagues of the day passed up another live microphone.
The last thing I wanted at that stage! And, of course, Whitlani started up again
and so did the throwing of all sorts of manner of stuff towards where we
speaking.
-

However, finally, we got through that trauma but right till this day I can
still hear the vocal expression of the larynxes all focussed on the one point,
near the microphone which was most deafening, and had to be experienced to be
believed. Had the can, that full can, have cut Whitlam's neck when it hit
instead of landing flat and splattering everywhere, there'd have been a riot
the like of which it would have been hard to put down, because there were a
number of Trades Unionists and others there, that were trying to behave
themselves in a way that didn't cause the farmers problems. There were many
police that were trying to control the stand. I remember one young policeman
who copped a pie on the peak of his cap, half of the ingredients of the pie
landing on his face, the other half on his cap. I reached down to take his cap
off so that I could take the pie off with some paper and rubbish that had been
thrown up there, to clean him up a bit, while he tried to clean his face. He
thought there was somebody in the crowd taking his cap, and he turned around
with fists clenched to really take somebody on. It was that way that they, too,
had become frustrated. They couldn't do anything, there was such a dense crowd.
However, when he realised what I was doing, and was helping him and not
hindering him, he was most grateful.
But it concluded with no great success even though the people in the
metropolitan area still stood by the Tonkin government; I think they voted
somewhere about 53 per cent in our favour. However, with the loading of the
electoral system's favouring the country area, and us relying on a number of
country seats, we had a loss sufficient to bring down the Government. The
Merredin seat that I referred to was lost. We lost Albany, we lost the Gascoyne
seat, and several others that were vital that we had to hold, to hold the
majority. So it was one of those things where a sympathetic Federal Government,
by withholding their actions could have been much more helpful, and the many
people that think Federal Governments are sympathetic and helpful are often
misled.
Another action that they took on the eve of the election: there was the Al West
Development Company that was looking to put in an alumina works down at Collie.
The Commonwealth had the information on whether an export permit would be
granted to them. Within the couple of days of the election, the announcement
was made that they wouldn't grant them the permit and, of course, many people
in Bunbury where there's a very close seat, thought that they'd be much better
off by supplying all manner of things to this new organisation that was about
to start up, found that their hopes had been frustrated, and it undoubtedly
influenced their vote. When afterwards Whitlam was asked why he'd made the
announcement having assured Premier Tonkin before this date, that if the
decision was not favourable then he would withhold it until after the election,
he merely said when challenged about it, that oh well after the decision was
made, of course, the Cabinet's like a sieve, it leaks so much; the information
would have got out anyway. Which, of course, wasn't much solace to the Labor
Government that was fighting for its life and in effect did cost the life of
the Government.
SR
So that election saw you move into opposition. When was it then
that you became leader? What were the circumstances leading to that?
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JAMIESON
Well after that election, Don Taylor who had been the Deputy
Premier, didn't want any top position in opposition, so I became Deputy
Opposition Leader, deputy to Tonkin that was, and several years later, I
replaced Tonkin. This was by arrangement that both Cook as the Trades and
Labour Council's Secretary and McMullan as the State Secretary of the Party,
had waited upon Tonkin to tell him they thought it was time he stepped down.
They told rue they were going to do it, but I said, "Well you do it without any
assistance from myself," because while I might have agreed that Tonkin had run
his day, he had been the Campaign Director at my original election, and I
wasn't likely to do anything that might upset or jeopardise his position, or my
own. So without my assistance, they did approach him and he called me in and
said that on such advice he felt that he had to take notice of it, they were
two vital parts of our support in this State, and it would be unwise not to
take the advice that had been tendered to him. So this was shortly after in the
new year of 1976; so what happened then was that I had a discussion with him. I
said, "Well if you're going to stand down, let us make it so that you
relinquish your position at Easter, when we adjourn for Easter, and when we
come back after," (we were in the course of an autumn session) "when we come
back after there would be a new Leader of the Opposition." I didn't know
whether I would be able to win it at that stage.
I pointed out to him that he would be a record holder of the time of being a
Member of Parliament. During that time that would probably be nice for him,
when he acquired that record position, of being in the official position still
as Leader of the Opposition. So he agreed to that. He thought that was a good
gesture and the Party went to ballot. I was successful in beating Dave Evans by
one vote, and subsequently at Easter the transfer took place.
SR

What were the signs to you that Tonkin had run his course?

JAMIESON
Well the disquiet of having lost the election and then not seeing
somebody of younger ilk taking over at that stage. Usually after an election,
the Party will support its outgoing leader. They don't want to be put in the
position of cutting somebody's throat after they've had a bad doing, and if
they haven't stood down themselves, they'll inevitably support them to carry
on. But this was only a temporary aberration among the Members. When they start
talking and thinking like that, they might want to move on. By that time we'd
had a lot of young Members and some of them in a very big hurry and, of course,
it didn't suit them to have somebody they thought was a bit older than he
should be for the job, bearing in mind that Tonkin was already in his seventies
when he became the Premier.
SR

How was he coping with the job at that stage?

JAMIESON
Oh he coped with it all right. He was a wonderful worker in the
political system. He'd grown up in it all his life. I think he went into
Parliament when he was about 32. Probably previous to that he'd stood for two
general elections, one down the South West, and one for Pinjarra, so he was a
lifetime politician. So he was quite capable of coping with it because of the
knowledge and that, that he had. However, he'd established some fairly staid
ideas, let us say, there's no doubt about that.
SR

So he was well past his prime?

JAMIESON
I would say so, but I wasn't prepared to do anything to bring his
downfalT because of what I've mentioned before.
SR
So you became Leader of the Opposition. What were your plans for
the Opposition?
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JANIESON
Well, I immediately started to liaise more with the Trade Unions
who I thought had grown a bit distanced from us, and I allocated each of the
Members to look after certain Trade Unions to be a direct liaison officer. This
worked well with some. Others couldn't be bothered with it, and didn't do their
best in the job. With some they attended regularly Union Executive meetings
just to find out if they wanted anything, or we could do anything for them, and
the Unions felt that they were being owned again. I think that led to a good
feeling among the Unions to such an extent that when finally the move came
against me to replace me as leader, the Trade Unions were very solidly behind
me, and resented the move and showed it very forcibly by their action within
the Party.
SR
What other sorts of achievements did you have as Leader? What kinds
of things did you think you were able to get done?
JAMIESON
Well, we had previously only had spokesmen who had been allocated
the task by the Leader of the Opposition....
END OF TAPE 8 SIDE A

Cohn Jamieson in his offices when Minister for Works, Water
Supplies and Traffic Safety, 1972
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TAPE 8 SIDE B.
This is tape eight side two of an interview with Cohn Jamieson recorded by
Stuart Reid on behalf of the Parliamentary History Project on the 15th of
December, 1989.
SR

I just asked you about your other achievements as Leader.

JAMIESON
Well one of them I felt, was the fact that we established proper
spokespersons for various subject matters. Prior to that time, and it seemed to
have gone back to time immemorial, the Leader, or his deputy, whoever was in
charge in the House when legislation came in introduced by the Government, he'd
allocate somebody to research it and take up the debate on their behalf. Prior
to them being given such instruction nobody had any responsibility to look
after particular legislation. That is except perhaps the budget requirements
which was always.... the adjournment was always taken on matters like that by
the Leader of the Opposition to lead the debate, and any very politicalised
matters also are kept by the Leader for his prime consideration to be followed
by support speakers. So having allocated that sort of thing around a bit, it
gave me the impression that we were getting somewhere in that people were
starting to specialise and things, whereas before they had no reason or
encouragement to, say, specialise.
Also just before going out of office, Tonkin had started the idea of
legislative offices, that is in their own electorate for the Legislative
Assembly members (none for Legislative Councillors; they were introduced some
time later by the Court Government) but Legislative Assembly Members were
permitted an office in their electorate and this had only just started when I
took over. So the development of the style of Members with their new found
offices and actions through that, were all a new venture in Party politics.
Many of the Liberals seemed to resent the office idea for a long while. I don't
think for instance, Court ever had an office in his electorate. He refused to
have one. Several of the others did likewise. But the Labor Members that
learned to use these offices found that they were invaluable, in being able to
service the electorate properly rather than in a piecemeal fashion as they'd
done in the past.
SR
What sort of assistance did you get with your position as Leader
from the Party hierarchy and the Parliamentary Party?
JAMIESON
Well the Party hierarchy, because I'd been an Executive Member for
so long, were never any trouble. I always had them following behind me or they
would directly question me and we'd sort out any differences. They were no
trouble at all. So that was not a problem. The only problem that seemed to
exist again was the problem that had started to face Tonkin, that you had all
these young men in a hurry, and at that time, when I was elected to the
position of Leader in 1976, I had turned 53, and to many of them that was a
considerable grandfather standard although previously, of course, there hadn't
been many Leaders that had been younger than that. So they felt, I think, that
there wasn't enough drive. The style that was wanted; they were looking for
probably with television and that sort of thing being established
they were
looking for somebody that would be in the line of the way Whitlam had
developed, and whatever anybody thought of him, he sort of made the image of
politicking on television the in thing in Australia. Therefore, they were
looking for alternatives. There weren't many available. Several people like Don
Taylor who had been Deputy Premier, were approached, as was Dave Evans who I'd
beaten by one vote. They both said, "Oh the position has been decided at that
election. Let it stay. We don't see why it should be necessary to alter it at
this stage. It'll only rock the boat and cause a problem." So they weren't
interested.

-

-
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Davies, on the other hand, in my opinion, allowed himself to be conned into the
position of, when they asked him would he stand, he said, "Oh, I've never put
my name in for Leader before, but," he said, "if there's another ballot I
probably would at some time," not thinking' that there's to be a ballot almost
immediately because of their actions. Having found somebody that had said that,
then they built on it and took the necessary action to gain support, to cause
the overthrow of the current leader, and the installation of Davies, which
upset the Trade Union people to such an extent that many of the people, Julian
Grill for instance and others, inferred that I had stirred them up, and sooled
the Unions on to the SPLP [State Parliamentary Labor Party] and pay for their
action. I hadn't even approached them. It was a spontaneous act on their part
and it was somewhat embarrassing that they were so satisfied with me and
considered that the action that was being taken was not a fair and proper one,
and therefore, they wouldn't have a bar of it. They generally said, "Well our
Union fellows are elected in the job for three years and they should be allowed
to carry out the job." There was never any suggestion that I wasn't carrying
out the job. Everybody said, "Oh he worked very hard at the job." Even the
opponents. So there was no real reasoning.
Now the thought was with the younger people, that Davies would be the stepping
stone, and they wouldn't have him there for long; that he would be superceded
by one of the younger group. Nobody in particular had come to the front then,
because Burke and Bryce had their own particular followings, and were not
prepared to marry their efforts. So, of course, when Davies was elected, and
they discovered the reaction of the Trade Union movement, they backed off. They
didn't take the next step because they reckoned it wasn't the proper time.
Burke himself, is somewhat a past master of assessment of situations, and in my
opinion he assessed that one as not a good climate in which to press the
situation any further. But he did set about involving himself in Union affairs,
and ingratiating himself with Union Secretaries, to such an extent that when
Davies was finally eliminated from the position, the Trade Unions' attitude was
that they didn't care. "After all he was prepared to get rid of you, why should
we worry about him?" was their attitude despite the fact that Ron Davies, of
course, had been an Assistant Secretary of a Union.
So that seemed to be the run of the mill of the combination of Burke/Bryce
forces were sufficient to carry the day when they combined, despite the fact
that during the course of the several times that action was taken for
replacements of leader. In my case, for instance, a fortnight before the
request for a spill was made by letter, signed by the ten as required, Burke
had approached me and told me that there was a move to get rid of me, but he
wouldn't be in it, because I'd been helpful to him when he'd been in trouble
with the law over drink/driving offence. I'd given him a reference to the
court. It had helped somewhat. So a fortnight later his name was a bit
surprisingly on the letter of request, which came, you know, as a bit of a
shock, because when his statement was that without his support
and they
wouldn't get it at that time
he never re-approached me or suggested again
that there'd been a change of mind on his part, until that time.
-

-

Later when it came to the displacement of Davies, there had been a suggestion
in the Parliament, in about July, that both Burke and Bryce were on the move in
some way. This came to me through some of the older members of the brigade.
When I suggested, that, to Davies, he called a meeting in his office with me
after the Parliament had ceased to sit for the day, and when I got to the
office, both Bryce and Burke were there. They'd accused me of being associated
with this move which I'd only come across by virtue of somebody approaching me
a few hours before. But making a suggestion that they were on the move. In my
presence they both assured Davies that they weren't interested in the
leadership, that they merely wanted to win the next election, and didn't know
of any moves to replace the Leader. Well history records now that Davies went
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on an overseas tour, which each Leader of the Opposition is entitled to during
a term of office, and while he was there, they met and called him back because
Parliament was meeting about a week before he was due back, and they reckoned
he should be there to propose certain matters before the Parliament, which were
never proceeded with in the long term. They were just an eye-shadow to cover up
what was going on. They then combined very effectively together to send another
letter to the Parliamentary Labor Party requesting a further spill. Six out of
the ten that signed the previous one, signed the next one, and ultimately in
September
about the 21st of September
after assurances in July that they
weren't interested in the job, they fronted up and defeated Davies to take the
position of Leader and Deputy Leader as they did.
-

-

SR
Now there are quite a number of things in those two challenges that
I'd like to come back to. As we've been talking most recently about the Davies
challenge, we'll perhaps go to that one. The meeting in Davies' office and the
events just prior to it, you said you had been informed that there was a spill
in the offing. Who was it informed you of that?
JAMIESON
Well Tom Jones, the Member for Collie, who was very loyal to me, he
made the suggestion about lunchtime at Parliament House, that he'd heard that
this was on. I said to Jones, I said, "Oh they wouldn't have the numbers." So
he immediately wrote down a list of people that he thought would be associated
with such a spill, and among that was one Des Dans, the Leader of the
Legislative Council. So I ran into Dans at lunchtime just as we were breaking
for lunch, and I said to him, "I saw your name on a list suggesting that you'd
be interested in spilling Davies from the leadership." "Oh no," he said, "not
me, not me." So he must have run back to Davies to tell him that I had said
this, but I'd only been questioning him because I'd seen his name on this list.
This was the basis on which Davies called the meeting. Both
mainly Bryce, but
Burke to a lesser extent
made accusations that I was the one that had been
doing the organisation or supposedly because I'd been deposed. But at the
meeting after I'd been deposed, I assured them that I'd be more loyal to the
leadership than many of those would. Some of them pooh-poohed it, but
afterwards I think, Davies appreciated that this was the case.
-

-

SR

In what sorts of terms did Bryce accuse you of organising this?

JAMIESON
Well Bryce inferred that I'd scrambled my marbles, that I'd lost
reason. This led me to be very angry and I would have dealt with him by some
severe blows to his anatomy if I could have got to him, however Davies and
Burke grabbed me, and in the course of grabbing me to stop me from chasing
after Bryce, Davies got hit in the side of the face. He was the only one
[laughs] that got punished out of the whole effort. Not severely, he never
worried much about that and when things quietened down, his press officer
brought in some refreshments from out of his fridge and we sat there and talked
about many things, including the aspect, as I've already indicated, of them not
wanting the leadership.
SR
What's your view of Bryce and Burke, having been there at that
meeting and seeing them assure Davies, and then seeing the events that happened
afterwards?

JAMIESON

Well, that they couldn't be trusted to their words is one of the
things immediately comes to life. They were both a different make-up. Bryce
finally ran along with Burke, realising that he couldn't beat him off. Bryce
was ambitious without very much ability in my opinion. He never showed much
ability. It was very hard to explain things to him, and he didn't come over so
very well. Evidently he handled his portfolios all right, but if you know how
to take the advice from the mound of advisers that you've got in a job like
that, well it's a sinecure. Burke, on the other hand, was a person that knew
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how to use the media and used them extensively. He was prepared to issue
favours and call up favours to get his own way. I well remember him in Canberra
at a Federal conference, when he was hampered by an extremely bad back which he
had to have operated on, laying on the bed and telling all those that were
there that if certain actions took place as a result of the conference, and its
aftermath, he would call up favours and issue others to see that these people
were severely dealt with in pre-selection ballots, etc. He was akin to doing
this. He was responsible for several people being displaced in selection
ballots; claims always that he wasn't but he.... obvious that the association
with him and the person concerned, and the friendship that developed
afterwards, certainly indicated that there was more than just a casual
acquai ntance.
SR

Which cases were these?

JAMIESON
One was in the South East Province when Leeson was defeated. Leeson
had been struggling to hold the endorsement, and the previous occasion he....
being in a difficult position, the several members that he had for Kalgoorlie
and Boulder, were both legal men and didn't talk his language, he'd come
through the Trade Union movement. The Legislative Councillors were
his
co-Legislative Councillors
one of them was pretty old and wasn't very active,
and the other one was down, more interested in the Merredin area. So he was
left pretty much to his own, and it was only when Ted Evans was elected for
Kalgoorlie, that Leeson started to show his ability as a Member, because at
last he had somebody to associate with, to go along with, to develop any
activities with. Unfortunately Ted Evans died as a result of an operation very
suddenly, and that caused the change of the ways. If Ted hadn't have gone at
that time, there'd have never been many of the changes that occurred, because
caucus was so evenly divided.
-

-

SR
Can we go back now to the challenge to your leadership? I'm not
quite sure how far back we should go here. I think it may be worth our while
actually going back to the election in 1 77, to get an idea of just how you were
performing as Leader prior to the discussion of your dumping. Can we do that?
JAMIESON
Yes, well at that time we were still in the shadow of the Whitlam
era. The only one Labor Government that had done any good in that period was in
New South Wales, where Wran had succeeded in going against the tide, but the
smell of the Askin Government and the subsequent Liberal Governments was about
the same as developed in Queensland at a later stage. So people are..., while
many of the electors are blind, they're not that blind that it won't come
across eventually to them that the wrong thing was being done. At that stage,
Court was the leader here. He had considerable power among the St Georges
Terrace area, and went over very well, told a very good story, and as a
consequence he was supported at the election. As against that, I hadn't had the
experience that he'd had. He'd had twelve years, of course, as one of the
leading Ministers in the Brand Government. I'd had a couple of years in the
Tonkin Government, and what ten months as the Leader of the Opposition. So it
was more difficult for me to take up the reins.
The Party tried to mushroom me into a situation that was a bit undesirable I
suppose. They became concerned and wanted everything from me. In other words I
went over to the east to do special television courses on interviews and that,
with people that had worked well. I thought well, if they worked with Bill
Neilson, who I knew personally, and didn't consider very bright or attractive
to the public in general, and he'd won the election in Tasmania, and the same
people had also worked with Wran, that they'd be worthwhile tolerating.
However, when they came over here, they did me no good at all, because they
immediately became known by the television and the other media as being the
"wise men from the east". When they couldn't get their own way they were
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threatening legal action, because similar time slots were not being given to
the Labor Party, and all this thing, and just angering the people that were
there. The chief of Channel 7 at the time, or just after, said to me, "Well you
made a mistake," he said. "You should have had one of the local organisations
here and you'd have done much better." Because all it did was upset these local
people by the Sydney group flying around saying you'll do this, you'll do that,
and they just wouldn't do it. So it didn't help that..., instead of helping it
rather hindered my progress at that time.
SR

What about the actual training that they did with you?

JANIESON
Well the training was good in that they have found no fault with
the handling of interviews and that sort of thing. They were top line people
that had been on ABC as chaps that had produced their current affairs
programmes and that sort of thing, in Sydney. So they knew what they were
about. It was very good, not having had that sort of training, it was helpful.
Court had acquired a fair amount of it. Earlier on he was hopeless. He'd go on
television in a blue suit with orange socks on, and when they took a long shot
of him, the orange socks would just glare at the public, you know, those sort
of things he just did. But over the years, he'd had to tone himself to meet the
requirements of television and he had acquired a sufficient knowledge by that
time, to be better on it than I was. There's no doubt about that.
Also at the policy speech, we made a bad blue with the Party faithful. Usually
you're invited along to the policy launch, and the executive of the day made a
decision that I wasn't happy with, that they'd have it at the Sheraton, and
that it would be so much a plate. I think it was fifteen dollars a plate for
lunch or something, at this launch. This angered a lot of our people that we'd
go to this posh hotel and we'd do this. Well it wasn't my choice. I didn't like
the idea of it. I'd have rather it had been in some other venue less opulent
than that. However, it was selected there in the Golden Ballroom, and this led
to another problem that I had. I had for a number of years worn artificial
lenses, and I, where the lectern was set up, I hadn't had a trial run which I
would never allow anybody in future not to do, without knowing what the
lighting conditions were like. Well the lights shone on me quite well. My notes
were almost obscure and I had to exist as much as I could on memory for the
whole of the time of the issue of the policy statement.
END OF TAPE 8 SIDE B.

JAMIESON
TAPE 9 SIDE A.
This is tape nine, side one, of an interview with Cohn Jamieson recorded by
Stuart Reid for the Parliamentary History Projcet, on the 15th of December,
1989.
SR
We were just discussing the difficulties you were having at the
policy launch.
JAMIESON
Well that was a difficult position to overcome by a new Leader, who
hadn't had the experience of being able to present such an issue before a
public gathering like that. For many years I had no fear of the public because
I'd chaired so many meetings in Forrest Place
including that one I referred
to with Whitlam
that that didn't worry me. It was only that I was cast in the
position of not being able to see my cue notes and, I suppose at that stage, it
put me in bad light. It didn't come over well, there's no doubt about that. By
comparison later on when Burke hit the network, he was very sophisticated in
his approach. It's all sophistry, it's not natural. There's nothing natural
about Brian Burke, all his actions are mechanically sophisticated. It's his
style, he gets away with it. Most people couldn't.
-

-

SR
There was something when we were discussing the training that you
had. I think I interrupted you as you were about to say something about
Whitlam.
JAMIESON
Oh yes, as well as the training, Whitlam supplied a speech writer.
He had rung me and said that he didn't care whether he came over here for the
campaign or not; that would be up to me. He said, "I'll let you make that
decision," he said, "but if you want a speech writer for a fortnight or so to
help out when the pressure goes on, you can have one. I'll send a fellow over
there to help you out." Which he ultimately did. The only thing he said to me,
"If I'm not wanted over there that's all right by me. But," he said, "I don't
want you to pour a bucket of shit on me like Neville Wran did." Well this is
one of the ways Wran won the election. I don't think that was the only way, but
he realised that the Whitlam era was still on the nose, and he was prepared to
ride that down in his efforts to get his State team up, which proved quite
successful. However, when Whitlam mentioned that to me I said I wouldn't do
that, I wouldn't tip anything on him. He had no responsibility at this stage
for anything that occurred locally, and we should fight it on our own issues,
which he was quite agreeable to.
Another thing: the Party had been bringing over..., they get very excited you
know, with a new Leader. They'd been bringing over Dunstan, Wran and others and
I told them in the end to cut it out. I said, "It looks as though I can't stand
on my own feet. Keep these other fellows out. Not that I don't like them,
they're good blokes and I enjoy their company, and I don't mind them being
here, but I'm the one that's got to front the election." But the damage had
already been done, and this is where you can't overcome a thing like that very
quickly. After the election I was able to start to overcome it because I had
more time, but the time ran out for other purposes.
SR

How were your relations with the media during that time as Leader?

JAMIESON
Well not too bad. I had a pretty good relationship with them. I
didn't have any run-ins with them to any great degree. I was always careful
with them having long experience with the Party matters, so that had led me to
be most careful with them. However, they all respected me, I think, and were
all happy that they got a very quick answer to anything they put to me. They at
least knew in what direction I was going. I think some of the leaders later on,
caused them quite a problem in this direction. They couldn't follow what they

JAMIESON
were about because they wouldn't be straightforward enough with their answers
to the problems. If you didn't want them to know something, you told them
straight. You didn't give them a curly answer which they could write half a
page story about.
SR
Was there discussion of your image in the press that upset you, or
what were your attitudes to any discussion of your image?
JAMIESON
Yes, well this, of course, caught on to.... Image was written up by
the press. They all had different ideas of what had happened. One journalist
wrote up that I had adopted the use of contact lenses. These I'd had since I
was a Minister, many many years before, because of the recommendation of the
eye specialist when the glasses were giving me trouble in the Parliament House
itself. As a consequence I had changed mainly because of that. The specialist
said, "If you can wear them, they give you good vision," and I found I could
wear them and they gave me good vision. I still wear them quite a lot. When I
feel like it I put them in, or wear glasses, but I must wear one or the other
to cause the adjustment to the vision.
SR
What about the staff that you had as Leader of the Opposition, your
principal advisers, press secretary and so on?
JAMIESON
Yes, well, we didn't have a press secretary until Tonkin was just
leaving, and we'd been given permission to have a press secretary for the
Leader of the Opposition. Court had given this permission. Anyway when he did,
as Tonkin was on his way out, he fielded them to me. He said, "Well, you select
whoever you want." Well, there was quite a lot in for it and Ron Barry, who had
been the Whitlam press representative in this State, was among them, and I knew
him, and knew his style so he was selected. Ultimately he served on with Davies
and Burke in a similar capacity. He's quite capable but his only fault, I felt,
was that he was a bit timid, and was inclined to press back a bit at times when
he should have been putting forward a more strong attitude.
To this extent he caused rue a bit of embarrassment I thought, on the election
night, when I went to his place for some drinks. He wasn't that far from where
the count was on, and they were interviewing the Premier and others out there,
and there was no sign of the Leader of the Opposition. It was as though he'd
run away and hidden or something, so eventually I said to him, "Well look, it's
obvious the result," I said, "I'd better go down there and talk to them." Of
course, when I got there there was a thousand microphones thrust in my face and
some of them said, "Oh," you know, "he came out in a fighting way. He should
have been presented in other times." This was the way the press took it and as
I say, from then onwards, I got a pretty good run with the press, and I think I
was just getting them to round my way of appreciation when the end came.
Bearing in mind I didn't have a long time there; I had ten months in which I
was running up to an election and had to learn all these things. The next ten
months after the election, we had the Court of Disputed Returns, for which I
had to spend a lot of time in the north, because our people thought that we had
given them away, you know, that we'd led them into this and we weren't giving
them the support. I was the only one that had air rights, that could get up
there, so under instruction from, and in agreement with, the General Secretary,
McMullan, I spent a lot of time with the various branches in the north, so that
we could make sure that they knew that we did care about their welfare.
SR
That was the Ernie Bridge election, wasn't it? Can you describe a
bit about the situation surrounding that and the legal campaign that followed
it?
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JAMIESON
Yes, well Ernie Bridge had been Royal Commissioner into the
Aboriginal problem in Laverton. It was a Federal Royal Commission, and it had
been suggested that he could be a good candidate for us having been the
Chairman of the local Shire Council for many years. He followed his father's
footsteps in that and his dad had been Chairman also. So we arranged an
interview with him when he was down here at one time. Don Taylor, McMullan and
myself had him to lunch. We discussed the matter of him being a candidate. He
wasn't all that keen but he said he'd think about it and finally he agreed to
stand. At the time I remember saying to McMullan, "Well what do you think about
him?" He said, "Oh well, I think he's only 55 per cent Labor, but he's the best
that we can get." So this led us to further persevere with him and he was
endorsed. Well then it caused me to spend a lot of time there with him. I knew
the North West quite well having been there for so long in my service career
that I knew that they were the type of people that if you didn't appear among
them, and be with them, that you were something different in this world.
So I did spend a lot of time. I checked him out to see that he had all his
electoral work done for the election and got my staff to do a check list with
him to make sure everything was right and ultimately, of course, when the
election came, we didn't envisage the ferocity of the Liberal Party's campaign:
when they sent a number of young lawyers up that frightened the pants off the
presiding officers at the various booths; when they introduced themselves as
the scrutineer for the Liberal candidate and that they were a lawyer. You know,
these fellows, maybe a linesman from the Postmaster General's Department, or
something like that, he'd just be in the twitters immediately. He knew that
somebody of that ilk was standing on his doorstep. They use many approaches and
these were all dealt with in the Court of Disputed Returns, of course, to cause
problems with the Aboriginal voters, and ultimately the Court of Disputed
Returns saw fit to upset the final decision of the ballot even though there'd
been about 90 votes different. The judge felt that there could have been enough
driven away from the booths to have made a difference, so he recommended a
further election, and this was carried out. But however, when it was carried
out it was unfortunate for Bridge because it meant the third Saturday in a row
that there was an election in the area. There was an election on one Saturday
for the Consultative Assembly for the Aborigines. The next Saturday it was a
Federal election, and the third Saturday was the by-election.
By that time they thought they were being conned, and probably were right. They
were being pressurised at least by everybody and anybody, and they just didn't
vote. The difference in the polling booth figures was so marked between the
Saturday of the Federal election, in Derby for instance, and the next Saturday
at the by-election. There were some 300 odd votes different in the election.
SR
Dowding.

The legal people that you had working on that were Paul Seaman and

JAMIESON
Yes, Seaman is
off-sider. Seaman was quite
quiet sort of a fellow that
needed to allow the judge to
SR

now a judge, of course, and Dowding was his
brilliant in handling it the way he did. A very
was able to really bring out the facts that were
come to the conclusion that he did.

What about Peter Dowding's performance in it?

JAMIESON
Well Peter Dowding was an also-ran there. He did a lot of the brief
preparations, no doubt, and the research study stuff, but was not very much in
the open court. Once or twice he was but when I saw him in action, he was past
mastered by Seaman. There's no doubt about that. He was only second rate. But
it did allow Peter to become known in that area. He took a number of cases
associated with.... One for instance, I know, he took a case of a waterside
worker that was quite popular in Wyndham, that had been taken in on an alcohol
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charge
driving charge
and due to some technicality in the charge, he was
able to get this fellow off, and because of it, you know, he became somewhat of
a local folk hero with the branch of the Waterside Workers. Those sort of
things Peter was able to impress people by. So that's how that developed.
-

-

Having got that far and later on, of course, he was also in Aboriginal legal
affairs, with the aid of Ernie Bridge at the next election when
not the
by-election because we didn't win that
but at the next election when Bridge
came up again, he was able to carry Dowding through, because Dowding was
opposed to a sitting Liberal member. We did not win the Pilbara on that
occasion, but we won Bridge's seat which saw us through, and his efforts,
having done all the work at the previous election, were able to get us through.
But that was the election where Davies led us.
-

-

Davies' problem was he didn't understand the State enough. He didn't know about
the North West. Having gone through all the procedure with Bridge on the
previous election, I would have been inclined to have spent a lot more time on
the Pilbara in the next one, knowing that the other fellow had a fundamental
knowledge on what to do. But this was not done and we found that places like
Marble Bar, where Labor had always got a strong vote, there wasn't even a "How
to Vote" card handed out. Well you can imagine the result. We only went down by
a couple of hundred votes in the election, but the new candidate there not
having done a check list, and made sure all the things were covered, cost us on
that occasion the election, I feel sure.
SR
So that that takes us now to the period where you lost the
leadership. When was the first indication to you that you were in trouble?
JAMIESON
I don't think.... There's always a bit of suggestion when you only
win by one vote that you might be in trouble. But after the election both Grace
Vaughan and Don Cooley who I knew to be supporters of mine, were both due to go
to the eastern States and wouldn't be at the caucus meeting. Cooley said, "Oh,
you know, there's liable to be some throat cutting go on. Do you think it's
safe for me to go?" I think he was going to New Zealand. He'd booked long
before. I expressed yes, I was confident that it would hold. Anyway even with
those two absent, it only held by one vote, the same margin again. But
nevertheless, it had been a return to the position by a vote decision and I
think this worried the others that they weren't able to be up there as much as
they wanted to. Dave Evans, of course, he'd been deputy to me, but after that
election, of course, after the 1977 election, he was displaced by Bryce. Now
Bryce was never a good Deputy Leader, you couldn't get him to deputise for you
at all. He was running here, there and everywhere doing all sorts of manner of
things that Bryce wanted to do. But to such an extent that he got a sponsored
trip by the United States Government to America during the time he was Deputy
Leader, and while he was away there, he.... On the way to going away, he
applied for
to Court
for a daily allowance which he was allowed as Deputy
Leader of the opposition whenever he travelled anywhere in Australia, but it
didn't quote outside Australia.
-

-

Court, being an old military man where you had to go through your next in
command not go direct to the top, approached me straight away when he got this
request, he said, "What's this request of Bryce's?" I said, "Search me, I know
nothing about it." "Oh," he said, "I didn't think so." So, of course, Bryce had
cost himself, any chance of getting his daily allowance, because of his own
foolishness, because he'd tried to go straight to the top. If he'd have come
through me undoubtedly Court would have agreed, because that was the line of
military thought he'd be using. So while they were away they got involved....
There's different stories told. He met up with Peter Cook in London, and they
claim that they sent some old shirts and shoes back in a package through the
diplomatic channels. According to the Brits who suspected it and opened it,
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there was perfume and other things in it that shouldn't have been in. So they
seized the lot of it and it all disappeared, and Bryce reckons he never did see
his shoes again.
Well I don't know what was in it really. The stories were different and Court
had much pleasure in, you know, fronting me with this through his Premier's
Department that they had attempted to do this. Whatever they were parcelling
up, it was very unwise to try and use a diplomatic bag to send it back to
Australia. When questioned they said if there was a bottle of perfume it wasn't
any expensive perfume, it was kids' stuff, you know, this was their story and
they were sticking to it. But evidently it was a breach enough against the
regulations for the Department to be concerned.
So all in all his trip away that time was not as happy as it should have been.
The Americans had asked me about somebody going to America and strangely enough
I'd suggested that Carr go, because Bryce had already been to Europe or
somewhere just previously, and I thought if you spread these around it would be
a bit better. But when they finally sent him, they didn't ask me. It came as a
surprise when he announced that he was about to go, he had received this
assistance from the Americans.
So it's one of those things that you've always got to put up with, but you
asked the question again about how I was going. I seemed to be going all right
except, as I say, I had no Deputy to deputise for me. When I had Dave Evans he
went back down to Manjimup and stayed there. When I had Bryce I don't know what
he did, but he certainly, whenever the girls would try
my staff
would try
to roll him on something where I had a double appointment, he'd always have an
excuse that he couldn't do it. They were very, very hard to fill and knowing
how hard that was right through the time that Burke was Premier while I was
there, and I was ever approached to do one of these jobs for them, I always did
it. Not that I had any great feeling for Burke, but because I knew how hard it
was to get these people in. Burke wouldn't do any for me at any time, but I
felt that they had to be done and I got to the extent where I was spending
every second Sunday at some branch of the Services' reunion up in Kings Park in
the end, so it was getting a bit too heavy. But nevertheless, they looked to
the Government having a representative and if you don't send somebody they are
inclined to say nasty things about you behind your back.
-

-

SR
So when did the moves that they were making against you become so
apparent that you realised you had to do something about it?
JAMIESON
Well, they didn't become apparent until the "death letter" went in,
the request for the special meeting, because.... There were suggestions about,
but.... The ex-Cabinet Ministers for instance, that were all still there, were
all saying to me, "Don't you dare give up that position." You know, they were
saying one thing and being very strongly behind me on it. The ones that were
approaching and the ones that signed the letter, of course, I think six of
them, it was about their first year in Parliament. Well they wouldn't know
anything about it. Obviously they'd been conned by somebody else into agreeing
to sign this letter. But they personally wouldn't have known what any of the
other leaders were like, because they'd never been there with another leader,
so it was a bit of a shot for them.
One of them they sent along, Carr, he became the "Kadaicha Man", he
feather-footed around to get the signatures, and to get the last one, who's a
fellow that ever since has regretted that he ever did what he did
he's a
personal friend, McKenzie MLC
he was the last one that they got to sign, but
they'd convinced him that they already had fifteen signatures. But they didn't
and he was conned in as some of the others were, into signing this thing. But
Carr had approached me and said that he thought I should step down, and I said,
-

-
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"Well, you know, you're a new Member." I said, "If that was sort of coming from
somebody that had experience, I might be inclined to take some notice, but,
I
said, "I don't see where I should take notice from you. Surely the older
Members wouldn't send you as an emissary to me." When I discussed with them
they said, "No way should you stand down. You stay there." Of course, having
that sort of assurance from the older ones,and to keep faith with them, I just
stood my ground. Even then, the motion I think, to spill, was passed by
seventeen to eleven. Three votes the other way, it wouldn't have been passed.
They didn't have that much to score on. There was a few absent, I think, but it
was seventeen to eleven, it finished up passing. That would mean that the ten
that signed the letter plus some others that had kept under cover a bit.
-

END OF TAPE 9 SIDE A.
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SR
position?

What kind of campaigning did you do to try and defend your

JAMIESON
Well, naturally I approached all those that I'd regarded as loyal
to me, and some of the others that I thought might be wavering. Lyla Elliott
was one. She undoubtedly supported the spill, and voted against me on that
occasion, but she like Fred McKenzie, if they had their day over again,
wouldn't have been a party to it, because they felt that they'd been conned
into the situation. Other things that have occurred since then, they realised
that they were backing the wrong side of the political coin.
SR

Had you been close to Lyla Elliott prior to that?

JAMIESON
Well yes, she was secretary to Chamberlain, of course, in the Party
office for a number of years, and I had known her very closely for a long time.
SR
It must have been a difficult decision for her. What was your
attitude to her in coming to that decision?
JAMIESON
Well I bore no malice to any of them you know, except those that
had possibly sneaked around; the new ones that had come in and signed the
letter. I thought that they had a bit of a hide [laughs], but in the main, I
faced up to it and met the press afterwards on the basis of well that's
happened and it's happened, you know. That was the day that the Alcoa Board
from America had flown out here, and they had a meeting here and a dinner that
night that I'd been invited to as Leader of the Opposition. Well Davies,
flushed with success, didn't want to go to that that night, so I agreed to
still go. Many of them that had seen the shots on TV and that, that night,
said, "How did you do that? How were you able to face up like that?" But you
know, I'd been in the political scene a long time, and you have defeats and you
have successes, but too many of them want to be in five minutes and have all
successes. Of course, they're not worth a crumpet when they find themselves in
opposition sometime because they don't know where to go any more.
SR
How were your relationships with some of those people who did vote
against you? Say, Lyla Elliott afterwards. Were you able to enjoy the same kind
of relationship afterwards as you did before?
JAMIESON
Oh yes, I don't think I've had any problems with her, or any of the
others. Some of them I, you know, some of them that were associated with it,
I'd have always been suspicious of. They were never ever buddy-buddies of mine
from the start. People like Julian Grill for some reason or another, had me
set. They just didn't like me. I think I was too far to the left for Julian.
He's always been very right in spectrum and actions and everything, in his
business life and that, and I wouldn't have suited him.
SR
A final point about your time as Leader of the Opposition: Ron
Barry made a comment which was quoted in the West Australian on May 21st, 1988,
I think around the time when he left the position of press secretary. He said
that he always felt that your potential to make a contribution as leader was
never appreciated by the electorate. He referred to you as "the most dogged and
determined person, a politician very much of the old school, who came up the
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hard way. People didn't respond kindly to you" and that you were a "victim of
the supremacy of radio and TV in politics." What are your views on those
comments?
JAMIESON
Well I commented earlier on those. I thought that, you know, I just
didn't get the opportunity to train on long enough in the media aspect, I was
just gaining ground there when the end came. But he was a good guy to get on
with except, as I pointed out, he was a little bit timid, and I think he could
have pushed things a little bit more at certain times. I'd often have to
when
he'd make a press release
I'd have to pull out a few words and push in a few
stronger ones to suit the occasion, but all in all he, I suppose what he said
is a reasonable summation [laughs] of the situation. But he did, he thought....
I think he thought that I'd been wrongly dealt with. He had to go along with
the others as they came, and he was a great friend of Bob Pearce's, of course.
He was in the State debating team with Bob Pearce. They were together in the
debating efforts together. Pearce was one I didn't get on greatly with in those
days, I get on reasonably well with him now. But he seemed to be wanting to go
somewhere too quickly, too.
-

-

SR
person"?

What about his view of you as "the most dogged and determined

JAMIESON
Well that's an expression of how a person sees you. I don't think
the person themselves considers themselves as "dogged and determined", it's
just your style that they are talking about. If I did have that style, well
that's just my style and I think that's a fair enough comment if he saw it that
way.
SR
While we're talking about style, that's an aspect of my enquiries
to you about the various Speakers of the House that I want to pursue as well.
But not only their style, the sorts of things that you recall about them, and
the incidents that stick in your mind most strongly. Can we begin with the
first of the Speakers of the House that you recall?
JAMIESON
Yes well the first one that I recall, of course, was Rodoreda, Alec
Rodereda. He was a very hard type of Nor'Wester, a real old type, you know.
He'd fought his way around the entertainment ring up there in boxing, and one
thing and another. I remember he told me the first time he'd ever met the
chappie that was for many years Member for Kimberley, Coverley, was in the ring
at Wyndham. You know, they'd been matched against one another. So that's the
type of guy he was. He often expressed the opinion that there was no reason why
young people shouldn't go out like he and his wife did, and live in a tent when
they were first married, you know. Well, of course, times change and people are
not going to accept those conditions we realise. He was a pretty good and able
Speaker I thought, in many ways, but he had a lot of trouble with Hawke, the
Premier. The final falling of the ways came in the end when Hawke refused to
supply him with a Government car. Every other Speaker in Australia had one, and
Hawke was a bit tight on things like that and he wouldn't supply him with a
Government car, so Rodoreda told him what he could do with his job sort of
business, and went on his way.
He was replaced by Jim Hegney, who was a next door neighbour of mine
politically, and was a dour old second generation Irishman. Been a boiler-maker
early in his life; quite an able Speaker; wouldn't stand any nonsense in the
Parliament and it seemed to suit him in that capacity. He, of course, ceased to
exist when the Hawke Government was defeated.
That brought along John Merrifield Hearman, who was a rough and tough cow-cocky
from the south [laughs]. He had been a big military man in his day. He gave the
impression that he was very, very strong always. Bill Grayden was in the same
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unit as him during the war years, and Bill happened to be home
they were both
officers
when John was being married, and he was invited to the wedding.
Here's this big tough John Hearmari at the altar and when he got there, he
fainted. His little wife standing there [laughs] waiting to recover him for the
service to go on. But he was a very strong type of Speaker too; fairly
reasonable and fair I thought; always tended though to be the super type of
conservative, and disliked any Labor people because of their very association
with the political themes. So to that extent I suppose he was a bit biased. In
the general terms he was pretty good, although on a couple of occasions he did
suggest to different people to ask certain questions in the House and then when
they were put on the Notice Paper, he reprimanded them for asking those
questions. [Laughs] But he was a fellow like that. You sometimes couldn't
follow what he was trying to get at and there was none less than Bill Grayden
that put those questions on [laughs]. So it's one of those things in life that
you've got to put up with.
-

-

Well he was defeated in an election, then we had Hugh Guthrie. Now Hugh was the
old style lawyer. He tried to run the Speakership as though it was an advanced
court of some kind, which in effect I suppose it is. But he got himself into
all sorts of bother by making rulings that Members couldn't do this and
couldn't do that, which were quite well within the realms of the requirements
of the House. When people objected he'd often have to retract his previous
statements which is not a good position for a Speaker to be in.
SR
House?

Would that have brought him into conflict with the Clerks of the

JANIESON
It did to a great extent, yes. Yes, it did do to a greater extent.
John Mery Toms: Mery was not Speaker for very long. He died in office and he
was the one that caused the constitutional crisis when he died, only in his
first session as Speaker. So we didn't have much opportunity of gaining
knowledge of Toms as a Speaker. He had been in for a number of years and he'd
been a Member that was quite a successful Member in his area. He'd been the
Road Board President for many years at Bayswater and was well known, well
thought of in both civil and sporting lives. He was a great bowler, but we
didn't see him very much in his capacity as Speaker.
Dan Norton, now, he was a real [laughs] old time river farmer from the
Gascoyne. He'd been one of the original "banana benders" up there I think, and
he took over; a bit timid was Dan. If ever there was a day when there's going
to have to be a ruling made, you can bet your life Dan would be off sick. So
the ruling didn't have to be made or it was made by his deputy. But he filled
in the job; that's all you can say. I don't think he made any outstanding
contribution to the position as Speaker. It's just that he'd been Chairman of
Committee before he became Speaker or had he? Yes, he'd been Chairman of
Committee before he became Speaker. So he fitted the job for the time until the
Tonkin Government finished.
Then Ross Hutchinson came in. Of course, he'd been a Minister in the Brand
Government for many years and it was sort of his last throw. A fair sort of a
Speaker; didn't take sides to any great extent; used to get a bit of a plum in
his mouth and give a homily from the Chair every now and then about people
doing all sorts of things that they shouldn't, like reading papers in the House
while the debates were on, a thing that everybody does, and sometimes the
Speaker reprimands them about it. But he carried out the job fairly, reasonably
fairly.
Thompson was a peculiar sort of a Speaker. He came in as Speaker after
Hutchinson retired and Thompson was a fellow that had always given us the
impression that he could never be a Speaker, because he was so biased in his
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attitude to politics. Anyway I was Leader at the time when he was elected as
the Speaker in May, 1977, and I approached him and I told him that we were
going to put up a candidate against him because we thought he was not the one
for the job, and he'd shown that he couldn't be or mightn't be fair in his
judgment. Anyway it turned out the other way. He made a pretty good fist of it.
As a matter of fact he voted against the Government on one occasion on an
electoral amendment bill, while the Court of Disputed Returns was on in the
north. They tried to change the Act before the by-election occurred. He took
the view that it should be fought on the basis of the rules when the election
was called and not on some new rules. So he stuck and he called me into his
office on the day that it was before the Parliament to tell me that if we had
all our Members there, he would be voting with us if it was a dead heat. It was
thought then that one Member, I think the fellow from Subiaco, wasn't prepared
to vote on it, which brought it back down to dead even. So he'd support us if
the numbers were even. He said to me, "I'm not going to be the bunny on this
one. They're not going to amend the Act as far as I'm concerned. They can put
up with it as it is until the new man's elected."
So I had quite a bit of trouble on that day I recall, because Grill was wont to
go back to Kalgoorlie early quite often, to do legal work that he'd listed in
the courts or other things up there. This particular day he'd booked himself on
a plane and was determined that he was going to go, and I forbade him from
going. This led to words which he said, "Oh you wouldn't win the vote," and I
couldn't tell him that the Speaker had assured me that he was going to vote
with us, otherwise it would have been all around Perth before the Speaker got
the chance to. Any sort of pressures could have been put on the Speaker then.
So I managed to convince him he had to stay. I said, "You go home and you do so
at your peril." It's probably what turned him a bit sour against me but it had
to be done with blokes like that. As a result we won the day, and you know, as
I was able to say, "I sort of told you so!"
Came after that John Harman, of course. It's an unusual situation of him
getting there. When Burke was elected as Premier, he'd been suggesting on many
TV interviews and other occasions, when people had questioned him about where I
stood, he said, "Oh he'd make a good Speaker," indicating that he was
supporting me for that position. So I kept right out of all the ballots for any
other position anticipating that that's what he was going to do. However, he'd
also called Tom Bateman into his office on the Monday after the election. Tom
had been the Chairman of Committees under Danny Norton. He'd been Chairman of
Committee under Danny Norton and as a result, he had had some experience in
that capacity. But he called him in and he said to him, "Well you'll have to
stand for Speaker, Tom." Never said anything to me about calling him in, but
also evidently Harman approached him and said well he wanted a job in the new
government, and if he didn't get offered a job he was going to stand for every
ministerial position that was on offer in the hope of winning one. Rather than
face up to that
Burke was a past master of trying to get out of those
circumstances
he then offered him the position of Speaker without telling
Bateman or myself, and caused the three of us to go into ballot and we were
both hopelessly defeated by Harman.
-

-

After that, of course, Harman retired. Barnett was his deputy and he took over.
I hadn't had a great experience with him but what I've seen of Barnett, he's a
better Speaker than Harman was. John used to mumble too much and we couldn't
quite catch what his objections were, or what he was about. Barnett's not a
great political crony of mine, never was, but he's made a better fist of the
actual position of Speaker. At least you know what he's on about. So that is
about my comment on the Speakers.
SR
Any particularly dramatic recollections of the role of the Speaker?
Perhaps in expulsions and that kind of thing?
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JAMIESON
Yes, there were some unusual expulsions. There was one time we had
a motion to expel a chap from the House and when it was moved, one of the
members that were paired
Gayfer
at the time, came in and voted. Without him
it couldn't have been carried. This caused some considerable furore and Gayfer
to be held in pretty bad stead for some time after.
-

SR

-

Which expulsion was that? Do you recall who the Member was?

JAMIESON
I think it would have been one of the times that Arthur Tonkin was
expelled. Now Arthur Tonkin used to set himself up to get expelled. He used to
think by calling the Opposition for everything on electoral matters, that he
was achieving some objective, but he wasn't really. He was just name throwing
and calling and cat fighting, until in the end they'd get so tired of him that
they'd demand he withdraw what he'd said, and he wouldn't, and they'd expel
him. Now they did this two or three times. Bryce did a copy-cat with him one
day. He copied exactly what he did and he got expelled. All the time I was
there I managed not to get expelled at any time. I nearly did once because I
called a Minister a liar and then I.... In the final analysis before it was
put.... It was while O'Connor was Premier and he wanted me to withdraw. I said,
"Well I won't," I said, "I'll qualify the withdrawal." He said, "Well for
goodness sake, do something to get me out of this." So I told them that I
apologised to the Speaker, "But," I said, "I still think the Minister is
telling lies." Anyway they let it go and I got away with it.
SR

Which Minister was that?

JAMIESON
The Minister was Cyril Rushton who had caused me some problems on
quoting what he reckoned I'd done and I knew I hadn't and it led to a cross
chamber fire up.
SR
So after your period as Leader, and we've discussed the period
leading up to Davies losing his position as well, you remained in the
Parliament. What was your role then?
JAMIESON
Well in the Davies' administration..., while he was Leader, I was a
Shadow Cabinet Minister and remained such until he was deposed. Burke, when he
moved in, he cut out three Shadow Ministers, Jones, Harman and myself, and put
in others in their stead. So I had been Shadow Minister for Minerals and
Energy. At that time Keating was the Federal Minerals and Energy spokesman.
We'd been together several times up to the Pilbara on matters dealing with
political endeavours. So that's basically what I pursued at that stage. It was
interesting. I hadn't had any dealings with that before. I don't know what
prompted Davies to put me on to that, but I was quite happy with it. It was
something different and I knew the Pilbara, perhaps that's why he did. You
know, well he knows the area and I got on pretty well with the Kalgoorlie
people as well.
SR

And your final years as a backbencher?

JAMIESON
Oh final years as a backbencher were a mixed up affair. In the
first place, not having been successful to become Speaker, I just waited my
time and they proposed that a committee be set up to enquire into the....
SR

Excuse me a moment.

JAMIESON
Sorry. It was a mixed up affair, but I was appointed to this
Committee on Liquor Reform, and it eventually became an Honorary Royal
Commission, and went on for some considerable time. We went all over the
auction, over east and everywhere, looking at their Liquor Acts and comparing
them with our own. We put up a substantial report, none of which the Government
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did much about, like usual Royal Commission reports. We spent a lot of time for
nothing. Then towards the latter part I was involved in another one that dealt
somewhat with liquor again. It was with the vigneron industry in Western
Australia, when we examined the position of the new wine industry in the south
as well as the Swan and other vistas that were wine-producing. That was quite
an interesting experience and that report also didn't receive very much
activity. It was reported to the Parliament and probably let die. They may have
carried out a few of the recommendations.
SR
How do you feel about that, putting that sort of work in, and then
not seeing any result?
JAMIESON
It's pretty soul destroying, you know. I went to the Minister
afterwards and explained that....
END OF TAPE 9 SIDE B.
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TAPE 10 SIDE A.
This is tape ten of an interview with Cohn Jamieson recorded by Stuart Reid
for the Parliamentary History Project on the 15th of December, 1989.
SR
Yes, I was asking you what were your feelings on putting work into
reports like that and finding nothing, or very little, done about them?
JAMIESON
Well, fairly devastating and not very rewarding to say the least. I
had done a bit of this and research and this sort of thing for the Party
beforehand. I conducted an enquiry into the liquor industry for instance, for
the caucus and, of course, that's probably what set me up to become this
Commissioner. But when you put the effort in and then offer the Minister of the
day to give advice on why certain recommendations were brought down, you'd
think they would take them. But rather than that they preferred to disregard
them, and take notice of the Civil Service opinion on different things, which
was very concerning because many of the situations they would not have been
able to judge on. They would not have experienced the situation and would
therefore, not have been able to advise the Minister correctly. So I'd say that
very often Ministers miss out badly if they don't take up the suggestions....
they can't take them all up; some of them might be quite contrary to their line
of political thought. But in the main when they appoint a commission they
should be prepared to accept its findings and carry out its recommendations.
SR
politics?

So what were the factors that led then to your retirement from

JAMIESON
Well, one of the main ones was that I was approaching the age when
under the rules that I had had placed in the ALP platform, that no person that
attained the age of 65 within the normal running of that particular term of
Parliament would be eligible for pre-selection, was in effect approaching. I
would have been just slightly over that and still 65, if the term had run its
full length. So, because of that, and having a desire to feel that my efforts
in this regard should be adhered to, the principle of each group of people in
this world being able to reach the top positions, and show their best in the
carrying out the fundamentals of government, to me is pretty important. So if
you deny one of these groups the right by staying there too long, well then
you're not helping the country very much. So I could have gone on. Others that
were older than I sought the permission to run the next term, and they wouldn't
have had as much standing with the Party as I did; and they got the extra term.
It would have meant in my case, about five months beyond the usual requirement.
So I decided that it was time to give it away ad adhere to the principle that
I'd enunciated when I'd put this matter forward.
SR
seat?

Did you have any say in the selection of your successor in the

JAMIESON
No, Burke picked his own team. It seems most unusual. He selected
the people that he wanted to be around him and that was it. Thomas was by that
time
the fellow that succeeded me
was the Vice-President of the Party, but
he hadn't been associated with the area at all and wasn't one that I would have
readily suggested. But I've always had a very great hate of
well not hate but
worry
about people selecting their successor. I've never seen it work
properly. There's always something goes wrong and as a consequence, I prefer to
let the person get their endorsement and then go along with them, rather than
-

-

-

-

-----------------------1 A copy of Mr Jamieson's farewell speech to the Parliament on 17 October 1985
is attached, pp. 110-115.
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push them into a situation. But that's not for some people. Some people play on
numbers, and want the numbers there, so they select the people that they feel
will be their minions, and as a consequence, they receive extra support.
SR
In your initial pre-selection, you mentioned the role of the Party
hierarchy in finding a way of making sure that the other candidate wasn't
eligible for pre-selection, and now at the end of your career you're talking
about Burke having a hand in pre-selection. Can you give us perhaps a brief
overview of the way people have been pre-selected and the way that has changed
in the time that you have been in politics?
JAMIESON
Yes. Despite the fact that many people thought when Chamberlain was
there, that there was manipulations for pre-selection, there wasn't. He may
have encouraged some people, he may have discouraged others. But on a number of
occasions when the result of a pre-selection had been known, he said to me or
I've said to hint, "Well that was most unexpected," and we discussed the matter.
So in general the person got up that impressed the pre-selection council,
panel, whatever it was, the most. See in the case when Burke got up for the
by-election after the time that Herb Graham resigned, there were three I think,
in the selection, all of which could have made reasonable Members; one of which
was President of a branch. Certainly Burke wouldn't have been a selection of
the likes of Chamberlain or that, because of past history with the Burke
family. So nevertheless, he got up into the position. Now on that occasion I
would say it was because he put over the best performance on the evening.
Nobody knew him at the time, only by repute. His dad had been a member. They
didn't know him.
So this was the general format too, these people used to, you know, just to put
themselves up, and you'd select them on the basis of what their worth was. Now,
they're inclined to be, now that the factions are more cemented within the
Party, they're more inclined to be not Party hacks, but faction hacks, being
selected; and deals done with one another, to make sure that somebody doesn't
get too many up, and others get the right one up at the right time. Now there
have been a few selections of recent times where this didn't quite work: for
instance, Burke had a couple of nominees when Tonkin, and his brother,
resigned, that he wanted up. Neither of them got up. The others are both now
members, Donovan and the Member for Perth, were both ones that Burke wouldn't
have selected. But they got up despite that. So it does occur on some occasions
but in the general run, where you're running up to an election and you're
balancing some selections against the other, it does not now work that way.
It's pre-cast.
SR
I've noticed in a number of things that you've said, some criticism
or some distrust of the faction system. Where would you trace the origins of
the faction system? Where did it start?
JAMIESON
Well, it started in Victoria and New South Wales. New South Wales
was very strongly factionalised to the right and left for many years, and so
were they in Victoria. As Melbourne and Sydney were always on the opposite
pole, one was heavily factionalised to the right and the other to the left. The
factions in Victoria have broken up of more recent times, but they seem to have
held very firm in New South Wales. There's an extremely strong right faction
and there's a fairly strong left faction. They seem to have gone fairly well
together. I've always used the corny term that a bird can fly with two wings
but when you give it more than two wings it has extreme trouble. This, I find,
doesn't only happen with birds it happens with political parties, so when it
breaks into these lesser factions, and you're trying to accommodate them all,
you don't achieve the best for the Party.
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When did it start becoming apparent in the West Australian Party?

JAMIESON
In Western Australia, I think when Burke started to support the
right, and he was concerned that the WA conferences were a bit too left, or not
to his liking, and he started to promote the right side of the ledger.
SR

This is while he was Leader?

JAMIESON
Yes, miii. While he was Leader. You see when he was first Leader,
the left had control of the Administration Committee. Well he wiped that out in
about one election, because he snuck on them too quickly. They didn't realise
what was on. He had the heavy responsibility there for introducing that sort of
thing. Butler, the present President was most critical at the last State
conference about the activities of the factions, but he's got to face the fact
that the factions have grown under his stewardship. They weren't there when I
was there, nor were they there when Bryce was there. It caused a lot of
problems in the branches too, when the factions appeared, because they didn't
understand them. You knew some people in a branch were right or left or
moderate, but they all did their job and they all worked together. But then
when the factions came along and started wanting to get numbers on councils and
conferences and that sort of thing, it was completely alien to them. Now
they've grown to accept it, I suppose. It's more the pity.
SR
Presidency
membership.
some time.
thought was

Speaking of membership, there's one question relating to your
which I forgot to mention at the time, that is in relation to
Membership of the Party as I understand it, had been in decline for
Was that a concern at the time or was this something that you
a natural course of events?

JAMIESON

At what time?

SR
Well if we take it from the beginning of your Presidency and just
briefly have a look at the membership through the time of your Presidency.
JAMIESON
No, see during my Presidency, things changed considerably. You've
got to bear in mind that for a long while during my Presidency, if a person was
affiliated through a Union, they were entitled to contest a pre-selection
ballot. They were ipso facto a member of the Party. That no longer occurs. They
can be from an affiliated organisation, but they've got to hold a Party ticket
in their own right now. So the situation is very much different to what it used
to be, so to say that there's lesser membership, if you're talking about direct
members, I suppose there's more members now than there was in those days,
because most of them used to get their membership through the Union
affiliation. Now they realise if they want membership of the Party, they've got
to pay a direct fee.
SR
Around what time was it that this change took place from having to
be affiliated to....?
JAMIESON
Well, it would be about the time that the TLC came in. You
correctly stated that. Somewhere around that time, but it led to a rather
strange set of circumstances. One of the great advocates for there to be the
two separate entities was the Secretary of the Painters' Union, a fellow named
White, who at the very next election, nominated to become the Vice-President of
the Party. Just before the ballot was counted, somebody said, "Where is Jim
White's membership from? Where's he the member for?" They had a look and he
wasn't a member so, of course, they had to rule him out. He was one that
advocated that there be separate membership, but he'd overlooked the fact that,
because of all the years that he'd been, he'd had this membership through his
Union. So it was a change, a very big change, for a lot of people.
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SR
What sort of an issue was membership for the President? Once you
had to get your own members, they weren't automatically members?
JAMIESON
Well, we've always had to battle for direct members in branches.
They come and go. Some branches build up very big for a while, if there's a bit
of a political storm in the area. It gives us an impetus, and then it falls off
afterwards. But it's not clear where.... You can have a strong [Liberal] area
like Nedlands that has a very strong branch of the Labor Party. I guess
likewise you can have a strong branch of the Liberal Party in a very strong
Labor seat, too. But there's no rhyme or reason with it, except it's very hard
to get a strong branch of the Labor Party in a strong Labor area, and it's
probably hard to get a strong branch of the Liberal Party in a strong Liberal
area, because they think oh well, everybody is, aren't they? They won't bother
to do anything about it.
SR
Were there initiatives that came from you as President to try and
raise the membership, or was raising the membership generally something that
you sought to do?
JAMIESON
Oh well, yes, through the Party offices, we mainly when we put on
the Assistant Secretary, one of his jobs was to see that the numbers were kept
up, and try and promote activities that would draw the attention of new
members.
SR
That takes us back now to the retirement. Since your retirement,
what activities have you continued with? I understand you're on the Cemeteries'
Board, and are there other positions like that?
JAMIESON
The Metropolitan Cemeteries' Board, I'm the Chairman of that, and
the Fremantle Cemetery Board, I'm also Chairman of that.
SR

Were these things that you sought? Did you look for that?

JAMIESON
No, no. There were many people being given all sorts of things, and
when it was suggested Cemetery Board, I wasn't over keen; nor were a lot of
other people on it. However, I found it quite interesting, and once you apply
yourself, I believe whatever you take on, if you give it your best shot, you
get more satisfaction out of it. I have a lot of satisfaction out of it of
recent times. As well as that I had always shown a keen interest in the betting
and liquor control side, and I'm on the Betting Control Board which is a
monthly sort of meeting basis. Federally I was for a time, and I still might be
if the airline strikes are ever over, on the Transport Industry Advisory
Council for the Commonwealth. It constitutes lay people like myself that have
had ministerial experience; captains of industry in transport, in all forms:
shipping, railways, trucks, aeroplanes and the like. It's a very big
organisation that advises the Federal Minister. So they all tend to be of
interest. I also am a member of the Kings Park Board which the Government
generously gave me originally. That's what I was first appointed to. I don't
know why. I'd shown an inclination of knowing a little bit about flora and
fauna I think, over the years, and they'd thought that that would be an
appropriate thing for me. That has been of interest too.
SR
And apart from your official positions in retirement, what are your
other interests and pursuits?
JAMIESON
Well, I'm still a member of the Amateur Football Executive of this
State. That's 40 odd years I've been there. I'm a member of the WA Lawn Tennis
Association Council. I represent my Belmont Park Club on that council. I'm the
Vice-President of the local club, of the Belmont Park Club. I still take an
active political interest in the Swan electorate as the Swan Electorate Council
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Chairman, and a delegate still to the State Executive of the ALP. So all in all
I still have a fair interest associated with party activities as well as others
in the community.
SR
So to what extent then can you .say you are retired? Are these
activities that keep you pretty well occupied [laughs].
JAMIESON
In name only, my wife says I'm not retired but just changed the job
for lesser pay [laughs]. Those were the two names that I've come up with. Mike
Naylor and Ross Harrison.
SR
about too.

Oh these were other staff people that you wanted to say something

JPJIIESON
Yes they're the two. Naylor was the fellow who was a great research
officer. He took over while Ross Harrison was overseas. When Ross Harrison came
back we were on the eve of an election, and Court allowed me to keep both of
them on, and they were very good servants. Naylor was able to come up very
often with stuff on finance where Court had made classic mistakes. He'd draft a
letter for me and I'd write to Court and say, "You're a million out on this and
you're a million [out on that]." Court would write back and apologise and say,
"Yes, thanks for drawing my attention to it." [Laughs] If the House was
sitting, of course, we'd use it in the House. But he was a very good scholar at
that. I think he's now with Gold Corp. He's the chief of Gold Corp now. He's
sitting on a....
Ross Harrison has been acting as the Consumer Affairs Commissioner, but I
believe he hasn't got the job according to the statement from the Minister the
other day that he's only been in an acting capacity there. He's also a very
good officer and I had quite a sound staff with those two and Ron Barry. As I
say they stayed on with Davies, and later with Burke, and were instrumental in
helping Burke considerably. But they were my appointments. I'd sought them out
and we had quite a successful time in having those with us.
SR
Have there been any other staff that you've had that you'd like to
single out for special mention in secretarial or ministerial capacities?
JANIESON
No, I guess after I had been Leader and that, I had then, of
course, an electoral office which was new in style, and I had the one
secretary, a Mrs Henderson, for eleven years, until I was about to retire, and
then she went over to Peter Cook, and then some other places. She knew the
electorate backwards and had become a very efficient electoral secretary, that
you didn't have to worry about leaving the office for a few days, it would go
on. Everything would be attended to and only those that required your personal
attention would be delayed. So that sort of staff member is very important to
Members of Parliament. Some of them have got them in their electoral office,
others haven't. Others don't trust themselves to have that sort of person and
as a consequence, it's very difficult to know whether they're getting the best
out of their office without having that type of servant there.
END OF TAPE 10 SIDE A.
Side B unrecorded.
END OF INTERVIEW.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY DEBATE
MR JAMIESON (Welshpool) [9.54 p.m.]:
When I took leave of Parliament for several
weeks I thought I might have missed this opportunity to make some general remarks on the
Address-in-Reply. Perhaps some members
would say that it might have been a good idea if
I had, because I intend to indulge in a little
reminiscing in respect of my experiences in the
Parliament itself. However, before doing so I
would like to say that the former member for
Vassc, Stewart Bovell, said many times in this
House and in the corridors that he was born a
conservative and an Anglican and he would die
a conservative and an Anglican. As lir as I
know he was happy that way.

Mr JAMIESON: The member makes that
sort of statement with no practical experience.
How many Eastern bloc countries has he been
to?
Mr Coyne: They are held down.
Mr JAMIESON: In what way are they held
down? A military presence was more obvious
in Malaysia than it ever was in Czechoslavakia
and Hungary. There was no sign. In Budapest
or in Prague one was not under surveillance.
There was no difference between being there
and in Perth or Melbourne. Why does the
member not go and hod out for himsell?
Mr Coyne: Why do the people who come
from there never want to go back?
Mr JAMIESON: I do not know. Perhaps they
are dissidents.
Mr MacKinnon: Why are the people who live
there not allowed to get out?
Mr JAMIESON: That is a strange thing. That
is not a fact at all.

SOCIALISM IN PRACTICE
I was not quite that insistent on my line in
life. I did say when I first entered this House
that I was a socialist with commitments. In my
travels and experience I have seen nothing
which has convinced me that my commitment
at that time was not a correct one. Indeed, the
Mr MacKinnon: Is it not?
more I think about it, the more I think that left
is right.
Mr JAMIESON: In the Eastern bloc
We have heard tonight about various argu- countries that is not a fact. How many Eastern
ments concerning employment. I visited some bloc countries has the member been to?
of the left countries earlier this year and found
Mr MacKinnon: Not many, but I have not
they did not have much of a problem with seen many East Germans
allowed to leave East
employment. The rate of employment was 106 Berlin.
per cent.
Mr JAMIESON: They can get away from
Mr Blaikie: Where is that?
those countries quite easily.
Mr JAMIESON: In Czechoslavakia and
Mr MacKinnon: Why do they keep the wall,
Hungary. People there hold down a second then?
part-time job to make up the work force. Those
countries have complete control of their econMr JAMIESON: Take the scene in Hungary.
omies. As long as one has people fighting for
Mr Blaikie: I suppose it is to stop the westprofits and motivated by avarice and greed, erners getting in!
one will never get away from the situation
which prevails here from time to time.
Mr JAMIESON: They can go either way
without a visa. In the resorts in Hungary there
Mr Blaikie: What are their conditions of
were thousands of Austrian caravans with
work?
people coming down for holidays. If all these
Mr JAMIESON: Their conditions are very
things members are talking about occur—
reasonable. They work 44 hours a week.
Mr Coyne: How did you communicate with
Mr Blaikie: That is not bad.
these people?
Mr JAMIESON: It is not bad, and the emMr JAMIESON: Strangely enough, in
ployment rate is still 106 per cent.
English. English is spoken pretty well throughMr Coyne: Where has their freedom gone?
out Europe. One may think it is not, for some
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reason or other, but it is not hard to find people last occasions on which to speak to the House.
in all walks of life who can speak to one in There were some things I advocated as vital
English.
and which have not been achieved. In those
On the other hand, look at the economy of a days there were problems with school accomplace like Malaysia: It is a fairly wealthy modation. Since then, the problem has gone the
country, yet what social services does it have? I other way, and we find we have a surplus of
went to China a few years ago; it has 1 000 rooms in our schools. I also referred to the conmillion people. Al! those people are eligible for gestion on Albany Highway. Governments
a pension at the age of 60 or 55, depending on have come and gone. I was the Minister responsex. They do not get $1 000 a week, they get 50 sible for main roads for three years and
unfortunately I did not get enough time to
yuan a month, but it gets them through.
China has a controlled economy. As such solve that problem. The congestion has proeveryone is making some effort. It is an amaz- gressively become worse and I feel it will not
ing place. I think I have spoken about China get better, particularly in the Cannington area,
before. None of us saw in China anybody who which needs urgent attention until the Chapwas not clothed, fed, or housed. In other words man-Spencer Road link is initiated, despite
all those things have been accomplished for the what environmentalists might say. The only
way to save the environment from completely
people.
disintegrating is to use the river area for a byThey probably do not have the type of' pass road. I advocated at the time that we
houses that we have, of course. However, they should put a six-lane tunnel under the river at
were not in dung huts and such accommo- the Narrows area. We did not get a tunnel but
dation one finds in oilier parts of what people we have a six-lane bridge which is some
call the free world. Perhaps I was born into this achievement.
political life some 150 years too early. Sonic
I remember a person writing to the Press at
day we will get beyond the avarice and greed
the time suggesting I had a champagne taste
that goes hand in hand with the freedoms that
when we had only a beer purse. That was the
members look to as being most important. I am case, but
one does things which are necessary
referring to the freedom of free enterprise and
for the people. One does not necessarily do
all that goes with it.
them because of the economic circumstances.
I hope that those who have had a chance and
an opportunity in Ii I'e go to these places,
speak with the people, move around and find
RAILWAYS
out what is going on instead of reading the
bland pages of The West Australian and The
I refer to the island of Penang and the popuBulletin. Members should make their own aslation of about 500 000 people in Georgetown.
sessment by visiting these places. Members They have just constructed
a 13 kilometre
have the opportunity these days with the im- bridge, despite an effective
ferry system which
prest account, an avenue which I have used to nearly
everyone still insists on using. The cost
gain as much knowledge as I could for the bet- of the
bridge was $800 million Malay dollars
terment of my experience of life, so I could for 500
000 people. The Government did this
appreciate other ways of life for myself. Of
because it realised it would give those people
course there are dissidents and things one can- an accessway
to the rest of the area. When one
not do in these other countries, but there are thinks
of the electrification of our railways, or
things one cannot do in this country in certain tunnelling
under Perth to provide an alternacircumstances and rules have to be followed.
tive track system of railways, we start speaking
For instance, one cannot join a military force about hundreds
of millions of dollars and
to support an uprising in another country be- everyone scatters
for shelter. We have far more
cause our laws say it is not allowed even though than half
a million people here and the longer
some people, such as the Slav people, have these matters are
delayed the more they will
tried to do so and a campaign has been cost the citizens of the State.
It is true that
mounted against it.
those who come after us will have to pay for
these benefits, but they will not be worth paying for then.
EDUCATION AND ROADS
I took the opportunity of reading again my
There are many railways we are still paying
first speech in this House to see what I for, and I relir to those in the electorate of the
advocated then because it may be one of my member for Murchison-Eyre, railways which
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were financed by long-term loans. Those railways have not been of any use. That is not
likely to happen with an alternative transport
system which stops the clogging up of the central business district.
A member interjected.
Mr JAMIESON: I think the loop that was to
go under this House and into the railway cutting near Subiaco would make this city worth
living in because our city and its streets were
not designed for the t ra file they are liced to
take at the present time. It would provide for
another level of traffic which is the only way to
solve the problem. It would be a costly project.
The Wilbur Smith idea was to have a single line
loop which would radiate to the districts and
from any station one could get to Midland,
Fremantle, Armadale, or north. Provision was
made while I was Minister to make sure there
was a wide enough area of land so a track
system could be installed to service the north of
the city. That will have to be done at some
stage, but Governments have shirked responsibility for this matter. The citizens in future will
be encumbered with more responsibility than is
reasonable as a result of this procrastination.
A member interjected.
Mr JAMIESON: There are many things that
can be overcome by sensible activity.
STATE HOTELS
In my maiden speech on 19 August 1953, I
criticised the low profits of the State's hotels
but they have long since gone. Most of those
hotels were in decadent country towns. I use
the word "decadent" in the sense that the
towns were decayed. They had been beautiful
hotels but the people had gone from the towns
and the hotels were being maintained as an
amenity without profit. However, they are now
gone and we do not have to worry about them.
PARLIAMENT HOUSE: FACILITIES
One of the things I advocated and a problem
which was solved, was the lack of toilets at the
old Parliament House. One had to go into the
bush in the Hale School property opposite.
After much encouragement. the Speaker put
the pressure on and I am sure that was one of
the issues that caused construction to start on
the new Parliament House. It had remained for
about 60 years in that condition. No other
authority that provided a hall with a Public
Gallery would have been permitted to get away

with such a state of affairs. We had two rooms
for members and for two amanuenses who did
our typing.
All those things have now been bypassed,
much to the advantage of the constituents.
However, we have lost a lot of the comradeship
that was associated with Parliament House
because regularly in those days members came
to collect the mail from their pigeonholes and
they met other members and talked with them.
That sort of comradeship has gone but in its
place is a iiioic efficient system on behalf of t lie
constituents of WA. The work that has had to
be done on behalf of the constituents is still
being done through members' offices, whether
they are in them or not, and that is the point.
Members do get a little bit of extra time to
attend to those other things they have to do.
Members can also get a bit of research done by
their officers now. When one was making a
speech in previous years time was a problem.
CASINO: LOCATION
I want to mention that at that time we still
had trains and I thought it was time they
shifted the tram depot, which is the big MTT
bus depot now, to the other side of the river. I
suggested below the cement works would be
appropriate, but of course a much more
glorious and glamorous structure is being built
on the site now—the casino.
I want to have it put on record very clearly
that the repeated statement that the casino is
on Burswood Island is not correct. It is actually
on Kagoshima Park. I am pointing on this map
to the Governor Hutt Canal. I am now
indicating Burswood Island, so members can
see the casino is not within a bull's roar of
Burswood Island. I suggest that that error be
corrected for evermore because the casino cannot be built on Burswood Island when it is
actually on a different site. The casino certainly
is not on Burswood Island because Burswood
Island is clearly defined on this map. The former Goodwood Racecourse was on part of that
area.
Mr Blaikie: The road interchange went there.
Mr JAMIESON: The bulk of the road interchange was through the old Goodwood Racecourse. I am indebted to the Minister for Lands
and Surveys for finally providing inc with a
map that quite clearly indicates the position. I
learned to swim in this old canal over here
when I was a very small boy in my best ninons,
and I watched the horses race past at the
Goodwood Racecourse.

I had a fair idea that it was not Burswood
Island on which the casino was being built, but
I could not find a clear map. The map the
member for Vasse had, while showing some
ground lines and those sorts of things, did not
seem to indicate as clearly as this map exactly
what is and what is not there.
Mr Bradshaw: Does that mean that they now
have to move the casino?
Mr JAMIESON: No, it does not. I suggest it
should be referred to as the Kagoshima Park
casino. That would sound much better.
Burswood Island was never defined. Actually,
when one looks at the street directory it is
clearly in the Victoria Park district, no more,
no less.
DRAINAGE

When I first came to this Parliament, comprehensive drainage was needed for my electorate. Fortunately most of my area has now been
built up and I have not had to worry about that
problem for sometime.
HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL FACILITIES
I advocated a hospital site for a 400-bed hospital. I do not think I achieved that. There is a
comprehensive hospital at Bentley and an assessment centre which has almost been
completed with 40 or 50 more beds, so I suppose one must be grateful for small mercies. At
least it shows an appreciation that a hospital
was needed and it was built.
We also advocated the establishment of a
medical school. For many years now good
medicos have been trained in this State and it
was to the everlasting credit of the Hawke State
Government of the time that the Medical
School was proceeded with.

matters, even in regard to structural ideas, that
we discussed in this place at that time in order
to improve the situation.
HARVEST TERRACE: CLOSURE
I would like present members to appreciate
that many years ago when Hon. Stewart Bovell
was Minister for Lands, Harvest Terrace from
Parliament Place up to Malcolm Street was
officially closed by a determination made
under the Parks and Reserves Act. It has never
been proclaimed. It was done as a replacement
for the area of land that was taken from the
Parliament House reserve in order to put the
freeway through. That land belongs to the Parliament and should at some time be closed off
and become part and parcel of this parliamentary reserve. The south corner is rather dangerous, in any case, and sooner or later a claim
needs to be lodged on behalf of the Parliament
of this State. I will not be here to see it done.
We held big meetings of members of this House
with all members participating to discuss this
matter. We made our decision and it was determined.
The Main Roads Department let us down a
bit because it promised to build underground
car parks and all sorts of other things, but its
promise was not met in return for the valuable
piece of land that it received. We had arguments at the time between the Commissioner
of Main Roads and the Joint House Committee. The commissioner said, "When we take
Government land we never pay for it." We
said, "What you don't seem to be able to appreciate is that this is Parliament land. It is not
Government land." Even getting that over to
the commissioner seemed to be a little hard.
With Government support he was able to get
away with most of the things that he wanted to
do at that time and he did not provide the
compensation that was necessary.

BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION:
ASBESTOS ROOFS
Scaffolding for asbestos roofs caused me
great concern, having come from the building
trade. I was concerned that when asbestos roofs
were put up there was no protection
underneath. Now of course it is mandatory to
put a wire mesh under it. Shortly after I aired
my concern about this matter one of our
State's footballers, a chap named Buckingham,
fell through the asbestos while he was doing
some repairs on the roof at the Metropolitan
Markets and was killed. Those are the sorts of

MY CONTRIBUTION TO PARLIAMENT
I have outlined the experiences that I have
had while associated with the Western
Australian Parliament and the opportunities
that I have had to attend various CPA conferences and these sorts of' things which added to a
career which, while sometimes not as happy as
it could have been, nevertheless, has been a
very interesting one—in fact, a career that anybody who comes into this place should try to
follow to some degree.

One of the things that we must always try to
remember though, and one that I tried to indicate in the beginning, is that it is very desirable
for one to stick to one's principles. I do not
mean that members should be pig-headed because from time to time we must do things that
are appropriate to gaining political support; I
realise that, politics being as it is. However, I
believe in what Ben Chifley called the light on
the hill. It was an objective to aim for, and

improved but that a lot worse have come in."
Perhaps that is the case.
Nevertheless I have done the things I thought
were necessary. I played my part when I felt it
was necessary. I played a part in the
completion of Parliament House and I spent
about 25 years in all on the House Committee;
I applied myself to that fairly thoroughly. I had
a short spell for three years as a Minister which
enabled me to appreciate what was associated
which we always should aim for. When I came
to this place and proclaimed myself a socialist with administration, and I think I left my mark
and was not frightened to do so, despite the in that respect also. I may have another opporfact that Sir Charles Court did not agree with tunity to speak, but looking at my programme
and also the programme for finishing this
that theory, he used to say, "You have stuck to
session, that may not be the case. I will be very
your guns." I have always stuck to my guns.
happy if I am able to say a few final words in
Of late I suppose my actions in the House this Chamber. Even if! am not able to do so, I
have not been as rowdy and as annoying to the know that the number of words I have spoken
now Opposition as they would have been would no doubt fill many volumes of Hansard.
earlier on; one quietens down a bit. On one
As far as I have been able, I have completed
occasion some years ago Hon. Clive Griffiths
the task for which I came to this House: To
said to me, "Things have changed a lot. At one
represent my constituents to the best of my
time in the party room it used to take about
ability and to get those things for them which
one-third of the time to talk about what made
Jamieson was doing to us." I was on the House want tolife a little more comfortable. I do not
be egotistical
Committee and I was helping to control the stay here, a member but if, at the end of one's
can look to the fact that he
establishment of the offices. People thought I has achieved
the things that he set out to do, he
was having too much to say. Clive Griffiths has done
the job as best he can for the people
said, "In those days they used to be always he represents.
talking about what you were doing; now you
never get a mention. It is not that you have
[Applause.]
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Dear IVirs Janijeson,
Sic David Brand
As requested, I discussed the pages 61/62 or We transcript of the interview with lie late
Cohn Jamieson with Lady Brand.
As a result of this discussion, she has au Ihorised me to send to you the attached response..
Knowing that she was very closely involved in all the events referred to. I am confident the
version now attached is an accurate one. especially as I made sure Lady Brand had a second
look at the draft before it was finalised for sending to you
TI' anything further is required, would
I realise you are away at the present
wait until you come hack.

you

please let me know.

time.,

but I am sui-e youi Of fice will l:i'iow that this can

lody found asked me to convey to you and your colleagues, her thanks !'ur your
thoughtfulness and for being so aled and picking up a potential discrepancy.

Yours sincerely,

TELEPHONE. OFFICE (09) 481 1448 RESIDENCE (09) 386 1,157 FACSIMILE (09).181

0152

III

The comments on pages 61 and 62 were referred to Lady Brand who said that
Mr Cohn
.Tameson's Version of Sir David's entry into Parliament was not correct.
FirstIy,he was repatrhtec1 from the Middle East after he was wounded on Crete
during
World War U.

He was discharged horn the Australia a Army in 1 945.
The reference to "A bit of a grecngrucei's business in Greenough", should read ''a ( n.flL'!ttl
Store at Dongara". Iliis was a substantial and important business in L)ongara.
Sir David was very friendly with a Mr }-Tiigh Leslie who became a Country Party Meniber
(or
Mt Marshall in the Slate Parliament 104 to ( )ctober 1040. (Nil' I es1ie subsequently became
a Country Party Member of the Federal Parliament for the Seat of Moore, December 1040
to November 1954)
Sir David and Mr Leslie were repatriated from the Middle East on the same ship.
R is pertinent to mention that Sir David's paternal grandfather was a Conservative
Membei
of 1ai'fjament around the turn of' the Many.
Also, Sir

David's father was a strong Country Party supporter as Was Lady Ri'and's mother,

It is significant that a Mr Irwin Burges who was a strong UAP supporter ((he forerunn
er of
the Liberal Party) was a frequent visib ir to the Brand General Store, often having,
long
political discussions with Sir David.
NO Jarnieson's reference about Sir l)tvid going to the AWL in (Iiei'a!dton is complete
ly
wrong.

Lady Brand has a clear recollection or all these times and events.
Sir David's bestrn;tn was
a strong Labour supporter and went to the AWI.J on his OWD initiative.
When he repertecl hack to Sir David it was made very clear to him there was no way in which
David Brand would support the ALP or be a candidate.
It is now history that Sir David stood as an endorsed Liberal Party candidate.
In so doing
h., became the first ever person in Australia to contest. it seat under the banner of the I iheral
Pal (y which I lle late Sir Robert Menzies did so much to bring togethci' towards the end
of
World War II.

1 'he foregoing establishes very clearly that by background and personal Inclination, Si David
was always conservative in his politics.
it therefore followed quite naturally that he stood
Mid served throughout the whole of his political career as a Member of the Liberal Party.

